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Abstract of the Dissertation

Analog Circuit Design Knowledge Mining and
Circuit Causal Information Modeling

by

Fanshu Jiao

Doctor of Philosophy

in

Electrical Engineering

Stony Brook University

2016

This thesis proposes novel analog circuit design knowledge mining and

circuit causal information modeling approaches. Existing circuit synthesis

in terms of topology synthesis and circuit sizing are mainly equation-based

and optimization-based. Topology synthesis selects, reuses existing topol-

ogy, or combines basic building blocks, which can hardly design complex or

innovative structures. Circuit sizing is guided by goal-related optimization,

whereas there is still gap between the way sizing tool works and how a de-

signer reasons to size a circuit. The thesis aims at incorporating designers’

reasoning in synthesis process, by mining analog circuit design knowledge

and causal information, to narrow the gap between design automation and

human-devised circuits. We propose design knowledge can be mined from

three aspects, topology, achievable performance and design reasoning flow.

They are defined by three components in the thesis, associative component,

performance capabilities component, and causal reasoning component.
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The associative component groups a set of circuit topologies, i.e., in-

stances, into a hierarchy of abstract topologies, i.e., abstraction. An ab-

straction describes the similarities among its instances as well as the alter-

native topological features, i.e., nodes, edges, and electrical behavior of the

instances, represented by symbolic expressions/models. We transfer topology

into signal flow graph by symbolic modeling, extract topological features and

construct abstraction from common topological features. The performance

capabilities component describes an instance’s or an abstraction’s perfor-

mance trade-offs and bottlenecks relevant to the performance requirements.

The performance trade-offs, as well as parameter effects obtained from local

sensitivity analysis are built into trade-off tables. Combining trade-off tables

of the instances generates trade-off tables of the abstraction. The causal rea-

soning component refers to designer’s reasoning flow. We summarize from

design literature that a typical design flow involves possible topological fea-

tures that served as starting ideas in devising new circuit, followed by design

steps and their justifications.

In the experimental section, design knowledge was mined from analog cir-

cuit design literature and a complete knowledge representation was built on

34 modern op-amps/OTAs. It is concluded that the op-amp/OTA topologies

are built into a four-level hierarchy based on common and different topologi-

cal features, including input/output stage implementation, gain stage imple-

mentation, and alternative building blocks to achieve the desired performance

requirements.

Mined design knowledge, in particular the causal reasoning component, is

further applied to topology synthesis and design verification fields. Reasoning-

based topology synthesis method involves starting ideas selection and design

sequence generation. The thesis proposes five topology synthesis strategies

based on different ways to derive starting ideas, and creates four high perfor-

mance op-amps/OTAs. Reasoning-based design verification method verifies

circuit design plan from the mined causal reasoning component. Topological
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features corresponding to the starting ideas and design sequence are verified

individually by replacing the related devices with ideal behavior model. Eval-

uating simulation results of the newly generated circuits and original circuit

reveals incorrect functional issues and/or improvement potentials, which are

negative causes of certain starting ideas or design step.

Expanding from parameter local sensitivity in trade-off table and individ-

ual performance potentials, the thesis develops causal information modeling

to extract circuit parameter-performance, parameter-parameter effect at a

global scale. Causal information embedded in analog circuits represents re-

lations according to which a set of design parameters decide the values of the

functional outputs, performance, and other parameters (parameters’ causal-

ity). An ordered parameter sequence implies designers’ sizing strategy in

which each step utilizes causal information to traverse the solution space.

The modeling approach extracts causal information by six elements: (i)

Causal relation characterizes the relation between a design parameter, per-

formance attributes, and the other parameters. It expresses the parameter’s

influence in controlling performance values and trade-offs. (ii) Causal trace

presents the comprehensive causal influence of a parameter for performance

attributes with different importance (weights). (iii) Causal graph includes

the causal traces of all circuit parameters, all performance attribute sets. (iv)

Sequenced causal relations, and (v) graph of sequenced causal relations or-

der parameters’ causal relations based on different measures. Ordered causal

relations reveal parameters’ importance on determining output performance

and circuit sizing strategies. Finally, (vi) causal Pareto front is formed to

express high dimensional trade-off from ordered causal relations. Six causal

elements of an op-amp circuit are extracted in the experiment, showing cir-

cuit parameter causal effects on performance attributes {Gain, Bandwidth,

THD} and multi-dimensional trade-off.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Thesis outline

Figure 1.1 shows the thesis methodology flow and organization. The

thesis has the following structure. Chapter 2 presents analog circuit design

knowledge mining, including algorithms to mine associative component, per-

formance capabilities component, causal reasoning component. Chapter 3, 5

apply mined causal reasoning to topology synthesis, design verification and

develop reasoning-based topology synthesis, reasoning-based design verifi-

cation methods. Extending from the trade-off table method in Chapter 2,

Chapter 4 characterizes circuit trade-off effects by modeling causal informa-

tion and constructing causal Pareto front. It explains various circuit causal

elements, and proposes approach to construct causal Pareto front in the end.

1.2 Motivation

The main tasks of analog circuit design automation range from simula-

tion and modeling, synthesis and optimization, layout synthesis, to design

for testability, etc [1]. Except simulation, which has been demonstrated

successful in commercial tools, the other fields still need development for

1
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Application

Design Literature

Figure 1.1: Methodology flow and thesis organization

automation. The main challenges lie in the nature that analog circuit ex-

hibits continuous time, nonlinear behavior with strongly coupled parameters.

Thus, analog design is knowledge intensive and heuristic, which heavily relies

on designers’ experience and expertise in years. Topology design nowadays is

mainly tackled as designer’s manual process. Designers usually come up with

solutions based on manual reasoning to combine basic devices, sub-circuits,

and ideas from similar solutions [2]. These combinations may include various

circuit topological features, e.g., differential input, cascode, buffer, current

source, etc, as well as design constraints among circuit parameters, e.g., tran-

sistor operation regions, device matching, technology constraint, etc. As new

applications emerge and new manufacturing processes being devised, inno-

vative design solutions, topological features, and analysis methods have been

2



constantly presented in the related literature on analog circuit design. Of-

ten, it is hard for designers to manually review and track the most relevant

ideas and solutions. It is also difficult to summarize and organize the en-

tire published literature, so that, while devising a novel solution, all related

ideas and circuit designs are effectively identified, analyzed, and utilized as

starting points for new design solutions. It is likely that superior designs are

ignored or previous ideas are re-discovered, which may result in less effective

design solution.

In design automation field, methods to automate topology generation and

circuit sizing are mainly equation-based and optimization-based [1]. Topol-

ogy generation method includes topology selection, re-use, or combining ba-

sic building blocks. They all incorporate and utilize certain simple design

knowledge as input, e.g., simple building blocks, transistor operation regions,

transistor sizing constraints, to some extend in order to reduce the gap be-

tween their capabilities and manual design [3], [4]. Circuit sizing is guided by

goal-related optimization. Whereas, existing equation or optimization-based

methods fall behind manual design in terms of two aspects.

(i) Circuit sizing. Even though optimization-based sizing has been avail-

able in commercial tools, there is still gap between the way synthesis tool

works and how a designer reasons to size a circuit. The following example

illustrates parameter sequence encoded in sizing tool, which is not able to

sufficiently utilize or match designer’s sizing process guided by parameter

trade-offs.

To derive the sizing sequence utilized in sizing tool, we conducted a case

study on op-amp circuit in Figure 1.3. We first obtain 64 design points

from Cadence optimization tool [5], target at optimizing Gain. Based on the

64 design points, correlation coefficients are computed under two scenarios,

correlation between Gain and parameter pi modeled as MGain(pi), correla-

tion between different parameters modeled as Cpi(pj). The most correlated

parameter, gds3, is first selected as important parameter. Taking gds3 as a
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Table 1.1: Sizing sequence derived from correlation coefficients

MGain(gds3) MGain(gm3) MGain(gds13) MGain(gm13) MGain(gds10) MGain(gm10)

-0.76 -0.85 -0.8 -0.71 -0.71 -0.72

Parameter sequence M3 → M13 → M10 → M0 → M4 → M7 → M1

Cgds3(gds13) Cgds13(gds10) Cgds10(gds0) Cgds0(gds4) Cgds4(gds7) Cgds7(gds1) Cgds1(gds6)

0.88 0.73 0.73 0.75 0.9 0.75 -0.25

Parameter sequence M3 → M13 → M7 → M4 → M0 → M10

Cgds3(gds13) Cgds13(gds7) Cgds7(gds4) Cgds4(gds0) Cgds0(gds10) Cgds10(gds6)

0.88 0.75 0.92 0.75 0.73 -0.21

Table 1.2: Sizing sequence by modeling a subset of data points

MGain(gds13) MGain(gm13) MGain(gds10) MGain(gm10)

-0.77 -0.45 -0.66 -0.52

Parameter sequence M13 → M10 → M0 → M6 → M11

Cgds13(gds10) Cgds10(gds0) Cgds0(gds6) Cgds6(gds11) Cgds11(gds3)

0.6 0.87 0.76 0.94 0.45

Parameter sequence M13 → M10 → M3 → M6 → M11 → M0

Cgds13(gds10) Cgds10(gds3) Cgds3(gds6) Cgds6(gds11) Cgds11(gds0) Cgds0(gds4)

0.6 0.83 0.53 0.94 0.7 0.25

starting pointing in sizing sequence, we check models Cgds3(pj). Among all

other parameters correlated with gds3, model Cgds3(gds13) characterizes gds13

is most correlated to gds3. Thus, an order to size the circuit starts from

gds3 (device M3) to gds13 (device M13). Similarly, starting from gds13, model

Cgds13(gds10) shows gds13 is most correlated to gds10. An order of highly cor-

related parameters {gds3 → gds13 → gds10 → gds0 → gds4 → gds7 → gds1}
reveals how the synthesis tool works on the transistors to achieve a sizing

solution, {M3 → M13 → M10 → M0 → M4 → M7 → M1}. Another possible

sequence is {M3 → M13 → M7 → M4 → M0 → M10 → M1}. The sequence

ends at uncorrelated device M6. Table 1.1, 1.2 summarize important param-

eters (devices) utilized in automatic sizing, and parameter (device) sequences

encoded in sizing solutions.

From the result, we conclude synthesis tool starts sizing from the output

stage and only considers signal path with one input transistor M7, which is
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not able to match the complete design plan proposed by a designer, {M6 →
M3 → M0 → M10 → M13 → M7 → M10}. Modeling a subset of 64 design

points shows different sequences {M13 → M10 → M0 → M6 → M11}, or {M13

→ M10 → M3 → M6 → M11}. Chapter 4 will explain other measures to

model parameter-performance trade-off besides correlation coefficient, and

strategies to derive sizing sequence (defined as causal information modeling).
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Figure 1.2: Complex structures or topological patterns

(ii) Topology generation. Current design automation methods tend to

immediately re-use, refine recent circuit topology solutions, or create topol-

ogy from basic building blocks [6]. They are not able to effectively utilize the

innovative topology from literature, which is the key solution for advanced

specifications. For example, designer’s solution introduces different adaptive

biasing topologies for low-voltage application (1∼3), feed-forward compen-

sation (4), gain-boosting strategy (5) in Figure 1.2. Class AB op-amp with

the adaptive biasing structure achieves near-optimal current efficiency in [7].

Re-use or refine topology [8] relies on pre-defined topology library, which is

hard to keep updated with innovative topologies from literature. Topology
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creation [9] is limited to basic building blocks and lacks of designer’s reason-

ing like abstraction, instantiation, analogies, induction, concept combination

in complex design strategies. It can hardly incorporate more complex struc-

tures or topological patterns like in Figure 1.2.

Existing synthesis methods lack the capabilities to efficiently and compre-

hensively represent analog circuit knowledge and reasoning space, which are

essential elements in human design innovation. Designer’s reasoning might

involve optimization and equation solving, it also includes pattern identifica-

tion both with respect to the utilized topological features, their justifications,

and parameters’ causality defining main influence in setting the performance

values. The thesis proposes systematic approaches to mine analog circuit de-

sign knowledge and model causal information from literature. They extend

current optimization- and equation-based synthesis methods by incorporat-

ing activities inspired by human reasoning utilizing knowledge mining tech-

niques, to leverage the effectiveness and capabilities of automated tools by

narrowing the gap between their solutions and human-devised circuits. The

methods are motivated by explored techniques developed in machine learn-

ing [10], statistical data analysis [11], data mining [12], and the emerging

shift to knowledge mining [13] to extract useful information from a variety

of data [14], [15].

With the availability of big data technique nowadays, data mining algo-

rithms analyze data from different perspectives and summarize it into useful

information. Extending from the traditional tasks of finding useful patterns

in data, knowledge mining targets new challenges in order to reuse the data

patterns, to discover useful knowledge from data and to integrate knowledge

base. It evolves various techniques to derive high-level concepts and descrip-

tions from data involving both data and relevant background knowledge.

Systematic methods utilize advanced knowledge representation and generate

different types of knowledge from a given data source. Explored applica-

tions range from computational intelligence [16], text mining [17], and power
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system [18], etc. Despite the fact that analog circuit design is knowledge

intensive, there is no research work on knowledge mining in analog circuit

design automation.

The proposed knowledge mining on analog circuit design includes knowl-

edge discovery and organization. For modern op-amp/OTA circuits, design

knowledge is mined from three aspects, circuit topological features, perfor-

mance capabilities and design causal reasoning, which arguably cover the

entire design knowledge space. Circuit topologies extracted from literature

are first transferred into symbolic models, from which common topological

patterns are identified. Performance capabilities express circuit’s parameter

sensitivity, performance trade-off and bottleneck. Design causal reasoning

summarizes manual design procedures and how designer evolves innovative

solutions. The thesis also presents method to model causal information en-

coded in the circuit, expressed by various relations of parameters with perfor-

mance attributes and other parameters, revealing different sizing strategies

designers reason when size circuit manually.

1.3 Goals and contributions

The goal of the thesis is to reduce the gap between current analog synthe-

sis result and designer’s solution by mining design knowledge and causal in-

formation, as well as applying mined knowledge to topology synthesis, design

verification. It is achieved through (i) mining techniques to build topology

hierarchical representation, performance trade-off tables and design causal

reasoning flows, (ii) applying mined causal reasoning to topology synthe-

sis and design verification, (iii) modeling circuit parameter causal relations

and constructing causal Pareto front. The novel contribution of the thesis

includes:

• We propose the first systematic knowledge mining technique on ana-

log circuit design, to efficiently and comprehensively represent design
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knowledge space, and keep updated with innovative topology solutions.

• We propose original algorithms of reasoning-based topology synthesis

and design verification, to capture and mimic human design activity.

• We propose original algorithm of modeling parameter trade-off effect

(causal information) encoded in circuit, to obtain different circuit sizing

strategies.

1.4 Methodology Overview

This section gives an overview of the proposed knowledge mining and

causal modeling methodologies, and conceptually explains how they can be

applied for topology synthesis and design verification. Knowledge mining

algorithm builds design knowledge presentation in terms of circuit topologies,

performance capabilities, and causal reasoning, to comprehensively cover the

entire design knowledge space.

(i) The algorithm first extracts circuit topologies from electronic docu-

ments. Transistors are transferred into linear symbolic models which express

linear AC performance by parameters {gms, gds, Cgd, Cdb}. From symbolic

models of circuits (instances) group, an abstraction is an abstract symbolic

model, which describes the similarities among its instances as well as the

symbolic expressions that cumulatively express the alternative topological

features (i.e., nodes and edges) and electrical behavior of the instances. For

each circuit instance, we also identify possible topological features from de-

sign documents and build associative component based on common topolog-

ical features.

(ii) Circuit’s (or an abstract circuit’s) performance trade-offs and bottle-

necks relevant to the performance requirements are summarized as perfor-

mance capabilities component. Performance trade-offs are built into tables in

which columns represent performance attributes and rows indicate how cir-
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cuit parameters control performance attributes around certain design point.

Trade-off also reveals parameter local sensitivity, which is computed symbol-

ically into trade-off table. Circuits’ trade-off tables are combined to generate

performance trade-offs for abstraction by combining common effects in the

trade-off tables. Combined tables indicate the common attribute variations

of the circuits and the distinct attribute variations of the alternative designs.

(iii) While reading design literature on op-amps/OTAs, we summarize

possible design flows involve starting ideas followed by the sequence of steps

utilizing innovative topological features. Causal reasoning component com-

poses possible topological features that served as starting points in devising

new circuits as well as the design steps and their justifications in creating the

design. Topological features of starting ideas are characterized into different

sets based on their origins, i.e., previous idea from the same group, previous

idea from other groups, new design insight, or common design knowledge.

The thesis summarizes five patterns the way starting ideas are originated

and combined to derive design flows, i.e., combining different topological

features, combining topological and abstract features, combining different

abstract features, not using certain topological features, creating new ab-

straction.

For example, Figure 1.3 shows a high performance operational transcon-

ductance amplifier (OTA) schematic [2]. Knowledge mining on the circuit

results three components presented in Figure 1.4(a), (b), (c). Circuit topol-

ogy is first transferred to signal flow graph, in which nodes correspond to the

circuit nodes and arcs describe node coupling from transistor symbolic models

(Figure 1.4(a)). Besides symbolic model, circuit topological features are ex-

tracted based on devices, transistor types, connection patterns, IO terminals.

For example, subset {Vinp, Vinn, V3, V5, V6, V4, V0, V1} in Figure 1.4(a)

refers to devices {M6, M7, M8, M9} and their corresponding connections,

which is complimentary differential input feature. Complete feature set in-

cludes {complementary differential input, folded cascode, differential output,
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Figure 1.3: OTA schematic

basic current source, fully symmetric}.
Performance trade-off table in Figure 1.4(b) expresses parameters sensi-

tivity effect on different linear performance ({Gain, Noise, Pole, Gain-Pole

Product}). Table entries of up/down arrows are computed based on symbolic

models that increment of {gmd3, gmd10} decreases Gain, whereas increases

dominant pole frequency (Bandwidth). We further utilize ellipse function to

fit design points for a comprehensive trade-off presentation. Different mea-

sures to characterize ellipse models, i.e., correlation, linearity, and similarity,

result ordered parameter sequence and causal information that encoded in

circuit sizing.

Figure 1.4(c) summarizes designer’s steps of creating the circuit which

starts from using fully differential structure for modulator application. Start-

ing ideas also include complementary folded cascode as for high speed specifi-

cation [2]. Following steps add common mode feedback and biasing circuitry

for correct operation. Knowledge mining on 34 op-amp/OTA circuits ex-

tracts and abstracts individual circuit’s topology, trade-off table, causal rea-

soning. Abstraction further reveals common topological features and their

corresponding trade-offs. Circuits’ causal reasoning indicates types of strate-
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Figure 1.4: Design knowledge mining on OTA Figure 1.3

gies to start a design and combine starting ideas to derive novel solution.

Experiment was conducted on 34 op-amps/OTAs from modern design litera-
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ture, in tsmc 0.2µm process. Mined topological features offer novel synthesis

solutions, and causal reasoning helps understand human design innovation.

Topology synthesis and design verification through a reasoning-based flow

are explored as applications of the proposed knowledge mining techniques.

Mined design causal reasoning flow indicates human reasoning usually begins

with a set of starting ideas and then continues with a sequence of design

steps to complete the solution. Starting ideas can be topological/abstract

features, which correspond to the main conceptual ideas utilized in creating

a new topology. Each step of the design sequence is justified by the fact

that it either introduces a new topological feature that further improves

performance or relaxes the constraints of the design. Experiments present

four synthesis case studies using different ways to obtain starting ideas.

Reasoning-based design verification checks the correctness of the starting

ideas and design steps that form a design flow. The proposed method first

generates new circuits by replacing building blocks individually with ideal

behavior models. Comparing simulation results of the newly evaluated cir-

cuit, incorrect functional issues and performance potentials for improvement

are identified and linked to building blocks from either starting idea and/or

design step. Thus, reasoning-based verification helps offer design diagnostic

insight, like the starting idea and/or design step implementation that should

be modified to correct functional errors. Experiments illustrate three op-amp

examples to verify and diagnose design plan.

Knowledge mining in Figure 1.4 proposes trade-off tables showing circuit

parameter sensitivity in a local range as parameter variation is small enough

to stay around one design point (sizing solution). When size a new circuit,

multiple design points at the global scale should be considered. The the-

sis extends trade-off table method and models circuit causal information to

explore multi-dimensional performance space. Causal information presents

circuit parameter-performance effect, i.e., how design parameters deciding

the values of the functional outputs, performance, and other parameters,
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as causal relations. Multiple strategies to characterize and order causal rela-

tions based on correlation, linearity, similarity measure are proposed, offering

alternative sizing strategies to transverse the performance space.

The thesis proposes six elements to characterize causal information. (i)

Causal relation characterizes the connection between a design parameter,

performance attributes, and the circuit parameters. It expresses the param-

eter’s influence in controlling performance values and trade-offs. (ii) Causal

trace presents the comprehensive causal influence of a parameter for different

importance (weights) of the performance attributes. (iii) Causal graph in-

cludes the traces of all circuit parameters, all performance attribute sets. (iv)

Sequenced causal relations, (v) Graph of sequenced causal relations present

the order in which the causal relations of the parameters are used in tackling

a design problem. Ordered causal relations reveal parameters’ importance

on output performance and are considered as circuit design methodology

(sizing strategy). Finally, (vi) causal Pareto front is formed from different

sequenced causal relations. Causal relations are modeled by ellipse fitting,

thus the ellipse shape describes the degree of causal control a parameter

has over performance. For certain specification (i.e., performance attribute

set), ellipse model and Pareto front are constructed based on sampled design

points obtained from Cadence sizing tool [5].
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Figure 1.5 shows an illustrative ellipse model example for OTA in Fig-

ure 1.3. Experiment runs sizing tool to sample each transistor on the signal

path, {M3, M6, M7, M10}, 16 times {15µm, 30µm,..., 240µm} evenly along

channel width. Performance specification is to optimize {Gain, Bandwidth}
with equal weights {0.5, 0.5}. A total of 64 optimal design points, including

parameters and performance results in Figure 1.5 show parameter’s causal ef-

fect on performance, i.e., gds6 vs Gain. Figure 1.6 illustrates a two dimension

Pareto front, i.e., Gain vs Bandwidth with negative trade-off effect.

Besides weight {0.5, 0.5}, experiment also considered a sampling of 8

weight sets to comprehensively present the design space, {[1, 0], [0.875, 0.125],

[0.75, 0.25], [0.625, 0.375], [0.375, 0.625], [0.75, 0.25], [0.125, 0.875], [0, 1]},
i.e., [1, 0] = {weightGain=1, weightBandwidth=0}. A list of ellipse models for 9

weights composes causal trace. Instead of simulating all combinations of high

dimensional performance space, causal traces of two dimensional performance

are merged. In order to have a comprehensive understanding of parameter

trade-offs, for each performance attribute set, various sensitivity measures are

computed to order causal trace in terms of linearity, correlation, similarity,

etc. For example, ordered parameter list based on linearity, {gds3 → gm6 →
gds6 → gm3 → gds10 → gm10 → gm7 → gds7}, reveals gds3 the most, gds7 the

least linear dependency on {Gain, Bandwidth}.
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Chapter 2

Analog Circuit Design

Knowledge Mining1

2.1 Introduction

Automatically mining design knowledge and building knowledge repre-

sentation from literature (electronic documents) offer an efficient way to sys-

tematically organize, re-use, disseminate, and expand state-of-the-art design

knowledge in human design activity. In engineering field, knowledge dis-

covery through reading and mining information from electronic documents

inspires a lot of problem solving and innovation. Knowledge discovery is im-

portant not only in devising new design solutions, but also in identifying new

business opportunities for emerging applications. As engineering innovations

are constantly being proposed and new challenges being raised, it is unlikely

to continuously and comprehensively access and review the entire technical

literature to find the most relevant knowledge and solution.

More specifically, in electronic circuit design, it is hard to constantly

track innovative designs from design literature for new application and new

technology constraints. In applications like telecommunication, mobile ap-

1 [19], [20]
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plication, and health care, problem specifications have continuously changed

with respect to the required size, speed, bandwidth, linearity, power con-

sumption, and robustness of the circuits. Therefore, innovative design ideas,

solutions, topological features, and analysis methods have been constantly

presented in the related literature to address current challenges and oppor-

tunities. Existing analog design automation methods tend to reuse previous

work or refine recent design topologies presented in the literature, lacking

in capabilities to automatically mine and organize related knowledge from

the entire published literature. It is likely that while devising a novel solu-

tion, superior related ideas and circuit designs are ignored or previous ideas

are re-discovered. This limits the automation’s possibilities and capabilities

to derive more innovative and effective design solution, hence lower design

quality, productivity, and market impact.

This chapter presents knowledge mining methodology to help innovate

design solutions, tackle new design opportunities and applications [20]. As

analog circuit design involves related design knowledge and iterative reason-

ing process, an important step in knowledge mining is not only mining and

representing the topological features and performance capabilities of new

circuits, but also discovering the most likely reasoning steps that produced

a design. By reading and summarizing manual reasoning flow written in

documents, we propose it includes a set of starting ideas which trigger the

solution, design sequence to complete the solution, and their justifications.

The reasoning steps can be reused or extended to tackle new problems by

synthesizing new circuit topologies, or might expose design steps that can be

improved to create more efficient solutions. Also, discovering the most likely

ideas (topological features) that served as design starting points are utilized

to understand how ideas evolve and propagate within a design community.

This can be used to uncover unexplored design opportunities and new market

niches.

Figure 2.1 offers an overview of the proposed methodology flow to mine
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design knowledge from analog circuits. Inputs are circuit topologies, which

are first converted into their signal-flow graph (SFG) representation using

symbolic modeling method [21]. Comparing signal-flow graphs and identify-

ing topological features reveal topological similarities and differences among

the circuits. Similar and different topological features are summarized into

sets and further utilized to produce hierarchy. This step generates the as-

sociative component of the knowledge representation. Sensitivity analysis

on each circuit reveals parameter’s trade-off effect on performance, which

is built into tables. Trade-off tables and individual performance bottleneck

compose performance capabilities component. The following step produces

trade-off tables of the abstraction by combining trade-off tables of the in-

stances under the abstraction. Finally, the causal reasoning component is

mined by using the circuit schematics, abstractions and trade-offs to iden-

tify the starting ideas and design sequence that were likely used to create

the design. The three main components of design knowledge representation,

{associative, performance capabilities, causal reasoning}, will be explained

in detail.

Circuit Topology

SFG Representation

(macromodel)

Compare a set

of SFGs

Similar features,

different features

Tradeoffs, bottlenecks

Cluster circuits and

generate abstractions

Starting ideas

Performance Capabilities

Associative

and design sequence

Build performance

trade-off tables

Causal Reasoning

Generate reasoning

based design plan

Figure 2.1: Methodology flow to mine analog circuit design knowledge

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 summarizes related work
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of mining techniques on circuit modeling, mining system causality in fields

other than electronic design automation. Section 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 present the

main theory of analog circuit design knowledge mining: the knowledge rep-

resentation components. Section 2.6.1, 2.6.2, 2.6.3 propose the algorithms to

mine the three components accordingly. Finally, conclusions are offered.

2.2 Related work

There are various ways of applying modeling/mining techniques on elec-

tronic circuit design, including identification of performance modeling, circuit

classification and clustering, etc.

On the digital side, for the high degree of regularity in digital circuit,

structural regularity extraction has been studied [22], [23]. Analog circuits

are different as structural regularity is weaker and performance specifications

are more complex. There are performance modeling techniques by nonlinear

regression models [24], neural-network models [25], genetic programming [26].

The circuit modeling procedure in [27] extracts piecewise linear models from

trained neural networks, to represent the linear dependencies between circuit

performances and design parameters. [28] presents an exploration procedure

for mapping given functional specifications of an analog system to the specifi-

cation parameters of individual component blocks of the system topology. [29]

proposes Bayesian model to present process variation space.

Several data mining algorithms have been explored to model design space,

including collecting Internet available performance data to build trade-off

model [30]. In terms of classification and clustering, in [31], support vector

machines are used as classifier to identify the feasible design space of analog

circuits. As an integral part of the SVM, some new kernels and some other

kernels composed through modification on the some of the standard kernels,

are explored. More uses of SVMs on performance macromodeling and feasi-

bility modeling are least-squares support vector machine [32], [33]. [34] takes a
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mining perspective on a Pareto optimal set of sized analog circuit topologies.

It extracts a specs-to-topology decision tree, global nonlinear sensitivity anal-

ysis on topology and sizing parameters, and determines analytical expressions

of performance trade-offs. Knowledge extraction technique using binary de-

cision trees is discussed in [35]. Decision trees utilize performance attributes

to partition a set of circuit topologies based on their achievable performance,

e.g., topologies that offer a certain Gain value, slew rate, and so on. Clus-

tering features has been proposed to build classification schemes for analog

circuits [36]. However, these methods did not consider knowledge structures

that include topology similarities, differences, abstractions or design causal

reasoning of the represented circuits. Meanwhile, it is very important for us

to understand the purpose of certain topology and its performance trade-off.

Moreover, traditional clustering methods do not use symbolic expressions,

which are powerful in giving insight into circuit behavior and performance.

Identifying design causal reasoning steps to create a circuit is similar to

understanding system or process causality. Understanding causality has been

an important research topic in biomedical, neurological field, etc.

[37] studies the causality between two simultaneously recorded biological

signals, and investigate whether one signal is causing the other. Granger

causality is utilized to study the influence between brain regions [38], the

network connectivity across multiple brain regions [39]. [40] proposes noval

causality measures (in time and frequency domains) for the linear regression

model, which is a natural extension of Granger causality. Causal mechanism

of a system, represented by causality diagram, is developed with fuzzy set

theory [38]. Causality analysis is also applied in stock market area [41]. In

physics field, [42] studies space-time causality. Causality-related algorithms

learn the structure of the causal model of a process and its parameters from

a set of samples. Simon’s causal ordering algorithm [43], a seminal work,

generates partial causal graphs to indicate the causal relations among the

parameters of a structural description of a system modeled as sets of lin-
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ear equations. Nayak [44] studies causal approximations through bipartite

matching as a way to tackle the complexity of causal modeling of physical

systems. [45] extends the algorithm by Simon to under-constrained, struc-

tural equations. In spite of this work, to the best of our knowledge, mining

design causal reasoning from design literature has not been yet studied.

To conclude, current analog circuit design automation techniques evolve

different algorithms on design space and performance space modeling. Re-

sults obtained from modeling/data mining algorithms has not been further

studied on how to interpret and convert them into design knowledge. Be-

sides, there is no systematic approach to characterize topology similarities,

build topology abstraction, as well as understanding causality encoded in the

design process.

2.3 Associative component

Design knowledge mining first mines associative component, the hierar-

chical description for a group of circuits and their corresponding abstract

circuits at various levels of abstraction. Every circuit topology is character-

ized by symbolic, mathematical relations between a set of parameters and

holds for a set of constraints. Circuit parameters are physical properties that

can be measured (observed), like device dimensions, small signal parameters,

value ranges of the signals (voltages and currents), etc.

More details on theoretical characteristics of building symbolic models

are presented in [46].

For a set of topologies, signal flow graphs are first generated by trans-

ferring transistor into its symbolic model, which expresses linear AC perfor-

mance and noise [21]. The nodes of SFG correspond to the circuit nodes

and arcs describe node coupling. Every node is annotated with a symbolic

expression of the node’s pole. Every arc has a symbolic expression denoting

node coupling shown in Figure 2.3. Furthermore, we identify circuit topology
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features based on the devices, transistor types, connection patterns, and IO

terminals. If circuit netlist or symbolic model is not available, other sim-

ulation data-based rules will be needed for the feature learning. Common

topological features among multiple topologies will be abstracted. For ex-

ample, Figure 2.2 shows schematics and SFGs of three topologically similar

OTAs. We observe from SFGs that all circuits have differential inputs as

common building block, subset {Vinp, Vinn, V3, V5, V6, V4, V0, V1}.
The hierarchy is built by aggregating common features among circuit

topologies. Features of each circuit (instance) are summarized into sets: set

I contains the common features for all instances at the same abstraction level,

set U includes features that are unique to an instance or abstraction, hence

distinguish it from the others, set E contains features related to enabling

conditions/constraints, that must be met for the circuit to be functionally

feasible, i.e., biasing building blocks.

Example: The case study discusses circuits 4(1), 4(2), 27 in Figure 2.2,

which are topologically similar. Circuit 4(1) is a complementary folded cas-

code OTA, circuit 4(2) is nearly similar, but contains a feed-forward com-

pensation (FFC). FFC connects the differential inputs to gate of M3, M5,

M10, M12. Circuit 27 is also a complementary cascode OTA, but with a feed-

forward-regulated cascode topology (FFR), {M8, M5}, {M9, M4}, {M2, M7},
{M3, M6}.

Symbolic flow graphs were built for the three circuits using symbolic

modeling [47], [21]. Figure 2.4 presents their symbolic models and the model

of the abstraction 4(1) & 4(2). The model of circuit 4(2) includes all nodes

and edges of the model for circuit 4(1), but it also incorporates the arcs

shown in bold, dotted lines. The four arcs between the differential inputs and

outputs represent the additional feed-forward compensation of circuit 4(2).

Figure 2.4 illustrates the model for circuit 27. It has the same topological

features as circuits 4(1) and 4(2) but connected differently. The new coupling

that shown in bold, dotted arcs are feed-forward regulation (FFR) for circuit
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Figure 2.2: Circuits 4(1), 4(2) & 27 schematics and their symbolic models
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27.

Figure 2.4 also presents the abstraction of the three circuits based on

symbolic models. The nodes are the matched nodes of the three circuits (set

I1), and the edges in continuous line exist in all three circuits (set I2). The

four edges in bold, dotted lines between inputs and outputs are the overall

couplings which each of three circuits includes, but using different ways of
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implementing them (set I3). The symbolic expressions of these arcs have the

form gm,x + gm,y(gm,z + sCgd,v) + γ. The circuit nodes that are involved in

implementing the overall arcs are part of alternatives (set I4). Abstraction

4(1) & 4(2) describes circuits with or without feed-forward compensation, in

which the two optional edges (marked with ‘∗’) between inputs and outputs

introduce zeros sCgd − gmg that are used in pole compensation. Abstraction

4(1), 4(2) & 27 gives a more general description with respect to input/output

coupling, indicating optional edges can be implemented in different ways, e.g.,

feed-forward compensation, feed-forward regulation, etc.
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Figure 2.5: Circuit 4(1) schematics

Topological features are extracted in Figure 2.7. Common features of

circuit 4(1), 4(2) are {complementary differential input, differential output,

folded cascode} in set I. The unique feature of circuit 4(2), set U , is {feed-

forward compensation}. Enabling features in circuit 4(1), 4(2) are {basic

current source biasing, fully symmetry}. The corresponding devices and

connections are colored in Figure 2.5, 2.6. Abstraction is built by extracting

the common topological features for a higher hierarchy.

Summary. Topological features (or features) include not only well-

known (traditional) building blocks, but also structural templates, hierar-
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Figure 2.7: Topological features for 4(1), 4(2) and their abstractions

chical structures, feed-forward/feedback schemes [48]. As associative com-

ponent focuses on topology attributes in terms of nodes, node couplings,

higher level building blocks, and templates, technology aspects are not ex-

plored. Whereas feasibility of topology can be a technology dependent deci-

sion, linking topologies to technologies can be considered in future work, i.e.,

identifying topologies particular for advanced processes.
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2.4 Performance capabilities component

Performance capabilities component expresses circuit/building block’s pa-

rameter sensitivity, performance trade-offs and bottlenecks. It tends to cover

all aspects of circuit/building block’s performance potential that circuit de-

signers considered in their design. Parameter sensitivity refers to how vari-

ation of parameter will make an impact on output performance, i.e., setting

parameters to improve one performance attribute worsens another perfor-

mance attribute. Performance trade-off refers to trade-offs between perfor-

mance pairs or among high dimensional performance attribute sets, with

bottleneck being single performance upper/lower bound. This chapter pro-

poses trade-off tables in which columns represent performance attributes and

rows indicate the parameters that control each attribute.

Table 2.1: Performance trade-offs of circuit 4(1) in Figure 2.5

Parameters CM gain Gain Noise DP0 GPP0

gmd3, gmd10 ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑
gms3, gmg6, gmg7, gms10 ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↑
Cgd3+Cdb3+Cgd10+Cdb10 − − − ↓ ↓

gms6, gms7 ↓ − ↑ − −
gmg0, gms0, gmg3, gmg4, gms4, gmg10 − − ↓ − −

Cgd6+Cgs6+Cgd7+Cgs7 − − ↑ − −
gmd0, gmd6, gmd7, gmd13 ↓ ↓ ↑ − ↑

gmd4, gmd11 ↑ − ↑ − −

Example: Table 2.1, 2.2 illustrate the performance trade-off tables for

circuit 4(1), 4(2) in Figure 2.5, 2.6 individually. The columns are performance

attributes {CM gain (common mode gain), Gain, noise, DP0, and GPP0}.
Performance DP0 refers to the first dominant pole, GPP0 = Gain * DP0.

Small signal parameters are chosen in the experiment as they correspond to

symbolic models and reveal device operating insight. They are functions of

device dimensions, thus can be tuned from circuit sizing input. The rows

indicate different parameters (small signal parameters {gmg, gmd, gms, Cgd,
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Table 2.2: Performance trade-offs of circuit 4(2) in Figure 2.6

Parameters CM gain Gain Noise DP0 GPP0
gmd3, gmd10 ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑

gmg3, gmg6, gmg7, gmg10 ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↑
Cgd3+Cdb3+Cgd10+Cdb10 − − − ↓ ↓

gms6, gms7 ↓ − ↓ − −
gmg0, gms0, gmg4, gms4 − − ↓ − −

Cgd3+Cgs3+Cgd6+Cgs6+ − − ↑ − −
Cgd10+Cgs10+Cgd7+Cgs7

gmd10, gmd6, gmd7, gmd13, gmd4, gmd11 ↑ − ↑ − −
gms3,gms10 ↓ − ↓ − −

Cgs, Cdb} in this example). Upward arrows express that increasing the pa-

rameter value improves the performance attribute. Downward arrows show

that increasing the parameter value decreases the performance attribute.

To further merge trade-off tables of instances for abstraction, we need to

understand similar trade-offs, dissimilarity between two trade-offs. Concepts

are explained as follows.

Definition - similar trade-offs: Let’s assume two trade-off tables for

two instances, trade-off table T1 of instance C1 and trade-off table T2 of in-

stance C2. Elements in trade-off table present circuit parameters’ trade-off

effects on performance attributes. First, let’s consider that each trade-off

element is controlled by a single parameter: parameter v1 for circuit C1 and

parameter v2 for circuit C2. Trade-offs T1 and T2 are similar, if parameters

v1 and v2 originate the same kind of variations (e.g., improving or worsen-

ing) for the performance attributes of the trade-offs. The two controlling

parameters v1 and v2 are similar with respect to the two trade-offs. Second,

let’s assume that each trade-off is controlled by a set of parameters, sv1 and

sv2, respectively. Trade-offs T1 and T2 are similar, if there is a mapping

between all parameters in sets sv1 and sv2, so that the associated parameters

are similar with respected to the two trade-offs. The two sets of controlling

parameters, sv1 and sv2, are called similar.
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Example: In Tables 2.1 and 2.2, the two trade-offs on the first row are

similar and involve the similar parameters {gmd3, gmd10} of the two circuits.

The trade-offs on the seventh row are not similar. They show different vari-

ations of the performance attributes. The distance between two trade-offs

over a circuit parameter domain ∆ is defined by the total differences in the

performance attribute values computed for domain ∆. The distance between

the trade-offs characterizes their dissimilarity.

Definition - distance/dissimilarity between two trade-offs: Given

trade-offs T1 of circuit C1 and T2 of C2 and parameter domain ∆, the distance

between the two trade-offs is computed by the following expression:

dist(T1, T2) =

p∑
i=1

∫
∆

wi|A1,i − A2,i| (2.1)

Trade-offs T1 and T2 are characterized by p performance attributes Ai.

wi are weights associated to each attribute both for normalization and for

indicating the importance of the performance attribute. These weights are

used to build relation rel of the performance attribute description of the

trade-off [46].

Example: Considering that trade-offs T1 and T2 include only two per-

formance attributes, the distance is computed by the expression w1

∫
∆
|A1,1−

A2,1|+ w2

∫
∆
|A1,2 − A2,2|.

If a circuit design does not meet the problem requirements, the distance

of trade-off T to satisfying the problem requirement is equal to the minimum

distance of the performance attributes that do not meet the constraints to the

requirements computed over the domain ∆’ for which the minimum distance

is achieved.

Definition - distance to satisfying the problem requirements: The

distance to satisfying the problem requirements is computed as follows:

dist(PC, T ) = min

p∑
i=1

∫
∆′
wi|PCi − Ai| (2.2)
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where PCi are the p unsatisfied performance requirements, and Ai are

the corresponding performance attributes.

Definition - Pareto criterion: For parameter domain ∆, trade-offs T1

of circuit C1 dominates trade-offs T2 of circuit C2, if for every performance

attributes A1,i ∈ T1 and A2,i ∈ T2, A1,i > A2,i or |A1,i − A2,i| < ε, where ε is

application dependent.

The trade-offs and bottlenecks for abstractions are found by combining

the trade-offs of their related instances. The resulting trade-off table includes

the similar trade-offs as well as merged trade-offs, which express the alter-

native trade-offs of the instances. Merging two trade-offs pertaining to two

circuits is performed according to the next definition.

Definition - merging two trade-offs: The trade-off tables of instances

are combined to produce trade-off tables of the corresponding abstraction

through similar trade-offs. The combined tables indicate the common trade-

offs specific to the similar parameters of the instances and alternative trade-

offs that are possible through the distinct (specific) parameters of the in-

stances. The merged trade-off of two trade-offs T1 ∈ C1 and T2 ∈ C2 in-

cludes the similar performance attribute entries of the two trade-offs (e.g., if

both entries are ↑ or ↓) or − and the dissimilar entries, which express the

alternative performance attribute variations, like ↑ / ↓, ↑ /−, and −/ ↓.
The similar controlling parameters of the similar performance attributes are

grouped together in the merged trade-off table.

Lemma: When grouping multiple trade-offs, the merged table includes

only the following type of entries: ↑, ↓, −, ↑ / ↓, ↑ /−, −/ ↑, ↑ / ↓ /−.

Proof : Any other alternative is reduced to one of the above seven situa-

tions. For example merging ↑ / ↓ with ↑ results in ↑ / ↓, or merging ↑ / ↓
with − produces ↑ / ↓ /−.

Example: Table 2.3 describes the trade-off table computed for the ab-

straction representing circuits 4(1) and 4(2). The first four rows present

trade-offs that are common to the two circuits, hence are trade-offs of the
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Table 2.3: Performance trade-offs of the abstraction 4(1) & 4(2)

Parameters CM gain Gain Noise DP0 GPP0
gmd3, gmd10 ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑

gmg6, gmg7, gmg10, gms3/gmg3 ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↑
Cgd3+Cdb3+Cgd10+Cdb10 − − − ↓ ↓

gms6, gms7 ↓ − ↓ − −
gmg0, gms0, gmd4, gms4, − − ↓ − −

gms3/−, gmg10/−}
Cgd6, Cgs6, Cgd7, Cdb7, − − ↑ − −

−/Cgd3,−/Cgs3,−/Cgd10,−/Cgs10}
gmd0, gmd6, gmd7, gmd13, ↓ / ↑ ↓ /− ↑ − ↓ /−
−/gmd4, −/gmd11}

gmd4/gms3, gmd11/gms10} ↑ / ↓ − ↑ / ↓ − −

abstraction too. Each of the trade-offs have the same controlling parameters

and express the same type of performance attribute variations. The trade-

offs in rows five and six show for both circuits the same variation of noise,

but the two circuits differ with respect to the controlling parameters that set

the noise attribute. The parameters outside the accolades are specific to one

of the circuits, e.g., −/Cgd3 in row six indicates that the parameter occurs

in the second circuit, while the first circuit does not include a similar pa-

rameter (null parameter). Rows seven and eight present trade-offs for which

the performance attributes have different attribute variations. The trade-off

table indicates that the abstraction for circuits 4(1) and 4(2) offers more

flexibility in improving the noise performance of the related circuits, but less

capabilities in improving the gain and bandwidth. Parameters in row 1 and

2 improve GPP0, and row 1, 6, 7 better the noise performance. However,

only row 2 improves gain, only row 1 improves DP0.

Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.4 present trade-offs for circuits 4(1), 4(2), and 27 individ-

ually. Columns are the circuit parameters that control a specific performance.

Rows include performance attributes CM gain, Gain, noise, dominant pole

(DP0), and gain-pole product (GPP0). Up-arrows (↑) represent that increas-

ing the parameter improves the performance attributes, and down-arrow (↓)
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Table 2.4: Performance trade-offs of circuit 27

Parameters CM gain Gain Noise DP0 GPP0
Cgd0, Cgs, Cgs4, Cgd6, Cgs6 − − ↑ − −

gmd0, gmd6 ↓ ↓ ↑ − −
gmg0, gmg6 ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↑

gms0 − − ↓ − −
gmg1, gms1 − − ↑ − −

Cgd2 − − ↓ − −
gmd2, gmd4 ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑

gmg2 ↓ ↑ ↑ − ↑
gms2 − ↓ − − ↓
gmg4 − ↑ ↑ − ↑
gms4 ↑ ↓ − − ↓
gms6 ↓ ↓ − − ↓
gmg4 ↑ ↑ ↑ − ↑

describes that increasing the parameter decreases the performance attribute.

Table 2.5: Performance capabilities for the abstraction of circuits 4(1), 4(2)
& 27

Parameters CM gain Gain Noise DP0 GPP0
gmg6, gmg7, gmg10, {{gms3/gmg3}/gmg2} ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↑

{Cgd6, Cgs6, Cgd7, Cdb7}/, − − ↑ − −
{Cgd0, Cgs, Cgs4, Cgd6, Cgs6}

gmd0, gmd6, {{gmd7, gmd13}/−, ↓ / ↑ ↓ /− ↑ − ↓ /−
−/gmd4, −/gmd11}/−

gms0, {{gmg0, gmg4, gms4} − − ↓ − −
{gmg3/−, gmg10/−}}/−
{gms6, gms7}/gmg2 ↓ ↓ / ↑ ↑ ↑ /− ↑

{gms6, gms7}/{gmd2,gmd4} ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑

Abstraction for trade-off tables 4(1) & 4(2) was already discussed in Sec-

tion 2.4. Table 2.5 presents the trade-offs of the abstraction build for circuits

4(1), 4(2) and 27 (abstraction 4(1), 4(2) & 27 in Figure 2.4). For brevity,

the table includes only the trade-offs that show similarity of their attribute

variations. Similar to Table 2.3, it indicates the higher flexibility of the re-
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lated circuits to address frequency (i.e., DP0 and GPP0) and noise related

attributes and less flexibility in achieving high CM and Gain. This suggests

that design following the topological features {CDI, DO, FC} represented by

abstraction in Figure 2.7 tackle better high-frequency requirements, but have

less capability in achieving high gain. For example, using the last trade-off

to decrease CM and Gain decreases noise, but then improving bandwidth

reduces the circuit gain.

Summary. In performance capabilities component, trade-off table en-

tries are computed by symbolic modeling, which limits output performances

to ac/noise domain as symbolic model approximates circuit as linear sys-

tem. With respect to modeling a global performance space, extended work

is presented in Chapter 4 with the help of simulation tool.

2.5 Causal reasoning component

By reading analog circuit literature, mainly on op-amp/OTA design, and

summarizing the design flows, we propose the main elements describing de-

signer’s reasoning process are as follows: (i) causality of a design step, (ii)

utility, (iii) consistency, (iv) justified design step, (v) starting ideas and de-

sign sequence, and (vi) required design step. The elements are explained

next.

Definition - causality of a design step: The causality of a design step

expresses the reasons for using the step to produce a design, e.g., reducing

the distance to specification (problem requirements):

(dist(goal, S)|〈DF,Des, CP 〉 → 〈DF ′, Des′, CP ′〉) (2.3)

The definition states that a design step represents the association between

the triplet 〈 (i) the set DF ′ of new design features introduced (at various

abstraction levels) by the step, (ii) the resulting design Des′ that in corporate

features DF ′, and (iii) set CP ′ of the constraints for design Des′ 〉 and the
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reason that justifies this decision represented by the distance dist between

the desired goal and performance S of the current design Des evaluated for

attributes DF incorporated by the design. Set CP are constraints over the

design parameters of designDes, e.g., device dimensions and device operation

modes.

Definition - utility: Utility captures quantitatively the justification of

a design step with respect to the two criteria.

Utility = 〈 dist(goal, S)

dist(goal, S ′)
,
R(CP ′)

R(CP )
〉 (2.4)

Function R describes the constraining level defined by the constraints

in set CP (CP ′). For example, function R could represent the ranges of

circuit parameters. The first utility term indicates the amount by which the

performance of the new design S ′ is closer to the goal as compared to the

performance of the initial design S. The second term shows the amount

by which the design constraints were relaxed by the new design. Design

constraints include transistor operation regions, device matching, etc.

Definition - consistency: A design sequence is consistent if the end

design (the design after the last design step) meets the specification.

Definition - justified design step: Given a goal, a design step is

justified, if at least one of its resulting utility components (distance to goal

or constraining level) is greater than 1. A design sequence is justified if each

design step is justified. Note that a design sequence might not be justified,

if it includes at least one design step, which neither improves performance

nor relaxes the design constraints. Unjustified design steps might arguably

represent reasoning flaws.

Definition - starting ideas and design sequence: Given entire design

flow, starting ideas are the triplets 〈 DF,Des, CP 〉 that originate the design

flow. DF,Des, and CP have the same meaning as in the design step causality

definition.
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Design sequence is a succession of design steps, for which the causality

of each step is expressed as in expression (2.3). The definition of design

step causality indicates that there are two kinds of steps depending on their

justification of being used to create a new circuit design: (i) Design steps

that are justified by changing the performance trade-offs and bottlenecks

through the performance attributes of the modified topological features, and

(ii) Design steps that relax the design constraints of a solution due to the

new topological features.

Definition - required design step: Given a design sub-sequence Sub,

a design step D is required for sub-sequence Sub, if every consistent design

sequence including Sub also includes step D following Sub. A required sub-

sequence is a sequence of required steps. Required sub-sequence represent

unique topological features that cannot be replaced by equivalent structures.

Common sub-sequence of distinct design sequence characterize the flexibility

of the circuit structures corresponding to the sub-sequence with respect to

accommodating the different goal requirements tackled by the circuits. For

example, biasing circuit 1, 2, cascode biasing circuit are required steps in the

sequence in Figure 2.8 as the circuit would not operate without biasing.

Theorem: A design sequence consistent for goal G is inconsistent for goal

G′ (G 6= G′), if and only if it includes at least one design step that introduces

a bottleneck for goal G′. The first design step (in the sequence) introducing

a bottleneck is called branching step for goal G′.

Proof : If there was no bottleneck for goal G′ then the sequence is justified,

which contradicts the assumption.

Example: Figure 2.8 illustrates circuit 4(1) and its corresponding mined

causal reasoning. Circuit 4(1) is a complementary folded cascode OTA for low

voltage ∆ Σ modulators [2]. The causal reasoning component includes how

starting ideas are combined, followed by the design sequence to create the

circuit. According to the document [2], the starting ideas included combining

a fully differential structure with a complementary folded cascode feature.
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Figure 2.8: Circuit 4(1) causal reasoning component

The justification for using complementary folded cascode is its high gain, high

speed operation, and better dynamic range (DR) for low voltage supply [2].

The corresponding structure in Figure 2.8 was labeled as 1, 2. The two design

steps in the sequence introduced the two biasing circuits labeled as 3 and 4

in Figure 2.8. The last design step added cascode current source, labeled as

5 in the figure. This step is justified by the need to improve common mode

rejection ratio (CMRR).

Based on different origins that starting ideas are obtained from, we clas-

sify the corresponding topological features into the following types:

• Private set of features (set Γ): The set includes features that have been

used by the same group in their previous circuit designs and also used in the

current circuit.

• Collective set of features (set Λ): The set includes the features that oc-

cur in designs devised by other groups and which are present in the analyzed

circuit too. Such design features are discussed in other papers cited by the

paper presenting the considered design features.

• New design insight (set Ψ): The set includes features that are new

insight acquired by the authors of a circuit. This insight cannot be found in
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the related design literature or in the previous design work of the authors.

• Common set of features (set Θ): It incorporates features that are well-

known, traditional design knowledge in textbook [49].

Complete set of features (set Σ) represents all features in a circuit.
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Figure 2.9, 2.10 presents the causal reasoning component for circuits 4(2)

and 27. The starting ideas for circuit 4(2) (Figure 2.6) are combining circuit
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4(1) (set Γ) and feed-forward compensation (set Λ) [2]. The first justified

step refers to the specific implementation of the feed-forward compensation

scheme. The next two steps relate to the refinement of the cascode biasing

current sources to accommodate the presence of feed-forward compensation.

The starting idea for circuit 27 (Figure 2.2) is the abstract idea of using

cross-coupled input as means to improve linearity. This idea is not part of

sets Γ or Λ, and hence represents new insight (set Ψ). The first step of

the sequence includes implementing the abstract idea by using cross-coupled

cascodes. The next two justified design steps add necessary biasing.

Discussions. For topology selection purpose, performance trade-offs of

the instances and abstractions indicate the circuits’ capabilities to achieve

a range of performance values as well as their bottlenecks. This supports

early pruning of the abstractions (and their related instances) that are un-

likely to meet a certain requirements, e.g., cluster 4(1) & 4(2) & 27 is not

recommended for high gain applications.

Case studies: The next section presents four case studies to illustrate

mining of the starting ideas and design sequence in other design papers.
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Figure 2.12: Starting ideas and design sequence for Circuit 5(1)

Case study 1. Figure 2.11 shows circuit 5(1) schematic in Figure 2.19, a

highly linear, fully differential OTA [50]. The complete set of features (set

Σ) includes all topological features of the circuit: three differential input

stage (a cross-coupled quad cell based input stage together with an addi-

tional linearizing symmetrical differential pair), low-voltage current mirror,

fully differential structure, and cascode current source biasing. Figure 2.12

illustrates the mined starting ideas and the corresponding design sequence.

The starting ideas of the design (set S) include cross-coupled quad cell based

input stage (set Λ), three differential pairs input stage (set Λ), current mirror

at second stage (set Λ), and fully differential structure (set Θ). The starting

ideas correspond to structures labeled as 1, 2, 3, 4 in Figure 2.11. Beginning

with the starting ideas in set S, the uncovered features of the circuits are

computed by the difference: set Σ − set S. These features are labeled as 5, 6,

7 in the figure. They behave as design sequence that will be added following

starting ideas. The order to analyze feature justification starts first with the

one that is more likely/frequently used. The design sequence is as follows.

Design step N1 implements a three differential input stage, a cross-

coupled quad cell based input stage together with an additional linearizing
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Table 2.6: Circuit 5(1): THD comparison of OTA, OTA2

Circuit Ibias[uA] input voltage[Vpp] THD[%]
OTA 200 1 0.995
OTA2 200 1 8.185

symmetrical differential pair. The three differential input pair is justified by

a previous and similar design (cited by the paper) that uses a cross-coupled

quad cell input stage. The additional symmetrical differential pair realizes

linear CMOS trans-conductance elements. To justify the need of having this

structure as part of step N1, transient response of this circuit was compared

with a straightforward reference, the circuit with single differential pair input

(OTA2). Transistor sizing followed the design constraints presented in the

paper. Both circuits are configured with the same biasing current and input

signal. Table 2.6 summarizes the total harmonic distortion results, showing

that OTA2 results 8 times worse linearity than OTA.

Table 2.7: Circuit 5(1): Performance trade-offs of OTA

Parameters CM gain Gain Noise Dominant Pole
gmd7 ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑

Cgd7+Cdb7 − − − ↓
gmg9 − − ↑ −
gmd9 ↓ ↓ ↑ −
gms9 ↑ ↑ ↓ −

Design step N2 adds a low-voltage current mirror to the circuit. Using

a low-voltage current mirror instead of a basic current mirror is due to its

high output resistance and reduced drain-source voltage (only 0.4V margin

is left across devices M9 and M13 for keeping both of them in saturation).

In order to illustrate its advantage with respect to high output resistance,

Table 2.7, 2.8 compare the trade-offs of the low-voltage current mirror (M7,

M9, M11 and M13) (OTA) and basic current mirror (M11 and M13) (OTA3).

The tables only include the parameters that cause different effects on gain,
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Table 2.8: Circuit 5(1): Performance trade-offs of OTA3

Parameters CM gain Gain Noise Dominant Pole
Cgs1 − − ↑ −
Cgs2 − − ↑ −
Cgs3 − − ↑ −
Cgs4 − − ↑ −
Cgs5 − − ↑ −
Cgs6 − − ↑ −
gms19 − − ↑ −

noise, and bandwidth. Table 2.8 indicates a higher flexibility of gain and pole

position because of the cascode devices M7 and M9. The additional terms

gms9/gmd9 introduces an enhanced Gain for the low-voltage current mirror

structure.

Design step N3 adds a cascode current source biasing to the circuit. Using

cascode biasing instead of single current source biasing is justified by an

improved power supply rejection ratio (PSRR). For unity gain configuration,

simulation shows that circuit 5(1) achieves 5.44dB rejection. Replace 5(1)

with single current source biasing results in -7.006dB rejection, which is more

than 12dB less.

Case study 2. Circuit 21 in Figure 2.13 is a multipath OTA [51]. The

complete set of features (set Σ) includes: three path OTA (a folded cas-

code OTA, a current-mirror cascode OTA, a current-mirror folded-cascode

OTA), double differential cross-coupled input, CMFB circuit, and current

source biasing. The starting ideas (set S) include the following features: a

folded-cascode OTA (set Γ), a current-mirror cascode OTA (set Γ), a comple-

mentary folded-cascode OTA (set Λ), a multi-path OTA (set Λ), and a fully

differential structure (set Θ). The starting ideas correspond to the structures

labeled as 1 and 2 in Figure 2.13. The multi-path OTA is an abstract idea

originally discussed in a cited paper, which implements a two-path OTA.

Beginning with the starting ideas in set S, the uncovered features of the de-

sign are computed by the difference set Σ − set S, and labeled as 3, 4, and
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5. Similar to circuit 5(1), for each feature, justification first starts with the

more concrete feature. Figure 2.14 presents the causal reasoning for circuit

21.

Design step N1 adds the three path OTA including a folded cascode

OTA, a current-mirror cascode OTA, and a current-mirror folded-cascode

OTA. The double differential cross-coupled input is the unique causal struc-

ture, which is required in consistent design sequence. The three path OTA

structure is justified by a previous design that used a two-path OTA. In order

to illustrate its advantage over a two path OTA, tables 2.9 and 2.10 present

the trade-offs of circuit 21 (OTA) and the two path OTA without devices

M4 and M5 (OTA2). The common structures in the two OTAs result in the

same trade-offs on performance, which, for brevity, were not included in the

tables. Regarding Gain, the additional parameters gmg4 and gmd4 enhance

gain by gmg4/gmd4 in the three path OTA. Meanwhile, Cgd4/Cgs4 degrades

the noise performance.

Table 2.9: Circuit 21: Performance trade-offs of OTA

Parameters CM Gain Gain Noise Dominant Pole
gms4 − − ↓ −
Cgd4 − − ↑ −
Cgs4 − − ↓ −

gmd4, gmd10 ↑ ↓ ↑ −
gmg4 − ↑ − −
gmg6 − ↑ ↑ −
gms6 − − ↑ −
gms8 ↓ ↑ ↓ −

Design step N2 adds CMFB to the circuit. A fully differential amplifier

usually requires CMFB circuit to stabilize the common mode level of the out-

puts. To justify using a CMFB circuit, sensitivity analysis was performed on

the common mode configured circuits. Sensitivity analysis studies the map-

ping of all circuit parameter variations onto the performance specifications

of the circuit [52]. The results show that devices M12, M6, M16 and M14
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Table 2.10: Circuit 21: Performance trade-offs of OTA2

Parameters CM Gain Gain Noise Dominant Pole
gmd10 ↓ ↓ ↑ −
gmg6 ↑ ↑ ↑ −
gms6 ↓ − ↑ −
gms8 ↑ ↑ ↓ −

increase the common mode gain, which degrades the common mode perfor-

mance. For comparison, in a circuit without CMFB circuit, devices M13,

M1, M7, M16, M15, M6, M10, and M11 reduce the common mode perfor-

mance for an equal sensitivity value. Therefore, N2 is justified by improved

common-level of the outputs.

Design step N3 adds current source biasing to the circuit. Current source

biasing is required as the circuit would not operate without biasing.
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Figure 2.15: Circuit 26 schematic in Figure 2.21

Case study 3. Circuit 26 in Figure 2.15 is a linearized OTA for low-voltage

and high-frequency applications [53]. The complete set of topological features

(set Σ) includes the following features: fully differential, double cross-coupled

pseudo differential pair input, low-voltage current mirror, linear region tran-

sistors, common mode feed-forward (CMFF) and CMFB circuits, and current

source biasing. The starting ideas (set S) include the following: combining
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Figure 2.16: Starting ideas and design sequence for Circuit 26

common mode control system (set Γ), pseudo differential input pair (set Λ),

fully differential structure (set Θ), and nonlinearity cancellation (set Ψ). The

starting ideas correspond to the structures labeled as 1 and 2 in Figure 2.15.

Nonlinearity cancellation is among the starting ideas, representing the ab-

stract idea use trans-conductance linearization. Figure 2.16 shows the causal

reasoning for circuit 26. The design steps include the justified steps for the

input stage implementation for nonlinearity cancellation, the implementation

of common mode control system, low-voltage current mirror, linear region re-

sistors, and current source biasing circuit. The uncovered features are labeled

as 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 in Figure 2.15.

Table 2.11: Circuit 26: THD comparison of OTA, OTA2

Circuit input voltage[Vpp] THD[%]
OTA 1 6.778
OTA2 1 7.093
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Table 2.12: Circuit 26: Performance trade-offs of OTA

Parameters CM Gain Gain Noise Dominant Pole
Cgd13 − − ↑ −
gmd13 ↓ ↓ ↑ −
gmg0 ↑ ↑ ↓ −
gms0 − − ↑ −

gmd4, gmd8 ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑
gms4, gmg10, gms10, gmg13 ↑ − ↓ −

gmg6, gms6, gms13 − − ↓ −
Cgs10, Cgs13 − − ↓ −
gmd16, gmd19 ↑ − ↑ −

Table 2.13: Circuit 26: Performance trade-offs of OTA2

Parameters CM Gain Gain Noise Dominant Pole
gmg0, gmg10 ↑ ↑ − −

gms0, gms4, gmg6, gms6 − − ↓ −
gmd4, gmd8 ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑

Design step N1 is double cross-coupled pseudo differential pair with de-

generated transistors input. Step N1 is justified by a previous design (cited

by the paper) that uses pseudo differential input pair. The cross-coupled

structure implements the abstract idea of nonlinearity cancellation. To jus-

tify the resulting structure, transient response was compared with a circuit

with single differential pair input and with ideal current source (OTA2).

Table 2.11 summarizes the total harmonic distortion for 10MHz sine input.

The circuit proposed in Figure 2.15 achieves better linearity performance.

Tables 2.12 and 2.13 present the trade-offs of these two circuits for gain,

noise and bandwidth. Circuit 26 has reduced gain performance because of

the cross-coupled input stage. Linearity is achieved at the cost of gain re-

duction. The dominant pole position is the same for two circuits, but the

cross-coupled stage introduces more noise.

Design step N2 adds the CMFF and CMFB circuits. This step is justified

by the requirement of a proper common mode control system in a pseudo
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differential structure. The results for sensitivity analysis show that the circuit

without common mode control has the same sensitivity but with larger cost.

Devices M19, M16, M2, M8, M14, M4 and M6 degrade the common mode

gain more in the circuit without common mode control.

Design step N3 add the low-voltage current mirror to the circuit. Having

a low-voltage current mirror instead of a single current mirror is justified by

its high output resistance and reduced output voltage (as only 0.4V headroom

is left for keeping devices M0 and M4 in saturation).

Design step N4 adds the linear region transistors to the circuit. The

degenerated resistors in the pseudo differential stage are implemented by

transistors. The linear region transistors are justified by having the trans-

conductance tuning ability that compensates for the variation caused by the

fabrication process and temperature.

Design step N5 adds the current source biasing to the circuit. The current

source biasing is a required step in the design sequence as otherwise the circuit

would not operate.
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Figure 2.17: Circuit 28 schematic in Figure 2.21

Case study 4. Circuit 28 in Figure 2.21 is a recycling amplifier based on
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folded-cascode OTA [54]. The complete set of features (set Σ) includes the

following topological features: double differential pair cross-coupled input,

current mirror transistors as driving transistors, and transistors cascoded to

single current mirror. The starting ideas (set S) include conventional folded

cascode amplifier (set Γ), current mirror transistors work as driving tran-

sistors (set Γ), multi-path OTA (set Γ), and single-ended output structure

(set Ψ). The starting ideas correspond to the structures labeled as 1 in Fig-

ure 2.17. Figure 2.18 presents the causal reasoning information for circuit 28.

The design sequence starts from combining conventional folded cascode am-

plifier, current mirror transistors work as driving transistors, and multi-path

OTA. The design steps include the justified step for adding to the circuit

the double differential pair cross-coupled input, specific implementation of

the current mirror, and the transistors cascoded to a single current mirror.

The features that are added by the design sequence are computed by the

difference set Σ − set S, and are labeled as 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 2.17.

Design step N1 implements the double differential pair cross-coupled in-

put. Step N1 is justified by the signal polarity since the output current is
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the sum of positive input path and negative input path.

Table 2.14: Circuit 28: Performance trade-offs of OTA

Parameters CM Gain Gain Noise Dominant Pole
gms13 − − ↓ −

Cgd1+Cdb1, Cgs2+Csb2, Cgd10+Cdb10, Cgs16+Csb16 − − − ↓
gmd1 ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑

Cgd1, Cgs1, Cgs2, Cgd10 − − ↓ −
gmd2, gmd5, gmd12, gmd13, gmd15 ↓ ↓ ↑ −

gmg1, gmg2 − ↑ ↓ −
gms1 − − − ↑

Cgd2, Cgd8, Cgd11, Cgd12 − − ↑ −
gms2 − − ↓ ↑
gmg10 ↑ ↑ − −
gmd10 ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑
gmg12 − ↑ − −

gms12, gmg14, gmg16 − − ↑ −
gmd14, gmd16 ↓ ↓ ↑ −

gms16 ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑

Table 2.15: Circuit 28: Performance trade-offs of OTA2

Parameters CM Gain Gain Noise Dominant Pole
gms12, gmg14, gmg16 − − ↓ −

Cgd11+Cdb11, Cgs13+Csb13 − − − ↓
Cgd1, Cgs1, Cgd11, Cgd12 − − ↑ −

gmd1, gmd10, gmd12, gmd13, gmd14, gmd15, gmd16 ↓ ↓ ↑ −
gmg1 ↑ ↑ ↓ −
gms1 ↓ − ↓ ↑
gmd11 − − − ↑
gmg12 − ↑ − −
gms13 − − ↓ ↑
gms16 ↓ ↑ ↓ −

Design step N2 adds the current mirror transistors as driving transistors.

The recycling current mirror devices are justified by their additional current

driving capability. In order to illustrate this advantage, tables 2.14 and 2.15

present the trade-offs of the recycling folded cascode and traditional folded

cascode circuit (OTA2). For brevity, only the parameters having different

effects on gain, noise, bandwidth performance are shown. Table 2.14 indicates
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a higher flexibility of the gain and bandwidth performance. Gain is enhanced

by devices M2 and M5, and the dominant pole is pushed further away by

adjusting the input parameters gmd1 and gms2.

Table 2.16: Circuit 28: DC mismatch comparison of OTA, OTA3

Circuit DC Mismatch[V]
OTA 0.651
OTA3 0.824

Design step N3 adds the transistors cascoded to single current mirrors.

Using additional cascoded transistors is due to the reduced DC mismatch

since current mirrors have specific sizing. DC mismatch simulation is done

on circuit 28 and the circuit without devices M5 and M6 (OTA3). Table 2.16

summarizes the simulation results. Both circuits are configured by the same

biasing current and input voltage. The cascoded transistors minimize the

DC mismatch by 21%, which justifies this design step.

Summary. Causal reasoning component summarizes designer’s reason-

ing flow, which is not studied previously in design automation field. Starting

ideas are considered from more concrete features to more abstract ones, as

we emphasize more on implementation-oriented solutions than qualitative

arguments. Design steps are in decreasing order by their frequency of use.

Causal reasoning limits in the large simulation cost when justify design step’s

causality and efforts to obtain sets Γ, Λ manually.

The next section discusses the algorithms to construct associative compo-

nent, performance capabilities component, and causal reasoning component

respectively.
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2.6 Algorithms to mine design knowledge

2.6.1 Mining associative component

Algorithm 1 presents the algorithm to construct the associative compo-

nent of knowledge representation. Inputs are a set of circuit schematics C1,

C2, C3,..., Cn, and output is KnowStr, the corresponding associative com-

ponent.

The algorithm starts by identifying all circuit sub-sets that incorporate

the same topological features, like circuits with complementary inputs, cir-

cuits with folded cascode outputs, circuits with common mode feedback, and

so on. This step is achieved by computing all maximal circuit clusters Ki

based on the topological similarity of the circuits in a cluster, e.g., the num-

ber of structures shared by the circuits. Cluster maximality indicates that

a cluster is not obtained in another cluster. Next, the outermost for-loop

creates bottom-up the abstraction structure for each cluster Ki. The process

first identifies set Pi of the most topologically-similar instances in set Ki (ei-

ther circuits or abstractions), and then creates by calling procedure Create

abstraction a new abstraction (Ca) that describes the instances. Abstraction

Ca is added to the associative component KnowStr, and further considered

to produce more abstractions.

After creating the abstraction structure for cluster Ki, the algorithm adds

additional links to express feature combinations between the abstractions cor-

responding to the current cluster (denoted as abstraction M) and the abstrac-

tions of another cluster (described as abstraction Q). Procedure Abstr&Par

checks that abstraction Q relates to a different cluster Kj and is the most

abstract in that cluster to include the specific topological feature fi. A link

is added between abstraction Q and M.

Constructing abstraction for a set of instances (procedure Create abstrac-

tion) requires computing sets I, U , and E of the abstraction based on sets

I, U , and E of the instances. The algorithm is described in [55]. These sets
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are calculated using the following four sets I1 − I4:

• Set I1 is the set of matched nodes of the instances. Two nodes in

different circuits are matched, if they present the same electrical behavior

within the two circuits, e.g., the symbolic transfer functions from inputs to

the node and from the node to outputs are the same for the two nodes.

Matched nodes are found using the method in [56].

• Set I2 includes the arcs between matched nodes. Their identification is

obvious starting from the matched nodes in set I1.

• Set I3 and I4 express the alternative features of the instances. While

each alternative is specific to some but not all instances, ignoring to include

a description of the alternative features can result in abstractions that do not

describe valid design solutions or do not express the performance achieved

by its instances.

• Set I4 includes the nodes labeled with star (nodes that are unique to an

instance) and the arcs of the alternatives (arcs shown with dashed line). The

information in Set I4 about alternatives can be used to generate induction

patterns that are used to create more instances of the same kind [55].

Set U of the abstraction includes the unique features of the abstraction

as computed to the other abstractions that share with it the same parent in

the knowledge representation. Set I = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ∪ I4 − U .

Joined symbolic expressions include all similar parameters and operators

in two symbolic expressions while new parameters represent the unmatched

parameters and operators. The algorithm to compute the joined symbolic

expressions for set I3 was introduced in [55]. It finds the maximum associa-

tions (similarities) between the symbolic expressions of the paths connecting

two pairs of matched nodes in two circuits and describes dissimilar terms by

symbols that unify these terms.
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Result: Create associative component

input : circuit topologies C1, C2,..., Cn;

output: KnowStr (associative component);

begin;

KnowStr= Φ;

cluster circuit topologies into clusters Ki based on

their similarity;

for each cluster Ki do

while more clustering is possible for Ki do
find subset Pi in Ki with highest topological

similarity;

Abi=Create abstraction (Pi);

Ki=Ki ∪ Abi − Pi;

KnowStr=KnowStr ∪ Abi with Pi as

descendants;

end

for all features fi of abstraction M in KnowStr do
if feature fi is present in Abstr & Par

(abstraction Q) then
create link from abstraction Q to

abstraction M to indicate feature

combination;

end

end

end

end procedure;
Algorithm 1: Algorithm to construct the associative com-

ponent
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Example: Given two circuits C1 and C2, let’s assume that the matched

nodes P and Q of the two circuits are connected through paths through

unmatched nodes. If p= (x1+x2)x3+x1+x2+x3 is the symbolic expression

of the path in circuit C1 and q=(x1+x5)x3+x6 is the symbolic expression of

the path in circuit C2, then the abstraction includes an arc between nodes

P and Q labeled with the following joined expression, (x1+α)x3+β, where

parameter α unifies parameters x2 and x5, and symbol β unifies x1+x2+x3

and x6. The domain of α is the intersection dom(x2) ∩ dom(x5) and the

domain of beta is the intersection dom(x1+x2+x3) ∩ dom(x6). dom represents

the domain of a parameter or expression.

2.6.2 Mining performance capabilities component

Algorithm 2, 3, 4 presents three algorithms to calculate Performance ca-

pabilities component. The algorithms assume that the considered trade-offs

are relevant for the given problem description, otherwise they would have

been pruned in a preliminary step.

The first algorithm computes the set S of similar trade-offs for two circuits

C1 and C2. It considers all pairs of rows in the two trade-off tables, and groups

them if their attributes present similar variations and their controlling pa-

rameters represent two situations: (i) all controlling parameters correspond

to matched nodes in the two circuits, therefore, the nodes present similar

electrical behavior, and (ii) all controlling parameters have similar natures,

like trans-conductance (gmg, gmd, gms) or capacitance (Cgd, Cdb, Cgs). This

guarantees that the parameters have similar value ranges, hence generate

similar attribute variations in the two circuits.

The second algorithm implements the trade-off merging procedure. It

considers two trade-offs (e.g., two rows of the trade-off tables of two circuits),

and returns the merged trade-off. First, the similar controlling parameters

of the two trade-offs are identified and grouped together. Any dissimilar pa-

rameters (e.g., parameters that are unique to a circuit) are grouped with a
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null parameter (−) to indicate that the parameter is specific to an alternative

(null parameters indicates the absence of a parameter that would correspond

to the parameters of another circuit). The grouped parameters become the

controlling parameters of the merged trade-off. The similar attributes are

added (without change) to the merged trade-off. The dissimilar attributes

are combined as presented in the definition for merging two trade-offs (Sec-

tion 2.4).

Result: Find similar trade-offs

input : circuit topologies C1, C2, trade-off tables

Tab1, Tab2;

output: set S;

begin;

S= Φ;

for all pairs T1 in Tab1 and T2 in Tab2 are not yet

similar do
if T1 and T2 are similar and have same number of

parameters correspond to matched nodes in C1

and C2 then

S=S ∪ {T1, T2};
end

if T1 and T2 are similar and their controlling

parameters are of the same kind then

S=S ∪ {T1, T2};
end

end

end procedure;
Algorithm 2: Algorithm for constructing performance ca-

pabilities (a)
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Result: Merge two trade-offs

input : T1, T2;

output: merged trade-off;

begin;

controlling parameters = similar controlling

parameters and group them;

add similar attributes to the merged trade-off;

combine the dissimilar attributes according to the

definition for trade-off merging;

return merged trade-off ;

end procedure;
Algorithm 3: Algorithm for constructing performance ca-

pabilities (b)

Result: Combine trade-off tables

input : circuit topologies C1, C2, trade-off tables

Tab1, Tab2;

output: New table;

begin;

New Table = Find similar trade-offs (C1, C2, Tab1,

Tab2);

Group the remaining trade-offs based on their highest

similarity;

for all pairs (T1, T2) of grouped trade-offs do
New Table=merge two trade-offs (T1, T2);

end

end procedure;
Algorithm 4: Algorithm for constructing performance ca-

pabilities (c)
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Finally, the third algorithm computes the new trade-off table (New Table)

that merges trade-off tables Tab1 and Tab2 of two circuits. First, it adds

the similar trade-offs to the new table. Next, the remaining trade-off rows

are grouped together, if they are reasonably similar (e.g., the number of

similar attributes exceeds a threshold value). Dissimilar trade-offs (which

are unique to a circuit) are grouped with a null trade-off (e.g., a trade-off

without controlling parameters or any attribute variations) to indicate that

the trade-off does not have a similar trade-off in the other circuit. Finally,

the grouped trade-offs are merged together and added as rows to trade-off

table New Table.

2.6.3 Mining causal reasoning component

A. Identifying starting ideas. Starting ideas are the design features and

constraints (e.g., triplets 〈 DF,Des, CP 〉 in Section 2.5) of the design steps

that originate the design sequence that creates a given circuit. Note that

the very initial idea that might have jump-started the creation of a new

circuit might be different from starting ideas. The very initial ideas do not

necessarily lead to the final solution. Instead, the insight gained during an

iterative, reasoning-based design process transform and evolve the very initial

ideas into the starting ideas of the design sequence that produces the circuit

design.

Algorithm 5 shows the algorithm to mine starting ideas for a given circuit

C. Inputs are the circuit topology and the associative component KnowStr

built for a sufficiently large set of analog circuits, including previous designs

by the authors of circuit C and related circuits such as the ones cited in

the proposal. First, the algorithm computes sets Σ, Γ, and Λ for circuit C

using the associative component KnowStr. set S is initialized to the union

of the sets Γ and Λ as they are obviously starting ideas in producing circuit

C. However, the starting ideas in sets Ψ and Θ are still unknown, and are

identified next.
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There are starting ideas in sets Ψ and Θ only if the set of all features (set

Σ) is not equal to the reunion of the current set S (the starting ideas in Γ∪Λ)

and the features of the design steps that can be justified starting from the

features in set S (set Q). The latter features are computed by procedure Find

design sequence, which is described next. Then, for all remaining features x

(the features of set Σ − (Q ∪ S)), the algorithm finds the features in set Σ

that can be justified by adding x to the set of starting ideas S. At the end of

the for-loop, set Q includes all features in set Σ that can be justified by other

features in set Σ. Thus, the features remaining in set Σ −(Q ∪ S) must be

added to set S too. The last for-loop considers all features x in set Σ − (Q ∪
S) and adds them either to set Θ, if according to the associative component

they represent common knowledge, or otherwise to set Ψ, hence indicating

that these features are new design insight by the authors.

The first for-loop considers the more concrete features before analyzing

more abstract features. This is because circuit presentations in publications

arguably offer a more implementation-oriented description, in which physical

details are presented, analyzed, and measured, while more abstract features

are usually less emphasized. This presentation style is reasonable as abstract

ideas offer a qualitative argument, which however can be secondary in the

presentation.

B. Mining Design Sequence. The algorithm for mining design sequence

identifies the design steps and their ordering that can be justified starting

from set S of starting ideas, a given circuit C, and the associative component

KnowStr. Each design step, defined as in equation (5), introduces features

present in set Σ (all features) of circuit C, and is justified (hence, reduces the

distance between problem requirements and solution performance or relaxes

the design constraints). If set S includes all starting ideas of the circuit

then the identified sequence must include all features in set Σ − S, hence it

produces the final design. The algorithm is shown in algorithm 6.
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Result: Find starting ideas

input : circuit topology C, associative component

KnowStr;

output: sets S, Γ, Λ, Θ, Ψ;

begin;

compute Σ, Γ, Λ ;

S=Γ ∪ Λ ;

Q=Find design sequence (C, KnowStr, S) ;

if Σ 6= Q ∪ S then
for all features x in Σ−(Q ∪ S), from more

concrete to more abstract features do
Q=Q ∪ Find design sequence (C, KnowStr, Q

∪ S);

end

S=S ∪ (Σ−Q);

for all features x in Σ−(Q ∪ S) do

if features x is common then

Θ=Θ ∪ x;

else

Ψ=Ψ ∪ x;

end

end

else

Θ, Ψ = Φ ;

end

end procedure;
Algorithm 5: Algorithm for finding starting ideas in a

circuit design
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Result: Find design sequence

input : circuit topology C, associative component

KnowStr, starting ideas S;

output: Seq;

begin;

TempSeq=Φ;

T=Σ−S;

while Seq changes or TempSeq changes do
for all features x in T, in decreasing order of their

frequency do

P=feature in S s.t. it justifies x;

create design step N by associating feature x

to P;

T=T−x;

end

end

end procedure;
Algorithm 6: Algorithm for finding design sequence in a

circuit design

The algorithm terminates if no more design steps are added to the ordered

sequence Seq and TempSeq. The for-loop considers the features x in set

T (Σ − S), starting first with the more likely features (features that have

been used more in previous designs). A new design step N is created to

reflect the changes in the design introduced by adding features x as well

as the modification in performance and design constraints. If the new step

is not justified then it is added to sequence TempSeq of temporary steps.

This sequence includes steps that individually are not justified yet, but can

become justified later as a group.

If design step N is justified, the algorithm checks first if sequence TempSeq

is not empty, hence indicating that a number of previous features have en-
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abled the current feature x, even though the features were not justified when

considered individually. Design step N is merged with the design steps in se-

quence TempSeq, thus producing a new step that simultaneously introduces

multiple features. Design step N is appended at the end of the overall design

sequence Seq.
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Figure 2.19: Circuits index 1-10 schematics
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Figure 2.20: Circuits index 11-20 schematics

2.7 Experiments

Experiments considered a set of 34 modern op-amp/OTA circuits for high-

frequency applications. Figure 2.19, 2.20, 2.21 show the circuit schematics.

Table 2.17 enumerates the circuit topological features library that we con-
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Figure 2.21: Circuits index 21-30 schematics

sidered and their abbreviations. Knowledge mining on 34 op-amps/OTAs

to build associative component, performance capabilities component, causal

reasoning component are summarized next.

Associative component. Figure 2.22 shows a fragment of the entire as-

sociative component. Circuit indexes are referred to Figure 2.19, 2.20, 2.21.
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Table 2.17: Circuit features and their abbreviations

Abr. Features Abr. Features
DO differential output DI differential input
PDI pseudo-differential input DDI double differential input
SO single output CO cascode output
AB class AB 2x two copies of input
TT trans-conductance tunning for PPV MC-I mobility compensation
FC folded cascode CCO cross-coupled output
SD source degeneration CMFF common mode feed-forward

CMFB common mode feedback FFC feed-forward compensation
FFR feed-forward regulation ICS ideal current source
BCS basic current source C3OTA 3-path OTA

FSym fully symmetric structure FBal fully balanced
HRO high-resistance output CpSti coupling structures
CM current mirror CS current source

LCM low-voltage current mirror SCM simple current mirror
VI-CO voltage in, current out CI-CO (CF) current in, current out
RCY recycling FBop-amp op-amp in feedback

SI single input CF current mode
OS common source output NO no separate output stage
MP multi-path MC miller compensation
Tele telescopic cascode TS three stage

AFFC active feed-forward compensation FC folded cascode
r-biasing replica biasing DFCB damping factor control block

CCI cross-coupled input a-biasing adaptive biasing
CCFB cross-coupled floating batteries PP pseudo-differential pair

LCMFB local CMFB WTA winner take all
DO differential output AB class AB
ABI class AB input ABIAS adaptive biasing
DP dual path LCMFB local common mode feedback

CMFB common mode feedback ABO class AB output
D-D drain to drain P-P push-pull
SS single stage MS multiple stage

GBCA gain-boosted cascode amplifier AFFC frequency compensation

The top node describes the abstraction with a number of differential inputs

(indicated as DI+) and single (SO) or differential outputs (DO). For example,

circuit 11 has a pair of DIs and circuit 2 includes four DIs. The abstraction

has five descendants based on the nature of the output stage: circuit with

folded cascode outputs (FC), circuits with cascode outputs (CO), circuits

with class AB outputs (AB), circuits with only one stage (no separate out-
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I: SI/DI+; SO/DO;

FC
I: (DI)+;

U: (FC)+;

CO
I: (DI)+;

U: (CO)+;

AB

I: (DI)+;DO;

U: AB;

NO

I: DI;CDI;DO;
U: 3x;SD;

Input part Cascode Linearity Multi path

from CMFB

Output ampl

to 27 3 & 15

Extra stage

to 21

Linearity

23

from 3&15
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Global

CMFB

Local

1

I: DI;SO;

U: TI;CMFB(VI-CO);

E: CCM;

2

I: DI;SO;

U: 4x;CF;

E: ICS;

I: DI;PD;SD;
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Figure 2.22: Fragment of the associative component for the circuits set

put stage NO), and circuits with common gate output stages (OS). Each

of the five abstractions represents different circuits that implement specific

output stages. In addition, circuit 18 presents an abstraction for an univer-

sal op-amp, which as the top abstraction, includes a number of DIs and a

common output stage [57]. Input/output stage plays a critical role in ampli-

fier design, thus is used as the splitting attribute. Other splitting criteria is

also feasible, i.e., number of stages. The quality of splitting depends on the

level of hierarchy (tree depth). Empirically, we would like to have level of

hierarchy less than 5 to reduce the problem complexity.

Abstraction 1:

I: CDI; DO; FC;

U: CpSt1;

E: ICS; FSym;

Abstraction 2:

I: CDI; DO; FC;

U: FFC+;

E: ICS;FSym;

I: CDI; DO; FC;

U: FFR;

E: BCS; FSym;

I: CDI; DO; FC;

U:

E: BCS; CCS; FSym;

I: CDI; DO; FC;

U: FFC;

E: BCS; CCS; FSym;

I: DDI; FC+; PD;

U: CpSt2;

E: CM;

I: DDI; FC+; PD;

U: CpSt3;

E: CCM;

I: DDI; DO; CC; FC; PD;

U: SD; FFC; CMFB; TT;

E: CCM;

I: DDI; DO; PD; FC;

U: C3OTA;

E: CCM; FSym;

I: DDI; SO; PD; FC;

U: RCY; CC;

E: CCM;

Abstraction 3:

I: DI+; FBOpAmp; FC+;

U: CpSt41; CpSt42;

E: CM; FSym;

3

I: DDI; CC; FBOpAmp; FC;

U: DO; CM; AB;

E: SCM; FSym;

I: DI; FBOpAmp; FC;

U: SO;

E: CCM; FSym;

4(1), 4(2) & 27

4(1) & 4(2) 27

4(1) 4(2)

21, 26 & 28

21 & 28 26

21 28

3 & 15

15

Figure 2.23: Associative representation for circuits 4(1), 4(2), 27, 21, 26, 28,
3, 15
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Each of the top five abstractions further includes more specific abstrac-

tions. For example, the circuits in abstraction FC are grouped using various

criteria, such as the means of achieving the desired problem requirements

of high gain and bandwidth, and the topological similarity of the features.

Abstraction Input part includes circuits that offer a variety of ways of im-

plementing differential inputs (DI+) as a way of achieving high gain, high

linearity requirements. Abstraction Linearity refers with designs with cross-

coupled input to improve high linearity. Abstraction Multi path incorporates

designs with multiple signal paths from input to output to achieve the per-

formance requirements. Abstraction Output ampl uses local feedback at the

output stages to boost gain. abstraction Extra stage represents circuits that

have extra structures connected to the folded cascode structure of the cir-

cuits. Note that each of these abstractions represents a different abstract

strategy to address the problem requirements. Figure 2.23 shows the de-

tailed abstraction built for circuits with complementary differential inputs

pairs (CDI) and folded cascode (FC) differential outputs (DO) devised using

fully symmetric structures (FSym).

There is some similarity between knowledge representation (like Fig-

ure 2.22) and MOJITO’s hierarchical tree of building blocks [35]. However,

the mined associative component is constructed using symbolic models and

the complete knowledge mining also includes performance capabilities, causal

reasoning component.

Performance capabilities component. From associative component, topo-

logical features of circuit 4(1), 4(2), 27 are extracted and built into abstrac-

tion. Trade-off tables of circuit 4(1), 4(2), 27 and their abstractions are

explained in Table 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 2.3, 2.5. The sensitivity effect of circuit

parameters on performance attributes, trade-off effect between performance

attributes are modeled as arrows in the trade-off table. Symbolic model-

ing considers parameter ranges around local design point, which limits the

exploration of global design space. Beside, symbolic model constraints per-
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formance attributes to be linear or weak non-linear. Chapter 5 proposes more

comprehensive causal information modeling algorithms to extract parameter

effects and build Pareto front out of circuit.

Table 2.18: Causal reasoning component for the circuits in Figure 2.19

Cir.[Citation] Starting Ideas Design Sequence
Type # Γ Λ Ψ Θ # Mapping Justification

1 [58] 1 5 1 1 3 2 Λ,Ψ CM, match, stabil.
2 [59] 2,4 2 2 3 Ψ BW, bias, volt follow.
3 [60] 2 4 3 1 3 Λ gain, pow.

4(1) [2] 1 3 2 1 1 Λ bias
4(2) [2] 1 2 2 1 Λ bias
5(1) [50] 1 4 3 1 3 Λ gain, PSRR, lin.
5(2) [50] 1 2 1 1 2 Λ gain, PSRR, lin.

6 [61] 1 4 2 1 1 1 Ψ CM
7 [62] 2,4 3 1 1 1 2 Λ BW, gain
8 [63] 2,4 4 3 1 4 Λ,Θ BW, gain, bias
9 [64] 3 3 2 1 Λ,Θ CM, match
10 [65] 2,4 3 2 1 2 Λ,Ψ CM, match

Table 2.19: Causal reasoning component for the circuits in Figure 2.20

Cir.[Citation] Starting Ideas Design Sequence
Type # Γ Λ Ψ Θ # Mapping Justification

11 [66] 4 2 1 1 2 Γ,Λ BW
12 [67] 1 4 3 1 2 Λ gain

13(1) [7] 1 2 1 1 2 Λ pow.
13(2) [7] 1 2 1 1 2 Λ pow.
13(3) [7] 1 2 1 1 2 Λ pow.
14 [68] 1 2 1 1 2 Θ speed
15 [69] 1 1 1 1 Γ gain, speed
16 [70] 1 8 2 2 1 3 4 Λ,Θ lin, gain, bias, Gm tun.
17 [71] 1 4 2 1 1 2 Λ CM
18 [57] 2 2 1 1 1 Λ Universal
19 [72] 1 3 1 1 1 2 Γ,Λ,Θ SR, BW
20 [73] 1 5 4 1 3 Λ lin, gain, bias
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Table 2.20: Causal reasoning component for the circuits in Figure 2.21

Cir.[Citation] Starting Ideas Design Sequence
Type # Γ Λ Ψ Θ # Mapping Justification

21 [51] 2 5 2 1 2 5 Λ,Ψ gain, SR
22 [74] 2 3 2 1 2 Λ lin., gain
23 [75] 1 2 1 1 2 Λ BW
24 [76] 1 3 2 1 1 Λ BW
25 [77] 5 3 1 2 5 Θ lin., gain
26 [53] 2 4 1 1 2 4 Γ,Λ,Θ lin., CM, gain, Gm tun.
27 [78] 5 2 2 2 Ψ BW, bias
28 [54] 1 3 2 1 3 Γ,Θ gain, SR, match
29 [79] 1 1 1 1 Λ gain, BW
30 [80] 1 3 1 2 3 Ψ,Θ BW, pow.

Causal reasoning component. Starting ideas and design steps of circuits’

design reasoning are extracted individually. Table 2.18, 2.19, 2.20 sum-

marize the causal reasoning component for the entire circuit set. The first

column indicates circuit index, column 2 is the type index how starting ideas

are combined, column 3 shows the total number of topological features in

starting ideas, column 4-7 give the number of starting ideas belong to sets

Γ, ∆, Ψ, Θ based on their origins. Column 8 offers the number of steps in

the design sequence, column 9 gives the kind of starting ideas to which the

design sequence are mapped to, and column 10 indicates the justification of

the design sequence.

By studying the design reasoning written in papers, we observe that start-

ing ideas are obtained from a few types of combinations. Thus, we classify

starting ideas into five types based on how they are combined:

• Type 1 : combine topological features.

• Type 2 : combine topological and abstract features.

• Type 3 : combine abstract features.

• Type 4 : not using certain feature.
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• Type 5 : novel abstract/topological features used for other purposes.

Column 2 in Table 2.18, 2.19, 2.20 summarizes the starting idea type for

each circuit. Most starting ideas are either of Type 1 (21 ideas), or of Type 2

(9 ideas). Ideas of Type 4 are less frequent (5 ideas) suggesting that it is less

common to start from ideas that require not to incorporate specific features.

Similarly, in only two cases, starting ideas are of Type 5, e.g., the designer

started by creating an abstraction for existing physical features, e.g., a dual

path op-amp was generalized into a multi-path (i.e., three path) circuit. One

design included starting ideas of Type 3, combination of two or more abstract

features.

The starting ideas are also categorized into different sets, Γ (used by

the same group), Λ (used by the other group), Ψ (new design insight), Θ

(common set of features). Out of total 101 starting ideas, only 14 ideas

were previously used by the authors in their designs (set Γ), and 22 ideas

represented common analog circuit design knowledge (set Θ). Hence, ideas in

sets Γ and Θ account for about one third of total ideas. Most ideas (42 ideas)

come from related work (set Λ) and new insight acquired by designers (29

ideas in set Ψ). For example, circuit 9 proposes a new feed-forward method

to avoid using miller capacitor in high frequency circuits. Circuits 10 and

13 use active feedback stage compensation. Circuit 21 is a three-path OTA

realizing the idea of multi-path op-amp. While a design might incorporate

multiple starting ideas in sets Γ, Λ, and Θ, they use in general only one

insight-related feature (set Ψ).

Design sequence include up to five steps, which are often (25 circuits)

linked to ideas from related work (set Λ). Some of the design steps are

mapped to starting ideas if they are implementations of the starting ideas.

Design sequence are moderately often connected (10 circuits) to starting ideas

expressing new insight (set Ψ). Only rarely, design sequence correspond to

previously used features by the same group in set Γ (5 circuits) or to common

design features in set Θ (6 circuits).
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2.8 Conclusions

Knowledge mining technique is beyond the capability of data mining by

interpreting and representing the knowledge space. This chapter proposes

analog circuit design knowledge mining from literature. It contributes a new

perspective to design automation compared to the traditional optimization-

based, equation solving-based approaches. The proposed mined knowledge

mainly focuses on op-amp/OTA design, whereas the methodology is suitable

for other analog blocks at the same level or higher (e.g., LNA, filter, oscillator)

in general. Analog blocks tend to use repetitive building blocks or have

topological patterns, which is an important character to build abstraction.

With analog designer’s effort moving toward more complicated system level

design nowadays, knowledge mining technique helps to ease analog design

regarding basic analog blocks (i.e., op-amp/OTA). It can also be used to

understand better the current topology trend, devise new design solutions

and identify design innovations.

This chapter explains mining technique and algorithm to build analog

circuit design knowledge representation. The proposed mined knowledge in-

cludes three components: an associative component presenting a hierarchy

of the considered circuits, a component expressing the performance capabil-

ities (e.g., trade-offs and bottlenecks) of the circuits, and a causal reasoning

component describing the most likely starting ideas and design plans used

to create a circuit. The associative component groups circuits into hierarchi-

cal descriptions based on the symbolic similarities of the instances. Starting

from the performance trade-offs and bottlenecks of the circuits, performance

capabilities express the trade-offs of abstractions by combining the trade-off

tables of their instances. Finally, the causal reasoning component identifies

the starting ideas that support finding sequence of justified design steps for

a given design. The mined knowledge can be used to tackle new applications

(e.g., by selecting or refining a circuit topology), identify new design opportu-

nities (by analyzing the combination of design features that have never been
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used together before), and validating design correctness by showing that all

steps in a design sequence are justified. Extended applications (reasoning-

based topology synthesis, design verification) are presented in Chapter 3, 5.

Algorithms on mining associative component, performance capabilities,

causal reasoning component, are presented. Experiment shows knowledge

representation of 34 high performance op-amps /OTAs from analog circuit

design literature. In some cases, the found starting ideas were probably the

initial ideas of the designer, e.g., when topological features were combined to

create a new circuit. However, other starting ideas are only the originators

of the design sequence that create a circuit, but not the actual initial ideas

of the designer.

An essential aspect of devising a representation to support reasoning-

based analog circuit synthesis is explicitly presenting the causal information

on how topological features and their parameters decide performance trade-

offs and bottlenecks. Structural (white box) symbolic models offer a causal

link between circuit structure, nodal behavior, and performance. Also, sym-

bolic expressions are effective in comprehensively representing the similarity

and differences among circuits, including the construction of abstractions

to describe a group of circuits. The main limitations of symbolic meth-

ods are their difficulties to handle strong non-linearity and complex circuits.

Also they express circuit parameter/performance ranges constrained in local

space.

Building association and extracting design reasoning are generally tech-

nology independent, whereas feasibility of topology can be a technology de-

pendent decision. When new technology emerges, topological features need

to be updated with new design constraints (e.g., supply voltage, transistor

operation region). Simulation needs to be conducted individually with new

design constraints involved. Various technologies are not explored in the

thesis and relatively heavy simulation cost can be one limitation too.
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Chapter 3

Reasoning-based Topology

Synthesis1

3.1 Introduction

Topology synthesis refers to the method to create new circuit topologies

for a set of performance requirements and constraints. Analog circuit topol-

ogy has been difficult to synthesize as it requires searching an open-ended,

widely extensible, and strongly discontinuous solution space. For example,

inventing new topological features changes the types of the solution space

because these features can be utilized to produce more circuits, which oth-

erwise are hard to abstract. While there has been significant advancing in

synthesis tools for layout design and circuit sizing, automatically devising or

refining circuit topologies (schematics) remains difficult. Circuit sizing and

layout design are often tightly coupled to topology synthesis as incremen-

tal modifications in the schematics can simplify transistor sizing and layout

design.

From the perspective of how a topology is provided for the next synthesis

step, topology synthesis methods can be summarized by topology selection,

1 [81], [82]
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topology refinement, and topology generation [6]. Topology selection relies

on a library of well-defined circuit topologies and expert designer to do the

selection. Topology refinement has been explored with different attempts on

modifying knowledge-base templates. Topology generation evolves genetic

algorithms to create circuit from basic building blocks. Existing methods are

limited by designers’ effort on decision making, and the performance aid of

simple building blocks.

Based on the proposed design knowledge mining techniques, analog cir-

cuit topology synthesis through a reasoning-based flow is developed to extend

existing work. The proposed design knowledge mining provides a mechanism

to structure the solution space, reuse previous design results, and prune in-

feasible or less-optimal regions. More specifically, the associative component

serves as a mechanism to structure the solution space by highlighting fea-

ture similarities and differences among abstractions. Abstractions partition

the solution space into sub-regions, which helps prune less optimal topol-

ogy options. The performance capabilities indicate each topology’s param-

eter sensitivity, performance trade-off, and bottlenecks. Moreover, design

sequence from the causal reasoning component indicate groups of features

that should be utilized together to tackle certain performance requirements

as well as the conditions (constraints) under which the features can be used

effectively. Hence, the causal component helps reusing previous design results

while eliminating infeasible feature combinations.

With the analog circuit design knowledge mining techniques and exper-

imental results in Chapter 2, this chapter proposes a knowledge-intensive,

reasoning-based approach to create analog circuit topologies for emergent

and innovative applications, e.g., problems that involve tackling of novel

performance trade-offs and bottlenecks. This procedure attempts to mimic

human reasoning, even though at a very simple level [83], [84]. We are tar-

geting at creating op-amp/OTA topologies that are more similar to a human

design.
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Reading and summarizing design documents reveals the ideas that trigger

a design process can be originated in five ways: Type 1 combines topological

features from different circuits. Type 2 combines topological and abstract

topological features. Type 3 combines only abstract features. Type 4 is not

using certain feature, and Type 5 is novel topological/abstract feature used

for other purposes. Abstract topological features refer to the abstraction

elements in associative component, thus they can be implemented by various

topological features in the lower level. The thesis discusses in details five

different reasoning-based topology synthesis flows depending on the different

combination types of starting ideas. New circuit topologies are created by

following different synthesis flows. In the experiment, the thesis offers four

novel op-amp/OTA designs following different types of synthesis flows. The

flow utilizes an expandable design knowledge representation in Chapter 2

that stores circuit topological features at various levels of abstraction and

their performance trade-off.

The chapter has the following structure. Section 3.2 summarizes related

work. Section 3.3 presents the overview of the synthesis methodology. Sec-

tion 3.4 proposes synthesis algorithms. Examples are offered in Section 3.5.

Conclusions end the chapter.

3.2 Related work

Existing topological synthesis approaches in design automation tackle

the problem from three aspects, topology selection, topology refinement,

topology creation. The first approach is to automate topology selection

from a library of predefined topologies or circuit structures based on if-then

rules [85], [86], [87]. OASYS tool [85], represents circuit topologies as a

hierarchy of templates of abstract functional blocks, each with associated de-

tailed design knowledge. Topology is selected hierarchically translating per-

formance specifications from top level to lower level. [8] adds a high-speed
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comparator design style to the OASYS tool. [86] utilizes stored knowledge

of formal mathematical techniques, intuitive reasoning procedures. It relies

heavily on the mature analog design expertise. If performance trade-offs are

complex, it is difficult to devise effective circuit selection rules.

Topology refinement aims to modify an existing structure with alterna-

tive building blocks to improve the performance of current topology, through

geometric programming [88], or topological feature extraction [47], [36]. Dif-

ferent than topology selection or creation methods, this method treats analog

synthesis as a decision making process instead of black box. This chapter

extends previous work in [47] by automating knowledge base, deriving better

feature selection rules by causal reasoning approach.

Topology creation uses genetic (GA) or evolutionary algorithms to create

structures by interconnecting CMOS devices or simple sub-structures [89], [35].

The well-known operators are selection, mutation, and combination (and

their extensions), which are sometimes extended with analog design related

steps or constraints. [89] first builds topology up from basic building blocks

by genetic programming. Later systems are by Lohn et al. [90], and the

WYWIWYG system [91]. [92] improves the system by current flow analy-

sis to prune faulty components. Design inspired constraints are embedded

into the algorithms to limit the evolutionary process and increase the like-

lihood of producing effective structures [35]. While this approach can, in

theory, evolve any circuit topology, in reality, creating performance-efficient

yet minimal structures is hard as it involves searching an open-ended, widely

extensible, and strongly discontinuous solution space. Moreover, the repeated

applying of the three operators can result in very complex structures, which

are less common to the topologies that a designer devises through knowledge-

intensive reasoning. The synthesized circuit topologies include unique fea-

tures but such features are rarely used by designers.

A higher level of synthesis problem deals with modulators, converters, etc.

A library of analog cells (op-amps, comparators, Mux) and a set of transfor-
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mation rules are predefined to convert a signal-flow graph expressed in a lan-

guage like VHDL-AMS into an implementation [93]. [94] synthesizes CMOS

and BICMOS analog circuit for specified performance constraints. The input

is modeling languages of hierarchical circuit description, while the drawback

is that library circuit topologies and layout styles are non-hierarchical. An-

other approach describes a class of circuit topologies as a template with all

possible feed-forward and feedback signal paths, and then uses the template

to decide which of the paths should be used in an implementation. It uses

the set of building blocks and connection rules to generate different topolo-

gies but which all realize the same signal flow as the given template. The

two latter approaches are limited to structured systems, which follow system-

atic signal flows, like state-space filters and ∆Σ ADC [95], [96]. However,

less-systematic structures, like op-amps or OTAs, are hard to synthesize.

Above library-based or genetic algorithms cannot generate topologies be-

yond a constrained set of structures, or experience difficulties in evolving

performance-effective yet manual design like circuits. This chapter proposes

reasoning based method, inspired by the mined causal reasoning from human

design process. The method develops different strategies to select and com-

bine justified topological features from current design literature. It is able to

keep updated with current innovative solutions, and result topology similar

to human design.

3.3 Methodology for reasoning-based topol-

ogy synthesis

Figure 3.1 presents an overview of the proposed reasoning-based method-

ology for synthesis of analog circuit topologies. The methodology includes

two main steps: (i) a strategy to select starting ideas from the associative

component of the domain knowledge representation and (ii) a reasoning-

based procedure to use the starting ideas in creating design sequence that is
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Figure 3.1: Reasoning-based synthesis flow

a solution to the problem specification, e.g., the considered performance re-

quirements. Both steps utilize information produced by the similarity of the

current requirements to the requirements of previously solved problems [56].

3.3.1 Selecting starting ideas

Starting ideas are often considered to be the most essential elements in

the process of devising an innovative solution [97]. There is active research

in cognitive psychology [97] and neuro-science [98] attempting to understand

the mechanism through which starting ideas emerge. This process is not

always conscious, therefore making it difficult to understand the process.

However, once they were selected, starting ideas are characterized as either

similar to previous designs (analogies [99]), combinations of existing design

features [100], generalizations, e.g., through induction [56], and sudden in-

sight (like through restructuring the knowledge representation). The design

flow in Figure 3.1 produces starting ideas using similarity, idea combination,

and induction rather than attempting to model the neural, neuro-cognitive

mechanism of idea emergence. There are five synthesis flows depending on

the types how starting ideas are combined. Synthesis flows/starting ideas

are classified into the following categories: Type 1 combines topological fea-
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tures from different circuits. Type 2 is a mixture of topological and abstract

features. Type 3 involves only abstract features. Type 4 represents starting

ideas of not using certain feature, and Type 5 is novel topological/abstract

feature used for other purposes than in previous circuits.

3.3.2 Generating design sequence

The reasoning-based procedure utilizes the starting ideas to identify de-

sign sequence that create a performance satisfying solution. Each step of the

sequence is justified by the fact that it either improves performance or relaxes

the design constraints, so that the subsequent steps can further improve per-

formance. Hence, design sequence are produced through decision making, in

which every step is causally-explained (justified) by its design improvements.

The decision making process can be expressed by various, invariant patterns,

which can be utilized to tackle starting ideas of a certain kind [101].

The synthesis flow in Figure 3.1 offers a systematic way of implementing

divergent-convergent thinking, well known to be the cognitive mechanism

that originates innovations [97], [99]. Starting ideas implement divergent

thinking and are the main way of introducing novel features that are beyond

the abstractions already utilized in existing designs. The reasoning-based

procedure offers convergent thinking by working out the implementation de-

tails that make the starting ideas operational (functional) in a circuit design.

3.4 Topology synthesis algorithm

3.4.1 Type 1 - Combine topological features

Algorithm 7 illustrates the reasoning flow for topology synthesis. Given

specification, the first step selects a circuit from knowledge representation

with performance close to the problem requirements. This circuit’s topo-

logical features, including the corresponding abstraction in the associative
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Figure 3.2: Example for starting ideas of Type 1

component, and this circuit’s causal reasoning, are used next to identify

which features and design step introduce the trade-offs that prevent from

satisfying the performance requirements. Then, the methodology selects a

second circuit with features that can tackle the unsatisfied trade-offs of the

first circuit. The features of the two circuits are utilized to create the start-

ing ideas for the methodology. The starting ideas are followed by adding the

topological features required to implement the constraints needed for correct

operation of the structures represented by the starting ideas. The final design

is produced, if there are no trade-offs preventing the satisfaction of the prob-

lem requirements. Otherwise, the reasoning flow iterates by considering new

starting ideas to address any unsatisfied requirements. If unsuccessful, other

options for the second circuit are analyzed. If still no constraint-satisfying

design is created then the features of another circuit are used as starting

ideas.

Example. Circuit 13(1) in Figure 3.2 shows a low-voltage power-efficient

class AB OTA. The design flow is based on the combination of class AB

differential input stage and local common-mode feedback [7], labeled in Fig-

ure 3.2. The design is a refinement/advancement of traditional class AB,
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using local common mode feedback to tackle {slew rate, small-signal per-

formance} trade-off introduced by class AB stage. These two topological

features compose the starting ideas. The design sequence adds a common

source gain stage.

Result: Create topology synthesis flow for Type 1

Input : Design knowledge representation;

Output: Topology synthesis flow for Type 1;

begin;

Select C1 with performance capabilities close to requirements;

Identify the unsatisfied trade-offs & bottlenecks;

Select C2 with features that could address unsatisfied

trade-offs & bottlenecks;

Produce starting ideas by C1;

Produce starting ideas by C2;

Combine the selected starting ideas;

Implement the constraints required by the starting ideas;

if There is no unsatisfied trade-offs & bottlenecks then

Output final design;

else
Add new starting ideas,otherwise select another C2, or

select another C1;

end

end procedure;
Algorithm 7: Algorithm for starting ideas of Type 1
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Figure 3.4: Reasoning for starting ideas of Type 2

3.4.2 Type 2 - Combine topological and abstract fea-

tures

Algorithm 8 illustrates the flow. The first two steps of the reasoning-

based synthesis flow are the same as the flow in algorithm 7. However, the

third step selects an abstraction, e.g., CMFB, instead of topological features.

An abstraction in the associative component corresponds to different imple-

mentations (topological features). They are considered next as candidates of

starting ideas to be combined with starting ideas of C1. The pursued flow

is similar to steps in algorithm 7. If none of the available feature alterna-

tives can tackle the unsatisfied requirements then the reasoning flow uses

a bottom-up induction step to create more topological feature alternatives
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that correspond to the CMFB abstraction. Each of the generated features

is added to the associative component and then analyzed to decide if it is

component of the solution by being combined with the features of the first

circuit. This process is similar to steps in algorithm 7. The bottom-up in-

duction step attempts to create new alternatives for a abstraction by using

the following mechanism. The input and output nodes of the alternative are

similar to all instances of the abstractions, e.g., nodes I and O for the abstrac-

tion in Figure 3.4(a). In addition, the alternative will include all nodes and

node couplings that are common to all instances of the abstraction, hence are

component of the set I ∪ O describing the abstraction. We indicated such

couplings with a continuous line in Figure 3.4(c). The bottom-up process

creates new structures by gradually adding new nodes to the structure until

a feasible alternative is identified and the structure is not too complex, e.g.,

there are too many new nodes added to the network. These nodes are dark-

ened in the figure. These arcs represent the total solution space available for

a given set of nodes to create a new alternative for the abstraction. Note

that induction creates new features (like mutation in genetic algorithms).

Example. Circuit 18 is a fully differential op-amp with CMFB in Fig-

ure 3.3. According to [57], the topological features of fully differential,

miller compensation capacitor are combined with an abstraction representing

common-mode feedback (CMFB). Figure 3.4 shows an illustrating example

for CMFB abstraction, in which three specific instances Ii are topological

features of the abstraction. In this example, feature I3 (Figure 3.3(b)) is

selected and combined with the topological features of Circ1 to create a new

circuit topology.
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Result: Create topology synthesis flow for Type 2

input : Design knowledge representation;

output: Topology synthesis flow for Type 2;

begin;

Select C1 with performance capabilities close to requirements;

Identify the unsatisfied trade-offs & bottlenecks;

Select abstraction that could address unsatisfied trade-offs &

bottlenecks;

Produce starting ideas by C1;

Produce starting ideas by candidate of abstraction;

Combine the selected starting ideas;

Implement the constraints required by the starting ideas;

if There is no unsatisfied trade-offs & bottlenecks then

Output final design;

else
Add new candidate, otherwise select another abstraction,

or select another C1;

end

end procedure;
Algorithm 8: Algorithm for starting ideas of Type 2

3.4.3 Type 3 - Combine abstract features

Different from combining topological features in Algorithm 7, combining

abstract feature and topological feature in Algorithm 8, type 3 combines both

abstract features. Candidates of the abstract features are combined. The

reasoning process of the synthesis method instantiates the features following

the same sequence of steps as the instancing that is performed for starting

ideas of Type 2.

Example. Circuit 21 in Figure 3.5 is a multi-path OTA in high gain, high

bandwidth applications. Based on [51], the starting ideas describe combining
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multi-path with feed-forward compensation. Both features are abstract and

can be implemented by different physical structures. Next, the related design

sequence adds implementations, i.e., three paths to implement the multi-

path, common source feed-forward path to implement the abstract feature

of feed-forward compensation, and current source biasing.

Result: Create topology synthesis flow for Type 3

input : Design knowledge representation;

output: Topology synthesis flow for Type 3;

begin;

Select abstraction with performance capabilities close to

requirements;

Identify the unsatisfied trade-offs & bottlenecks;

Select abstraction that could address unsatisfied trade-offs &

bottlenecks;

Produce starting ideas by candidate of abstraction 1;

Produce starting ideas by candidate of abstraction 2;

Combine the selected starting ideas;

Implement the constraints required by the starting ideas;

if There is no unsatisfied trade-offs & bottlenecks then

Output final design;

else
Add new candidate, otherwise select another abstraction

1, or another abstraction 2;

end

end procedure;
Algorithm 9: Algorithm for starting ideas of Type 3
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Figure 3.5: Example for starting ideas of Type 3

3.4.4 Type 4 - Not using certain feature

Algorithm 10 presents the proposed reasoning methodology for starting

ideas of Type 4. The first step of the methodology identifies the circuit

instances or abstractions that include an unwanted feature x. Then, the

causal component of the identified circuits and abstractions are utilized to

find the justifications for using features x, e.g., the specific performance im-

provement due to x. In addition, trade-off tables expressing performance

capabilities indicate the variables due to feature x and the related perfor-

mance trade-offs and bottlenecks. The justifications relevant to the problem

requirements are used next to identify homonym feature y, e.g., feature that

can create the same justifications as feature x, but do not introduce trade-offs

that negatively impact the performance requirements. The third step of the

methodology selects circuit C1 with performance capabilities closest to the

desired problem requirements.

Next, the features of the selected circuit is combined with feature y. If

feature y is at the topological level then the flow continues with the reasoning

methodology used for starting ideas of Type 1 (algorithm 7) as the process
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resembles now that of combining starting ideas that are topological features.

If feature y is abstract, then the reasoning methodology continues by using

the flow for combining ideas of Type 2 (algorithm 8) as the process is similar

to combining topological features (from circuit C1) with abstract features

(e.g., feature y). Finally, if there are no valid feature y in the associative

component then the reasoning flow proceeds by creating an abstraction of

feature y. New topological features are produced for this abstraction by using

the same bottom-up induction step also used for combining ideas of Type 2.

The reasoning process proceeds iteratively to analyze the set of homonym

feature y as well as other circuits C1, if the currently considered circuits do

not produce a performance-satisfying solution.

VDD

VSS

VSS

VSS

Vin

Vout

M0 M1

M2 M3

M4
M5

M6 M7

M8 M9

M12 M13

M10 M11

IB1

IB2

IB3

VBN

Figure 3.6: Example for starting ideas of Type 4

Example. Circuit 7 in Figure 3.6 is a multistage op-amp with a feed-

forward compensation without miller capacitor. In [62], high bandwidth

op-amp design might not use miller compensation since the capacitor pushes

the dominant pole to lower frequency in spite of good phase margin. Then,

the reasoning strategy attempts to identify alternative features that offer the
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same justification (i.e., phase margin and high bandwidth). For example, a

feed-forward path extends bandwidth through the introduced zeros to cancel

second dominant poles for better phase margin. The related design steps add

common source path to a regular three-stage op-amp.

Result: Create topology synthesis flow for Type 4

input : Design knowledge representation;

output: Topology synthesis flow for Type 4;

begin;

Identify in the associative component in circuits and

abstraction with feature x;

Identify justifications, trade-offs & bottlenecks for x;

Select C1 with performance capabilities close to the

requirements;

if Exist feature y with the same justification as x then

Combine y with C1;

if y is topological then

Reasoning for starting ideas of Type 1;

else

Reasoning for starting ideas of Type 2;

end

else

Generate abstraction for x;

Reasoning for starting ideas of Type 2 or 3;

end

end procedure;
Algorithm 10: Algorithm for starting ideas of Type 4
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3.4.5 Type 5 - Novel feature for other purposes

The algorithm 11 starts by identifying the topological features f1, f2,...,

fn that are candidates to produce a new abstraction. Next, the justifications

of each feature are found by examining the causality of the feature (e.g., the

performance improvement created by feature f1 in circuit I1). The attributes

and the controlling variables of each of the selected features are also identified

using the performance trade-off tables of the knowledge representation. Fea-

ture abstractions are also added to the set of candidate features at this step.

Next, the justifications of the candidate features are changed by selecting

problem-related performance attributes (that are component of the require-

ments), which are improved by the feature. The resulting set is called set S.

The following steps identify features in other abstractions of the associative

component, such that a new abstraction results by combining the features

with those in set S. If the new abstraction addresses the problem require-

ments, then the abstraction is added to the knowledge structure. Otherwise,

the reasoning flow iterates by considering other sets of features.

Vdd

Vinp Vinn

Vb Vb

Vtune

Voutp Voutn

M3

M1

M5

M15 M16 M4

M2

M6

M10

M8M7

M9

M11
M13 M14 M12

M0

Figure 3.7: Example for starting ideas of Type 5

Example. Circuit 16 in Figure 3.7 is a linearized cross-coupled OTA.

In [70], to design a highly linear, high bandwidth circuit, the starting ideas

include a pseudo-differential OTA circuit and a feed-forward path crossing
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input stage, which is novel feature justified for non-linearity. However, the

feed-forward path is extended from input stage to output stage to provide also

frequency compensation (the new justification) besides non-linearity cancel-

lation (the traditional justification). The related design step is the imple-

mentation of the feed-forward path, adding common mode feedback circuit.

Result: Create topology synthesis flow for Type 5

input : Design knowledge representation;

output: Topology synthesis flow for Type 5;

begin;

Identify features f1, f2,..., fn;

Identify the justification for features f1, f2,..., fn;

Identify the involved performance attributes and controlling

variables;

Modify the justification of features in (f1, f2,..., fn and

abstractions);

Identify features (set S) that support the modified

justifications of the features in (f1, f2,..., fn and abstractions);

Identify features (set T) in other abstractions;

Generate new abstraction by combing features in set S & T;

if New abstraction address requirements then

Add new abstraction to the knowledge representation;

else
Generate new abstraction, otherwise generate modified

justification, or identify new features;

end

end procedure;
Algorithm 11: Algorithm for starting ideas of Type 5
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3.5 Experiments

This section discusses four new circuits created using different types of

reasoning-based topology synthesis algorithms, which are concluded from

human design process. We utilized the topological features from the mined

design knowledge, which result circuit structures at the same complexity of

current manual design solutions.

CO AB

U: AB

OS

I: DI/SI;DO/SO;

U: OS

NO

I: (DI)+; (SO/DO);

FC

I: (DI)+;

U: (FC)+;

I: (DI)+;

U: (CO)+;

I: (DI)+;DO; I: DI;CDI;DO;

U: 3x;SD;

E: CS;FSym;

18

22

; ;

12

U: SD;

E: r-biasing;

21

I: DDI;(FC)+;CCI;

U: C3OTA;

E: CMFB;r-biasing;

I: DDI;(FC)+;CCI;

Figure 3.8: Partial associative component for case study 1

3.5.1 Case study 1 - High linearity, slew rate OTA

The specification is to create a circuit that maximizes linearity and slew

rate (SR) while keeping gain and bandwidth reasonably high. The used

knowledge representation was the one shown in Figure 2.22 and corresponds

to the circuits in Figure 2.19, 2.20, 2.21. No circuit in Figure 2.19, 2.20, 2.21

is optimized for both high linearity and high SR. Figure 3.8 is a detailed

fragment of associative component in Figure 2.22.

Figure 3.9 illustrates the starting ideas and the design sequence that pro-

duced the new circuit. The starting ideas were of Type 2 as they combined

cross-coupled input stage (topological feature) and multi-path structure (ab-

stract feature). The starting ideas were identified as follows. The knowledge
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Figure 3.9: Case study 1

representation contains the following highly linear circuits: 5(1), 5(2), 12, 16,

20, 22, 25, and 26. The corresponding abstraction includes cross-coupled in-

put stage as a feature, except circuit 25, which uses a mobility compensation

structure. Circuit 21 is the only high SR circuit in the set. Its distinguishing

feature is three-path architecture. Cross-coupled input stage feature was se-

lected as it appears in more circuits, hence it has a higher flexibility for being
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used in various designs. Combining mobility compensation and multi-path

structures could have been considered as starting ideas too.

The design sequence includes the following steps. The starting idea of

using an abstract multi-path architecture had to be implemented as a two-

path structure. This is justified by relaxing the topological constraints of the

circuits, e.g., it is simpler to combine a two-path structure and cross-coupled

input stage. Step N1 introduced source degeneration feature at the input

stage (from circuit 12), which is justified by improving circuit linearity. Step

N2 introduced folded cascode and cascode current mirrors to implement the

two-path structure (feature from circuit 21). The step is justified by high

SR, gain, and output current. Step N3 adds the regulated output stage (from

circuit 12) justified by the need to increase gain. Step N4 introduces simple

current source biasing required for correct operation of the circuit (feature

from circuit 21).

Table 3.1: performance comparison of case study 1

Performance 12 21 Case study 1

Technology [µm] 0.6 0.6 0.6

Supply voltage [V] ±1.65 ±1.65 ±1.65

Static power [mw] 2.34 2.35 3.18

Gain [dB] 51 47 45

Bandwidth [MHz] 0.32 1.34 0.36

unityGainFreq [MHz] 109 285 120

Noise [V 2/Hz]@20MHz 1.45e-14 8.47e-14 1.81e-14

settling time [ns] 45.94 63.63 70.41

Slew Rate [V/µs] 60.5 122 107.9

THD 0.268 1.093 0.403

The resulting circuit topology is shown in Figure 3.9. Table 3.1 summa-

rizes the performance of the new circuit as compared to circuits 12 and 21.

SR of the new circuit is by 78% higher than that of circuit 12 and only by
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12% lower than that of circuit 21. The linearity (THD) of the new circuit

is 50% worse than that of circuit 12 and by 63% better than that of circuit

21. While none of the circuits’ Pareto dominates the other two, the new

circuit offers a better compromise with respect to achieving simultaneously

high linearity and SR.

CO AB

U: AB

OS

I: DI/SI;DO/SO;

U: OS

NO

Abs: multi-path

23

I: MP;OS;

U: DI;DO;MC;CC;

E: CMFB;

7

I: MP;OS;

U: SI;SO;FFC;

CM;LCM;Tele;

E: 

8

I: DI;SO;A;MS;

U: AFFC
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I: DI;SO;A;MS;

U: DPC;

E: r-biasing; E: r-biasing;

I: (DI)+; (SO/DO);

FC

I: (DI)+;

U: (FC)+;

I: (DI)+;

U: (CO)+;

I: (DI)+;DO; I: DI;CDI;DO;

U: 3x;SD;

E: CS;FSym;

18

Abs: extra-stage

22

; ;

;

Figure 3.10: Partial associative component for case study 2

3.5.2 Case study 2 - Low power op-amp

The goal of the 2nd case study was to create a low-power amplifier that

optimizes the gain-bandwidth product. Figure 3.10 is a detailed fragment of

associative component in Figure 2.22, which specifies high gain-bandwidth

product. Table 2.17 enumerates the features of the op-amps stored in the

database and their abbreviations.

Figure 3.11 illustrates the starting ideas and the design sequence that

produced the new circuit. The starting ideas were of Type 4 as they added

the constraint of not using compensation capacitors. The starting ideas com-

bined three stage, feed-forward compensation path, and single-ended output

features. These ideas were selected from circuits 7, 8, and 11, which are the
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high gain, high frequency circuits in the knowledge representation. Feed-

forward compensation path was selected as a starting idea as it is in the

knowledge set the only way to compensate frequency without using Miller

capacitor.

three stage feedforward path single-ended output

combine

N1 justified step for single-ended

three stage implementation

N2 justified step to add

feedforward path

N3 justified step to add ideal

constraint: not using
compensation capacitor

current source biasing
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circuit8

circuit7
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Figure 3.11: Case study 2

The design sequence includes the following steps. Step N1 implemented

three gain stages by cascode, current mirror and common source stages, and

the circuit is single-input, single-ended output (features from circuit 8). The

step is justified by multistage boosted gain and higher power efficiency. Step

N2 introduced common source to implement the feed-forward path (feature

from circuit 7). The step is justified by high gain-bandwidth product and

good phase response. Step N3 added ideal current source biasing required for

correct operation of the circuit (feature from circuit 7). The resulting circuit

topology is shown in Figure 3.11.

Table 3.2 summarizes the performance of the new circuit as compared

to circuits 7 and 8. The gain-bandwidth product is by 13% higher than

that of circuit 7 and by 80% higher than that of circuit 8. As a result of
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Table 3.2: performance comparison of case study 2

Performance 7 8 Case study 2

Technology[µm] 0.6 0.6 0.6

Supply voltage[V] ±1.25 2 ±1.25

Static power[mw] 0.63 0.42 0.65

Gain[dB] 71 80 73

Bandwidth[MHz] 0.15 0.012 0.15

GainBwProd[MHz] 539 123 620

Noise[V 2/Hz]@20MHz 1.8e-12 2.7e-14 2.3e-12

settling time[ns] 33.16 63.22 27.24

Slew Rate [V/µs] 40.55 56.12 7.02e3

the maximized gain-bandwidth product, the new circuit has the fastest step

response with bet settling time and slew rate accordingly.

3.5.3 Case study 3 - Low power, high gain op-amp

The goal was to create a low power, high gain op-amp that uses a low

supply voltage. Figure 3.12 is a detailed fragment of associative component in

Figure 2.22, which specifies high gain. Figure 3.13(a) illustrates the starting

ideas and the design sequence that produced the circuit in Figure 3.13(b).

The starting ideas were of Type 1 as they combined two topological fea-

tures: class AB input stage and feedback amplifier. The starting ideas were

identified as follows. The knowledge representation contains the following

low power circuits: 3, 13(1), 13(2), 13(3), 17, 19, and 30. The corresponding

abstraction includes the features: class AB input, local common-mode feed-

back, and class AB output. Class AB input stage and local common-mode

feedback (from circuit 13) were selected as this combination achieves near

optimal current efficiency. In contrast, the feature of adaptive biasing class

AB input stage (used in circuit 3) was applied only in switched capacitor
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(SC) circuits. Also, the feedback of circuit 15 was selected as it is used in a

two-stage amplifier.

The design sequence includes the following steps. Step N1 introduced

a simple gain-boosting stage justified by improving the gain for low supply

voltage. Step N2 added a low voltage current mirror (used in circuit 15)

justified by increased output resistance. The resulting circuit topology is

shown in Figure 3.13(b).

CO AB

U: AB

3

I: DI;GBCA;

U: AB;ABI;DO;

E: CMFB;a-biasing;

15
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13(3)

I: DI;SO;ABI;LCMFB;

U: WTA;
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I: DI/SI;DO/SO;
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Abs: output ampl Abs: class AB input

I: (DI)+; (SO/DO);
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I: (DI)+;
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U: (CO)+;

I: (DI)+;DO; I: DI;CDI;DO;

22

U: 3x;SD;

E: CS;FSym;

;;

;

Figure 3.12: Partial associative component for case study 3

Table 3.3 summarizes the performance of the new circuit as compared

to circuits 13(1) and 15. Gain of the new circuit is by 38% higher than

that of circuit 13(1) and by 24% higher than that of circuit 15. The power

consumption is close to that of circuit 13(1) and much less than circuit 15.

3.5.4 Case study 4 - Low voltage, low power op-amp

The goal is to create a low voltage, low power op-amp. A detailed frag-

ment of associative component in Figure 2.22 is shown in Figure 3.14 , which
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Figure 3.13: Case study 3

specifies low voltage, low power performance. Figure 3.15 illustrates the

starting ideas and the causal design sequence.

The starting ideas are identified as follows. They belong to Type 2.

Topological features, like adaptive biasing class AB input and local common-

mode feedback from circuit 13(1) (Figure 3.12), were selected as they improve

slew rate and achieve near-optimal current efficiency. The input stage is
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Table 3.3: performance comparison of case study 3

Performance 13(1) 15 Case study 3

Technology[µm] 0.6 0.6 0.6

Supply voltage[V] ±1 5 ±1

Static power[mw] 0.097 23.8 0.1

Gain[dB] 45 50 62

Bandwidth[MHz] 0.18 0.32 0.02

GainBwProd[MHz] 32 104.8 27.4

PhaseMargin 61◦ 78.5◦ 54◦

Noise[V 2/Hz]@20MHz 5.3e-16 5.1e-15 1.2e-14

AB

U: D-D;
E: CMFB;U: P-P;

E: CMFB;

I: DI;AB;ABO; I: DI;AB;ABO;
DO;
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DO;
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NO 22
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U: DPC;

E: r-biasing;

Figure 3.14: Partial associative component for case study 4

general and can be extended to virtually any class AB input stage. Regarding

adaptive biasing in circuit 3 for decreasing current during sampling phase,

this scheme is only suitable for switched capacitor circuit. Class AB output

stages of circuits 19, 30 also realize large output current boosting, but they

are at the cost of low gain, which is not desired in high GBP design. To

achieve high gain, cascode op-amps, circuits 3, 15 are limited to a very low

output voltage swing, under 1-V supply. Stability issues of the gain-boosted
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Figure 3.15: Case study 4

cascode structures also need to be carefully addressed. Thus, the starting

ideas selected the abstract feature of three stage amplifier. Active feedback

frequency compensation technique from circuit 8 was also identified to solve

stability issues as it is easier to design and does not consume additional
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power.

The causal design sequence includes the following steps. Step N1 builds

a three stage amplifier including class AB input stage and cascaded current

mirror gain stages. Class AB input stage is composed of two level shifters

and local common mode feedback. Resistors R1 and R2 are matched and the

common mode of the drain voltages of devices M6 and M7 is thus fed back

to their common gate, proving additional dynamic current boosting. Us-

ing a cascaded current mirror was justified by achieving high gain and high

GBP. The output stage is single-ended as it consumes less power compared

to fully differential structure. Step N2 introduced active feedback frequency

compensation (AFFC). The step is justified by adding LHP zero to increase

phase margin and ensure stability. As an active common gate stage is added

in series with the compensation capacitor Ca, the required compensation ca-

pacitor is reduced and lowers the physical dimension of the amplifier. Step N3

added feed-forward path and eliminated Miller capacitor Cm at the output.

AFFC and feed-forward path compose a high speed block and control the

high frequency operation of the amplifier, i.e.,, non-dominant poles, band-

width, and phase. The causal design sequence stops whenever a complete

design is achieved and bottlenecks are addressed, instead of resulting com-

plicated topologies by adding up features. 3.15 shows the schematic of the

final circuit topology.

A comparison with the performance of circuits 13(1), 8, 28 (two sizing so-

lutions) is offered in Table 3.4. All circuits have stable open loop frequency

response (sufficient phase margin) and large output swing (at least 0.6V).

Two figures of merit FOMS and FOML are used to characterize small-signal

(GBW) and large-signal (slew rate) performances. A larger FOMS, FOML

indicate better small-signal, large-signal characteristics. Therefore, the pro-

posed circuit is a high performance amplifier under low voltage, low power

condition.
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FOMS =
GBW ∗ CL
power

(3.1)

FOML =
SR ∗ CL
power

(3.2)

Table 3.4: performance comparison of case study 4

Performance 13(1) 8 28(1) 28(2) Case study 4

Technology[µm] 0.2 0.2 0.18 0.18 0.2

Static power [µw@Vdd] 120@±1 400@2 1440@1.8 720@1.8 68@1

DC Gain [dB] 37.5 100 53.6 54.9 58.2

Phase Margin [°] 90 65 70.6 79.8 84.8

GBP [MHz] 0.41 4.5 134.2 70.4 24

Average Slew Rate [V/µs] 84 1.49 94.1 48.1 5.1

Average settling(1%) [ns] 64 − 11.2 20.8 396.4

Capacitive load [pF] 80 120 5.6 5.6 5

FOMS [MHz∗pF
µW

] 56000 1350 522 274 1760

FOML [V/µ∗pF
µW

] 273 447 366 187 380

3.6 Conclusions

Analog circuit topology synthesis is important in devising novel design

solutions for emerging applications and new design specifications. Existing

library, or optimization-based methods rely on predefined, well-known circuit

structures, which is hard to involve current design innovations. Genetic al-

gorithm by selection, mutation, and combination operators derives complex

circuit with is hard to interpret and compete with manual solution.

As existing techniques differ a lot from manual design process, this chap-

ter develops reason-based topology synthesis utilizing and extending design

knowledge mining in Chapter 2. It implements a design knowledge-intensive,
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reasoning-based process to create novel circuit structures with all their fea-

tures justified by the problem requirements.

Knowledge mining summarizes in causal reasoning component five types

of reasoning flow in manual design process. Five methods are characterized

based on how starting ideas are combined, (i) Combine topological features

from different circuits. (ii) Combine topological and abstract topological

features. (iii) Combine only abstract features. (iv) Not using certain fea-

ture, and (v) Novel topological/abstract feature used for other purposes. We

propose to automate op-amp/OTA design by following the reasoning flow.

Topological or abstract features are selected from mined knowledge base of

34 published op-amps/OTAs, to keep updated with current novel design solu-

tions. Four synthesis experiments demonstrate the capability of the method

by creating circuits beyond the capabilities of existing topology synthesis

algorithms. The synthesized topologies are able to meet specifications and

similar to designer-created circuits.

The proposed reasoning-based topology synthesis automates op-amp/OTA

design. Future work can explore the design of higher level analog blocks, e.g,

filter, oscillator, etc. Even though the methodology is suitable for analog cir-

cuits synthesis in general, it needs the mined design knowledge (Chapter 2)

as prerequisite. The initial effort to mine design knowledge is one limita-

tion of the reasoning-based synthesis method. Besides, given specification,

how to determine the reasoning flow type and select features from knowledge

base may need repeated, various attempts. Future work can develop more

scientific and efficient way to select reasoning flow strategy and topological

feature for particular specification.
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Chapter 4

Circuit Causal Information

Modeling1

4.1 Introduction

Analog circuit sizing in design automation has been described and solved

as a constrained optimization problem [3], [102], [103], [104]. These con-

straints (sizing rules) can include “design-space constraints”, “dimension

constraints”, “manufacturability and operationality constraints”, “compo-

nent constraints”, or “soft constraints” [4]. The constrained optimization

approaches are significantly different from the designers’ sizing strategies,

i.e., designers size circuit based on parameters’ trade-offs. Designers’ think-

ing and reasoning apply to both topology generation and circuit sizing tasks.

In Chapter 2, we define the mined designers’ reasoning on topology gen-

eration as causal reasoning. Causal reasoning includes starting ideas, i.e.,

main topological features being part of a design solution and then utilizes

a sequence of topological features to complete the solution. Causal rea-

soning is guided by explicit knowledge on the causality for using a certain

1This work was done jointly with Hao Li. Theory (section 4.3) belongs to teamwork.
Experiment (section 4.4) belongs to independent work.
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topological/abstract feature in a solution, e.g., to help achieving a specific

performance requirement. The starting ideas can include more abstract de-

sign concepts and/or detailed topological sub-structures as well as the main

way of combining them to process the signals of the design solution. The rea-

soning process utilizes (a) a set of primitives that are applied to the circuit

features, (b) the sequence in which the primitives are analyzed and linked

together, (c) the preference in selecting the initial ideas, (d) the priority

of selecting topological sub-circuits with similar semantics. In term of cir-

cuit sizing, designers’ sizing strategy involves a sequence of steps in which

each step utilizes the cause-effect connections (causal information) between

parameters and performance to traverse the solution space. The priority

(importance) associated to circuit parameters and their influence on perfor-

mance versus the influence of other, alternative parameters on performance

are not explored in design automation field.

Chapter 2 utilizes symbolic model to express circuit’s performance ca-

pabilities including circuit performance trade-offs and parameter sensitivity.

Trade-off tables are computed by symbolic modeling, which limits output

performances to ac/noise domain as symbolic model approximates circuit

as linear system. With respect to finding important parameters to vari-

ous performance output at a global scale, this chapter extends the work in

Chapter 2 by modeling the relations of design parameters deciding the val-

ues of the functional outputs, performance, and other parameters (defined

as causal information). It models causal information of tool generated de-

sign points. Causal information is defined by the following elements: (i)

Causal relation characterizes the connection between a design parameter,

performance attributes, and the other circuit parameters. It expresses the

parameter’s influence in controlling performance values and trade-offs. (ii)

Causal trace presents the comprehensive causal influence of a parameter for

different importance (weights) of the performance attributes. (iii) A causal

graph includes causal traces for all circuit parameters, all performance at-
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tribute sets. (iv) Sequenced causal relations, (v) graph of sequenced causal

relations present the order in which the causal relations of the parameters

are used in tackling a design problem. Ordered causal relations reveal pa-

rameters’ importance on output performance and are considered as circuit

sizing strategy. Finally, (vi) causal Pareto front is formed based on original

optimal design points and different causal traces.

Characterizing a circuit’s causal information is critical. The quality of

circuit sizing can be improved by using the parameters causality to decide

the parameters that are most effective in addressing the performance trade-

offs of a circuit for a specification. Parameter sequence corresponding to the

ordered causal relations can be used as a sizing strategy.

The chapter has the following structure. Section 4.2 discusses the related

work. Section 4.3 presents the six causal information elements in circuit

design. Section 4.4 discusses experimental results. Conclusion in Section 4.5

ends the chapter.

4.2 Related work

Existing automated circuit sizing methods mainly focus on simulation-

based optimization and analytical equations-based optimization.

Simulation-based optimization involves circuit specifications and sizing

rules. Circuit specifications refer to performance requirement. Sizing rules [4]

focus on transistor sizing constraints (saturation and matching conditions),

which guarantee circuit basic function. Simulation-based optimization method

solves transistor sizing by structure recognition of decomposed building blocks.

One concern is that it’s difficult to build a sufficient and canonical building

block library. Driven by the fact that symmetric structures commonly exist in

analog circuits for reduced offset error and CMRR, [105] extracts matching-

driven sizing constraint. Sizing constraint papers differentiate from other

optimization papers because of its focus on device itself other than the al-
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gorithm. The purpose is to provide better starting point, and establish op-

timization based on better starting point. Another aspect is getting inner

device operating performance by observing transistor parameters, i.e., drain

current ID, inversion level IC, channel length L [106].

Geometric programming is an equation-based optimization method. Ge-

ometric programming [107], [108], [109] for automated synthesis has been

widely applied in CAD tools because of its advantages on time and perfor-

mance efficiency, while the drawback lies in the fact that analytical equations

need to be derived by expert designer. An alternative bias-driven optimiza-

tion approach is proposed in [110]. Using the gm/Id design concept instead

of gm in equation-based optimization, unknown variables in the performance

equations are transformed to the bias voltage regardless of device dimensions.

Geometric programming equations are built on lookup-table based models

to avoid regression errors. These constrained optimization, i.e., simulation-

based and equation-based methods, can be understood as implicit problem

solving guided by goal-related gradients and trial-and-error for diversifica-

tion, but nevertheless with limited or no learning about designer’s strategies

that involve parameter trade-offs to solve the problem. Example in Chap-

ter 1 shows synthesis tool follows {M3 → M13 → M10 → M0 → M4 → M7

→ M1}, or {M3 → M13 → M7 → M4 → M0 → M10 → M1} to size the

OTA in Figure 1.3. The sizing sequence starts from the output stage and

only considers signal path with one input transistor M7, which is not able to

match the complete design plan proposed by a designer.

Modeling causality has been an important topic in artificial intelligence [111].

Traditional topics include representing, inferring, and using causality in de-

cision making. In analog circuit synthesis (topology generation and cir-

cuit sizing), designer’s reasoning employs explicit solving strategies that are

grounded and guided by causal information. Causal reasoning mining has

been discussed in Chapter 2 and applied for topology synthesis in Chapter 3.

To the best of our knowledge, causality has been not researched in context
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of analog circuit design automation. This problem introduces new issues,

like the existence of multiple causal sequences (orderings) corresponding to

different problem requirements and alternative ways of achieving the desired

requirements. Also, the connections between parameters and outcomes are

more diverse and complex than traditional problems, which tend to discuss

problems with less coupled parameters. For example, decomposition of the

statistical models is an important requirement for method in [111]. Also,

causality is mainly approached as an intrinsic part of a system rather than

a variable of a broader design process, including systematic diversification

through the solution space.

4.3 Causal information modeling

The thesis proposes six elements to model the causality aspects of ana-

log circuit - causal relation, causal trace, causal graph, sequence of causal

relations, graph of sequenced causal relations, and causal Pareto front. They

cover parameter vs performance effect, parameter priority for certain specifi-

cation and Pareto front exploration. Figure 4.1 shows the causal information

modeling flow and a summary of modeling results.

Parameters in Figure 4.1 refer to device parameters that have a main

influence on setting the values of performance or of other parameters in a

circuit. We define the influence as parameter’s causality effect on perfor-

mance.

Definition - parameter causality: We consider parameter pi as causal

parameter if (∃) performance attribute Aj and (∃) variation ∆ pi, so that

(i) for ∆ pi the corresponding ∆ Aj > Threshj, a specified threshold value,

and (ii) there are feasible values for the other parameters pk so that ∆ Aj

can be achieved. pi is a causal parameter also if (∃) parameter pk strongly

correlated to pi and the values of pi must be decided before those of pk.

Experiments considered small signal parameters, {gm, gds}, of all transistors.
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Figure 4.1: Causal information modeling flow

For example, among the entire parameter set, {gds3, gm6, and gds6} are causal

parameters with respect to gain as their values are strongly correlated to gain,

in Figure 1.3. Performance set in Figure 4.1 refers to the specifications, i.e.,

{Gain, Bandwidth, THD} in the experiment.

Circuit causal information depends on performance specifications and the

constraints on other related parameters. This is due to the performance

trade-offs inherent to a circuit. The problem specification might reveal some

trade-offs while eliminating others, which ultimately decides how parameters

participate in forming causal relations (causal effect on different performance

attributes). Similarly, the causal relation between parameters might exist

only if related parameters meet certain constraints, e.g., specific values or

ranges. In the experiment, we make sure the parameters are all in their

feasible ranges by using feasible design points obtained from sizing tool.
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4.3.1 Causal relation, causal trace, causal graph

Causal relation: Circuit causal relation refers to a design parameter

pi’s effect on performance attributes (defined as model M), and also pi’s cor-

relation matrix with different parameters (defined as model C) in Figure 4.1.

It is represented as 〈 MA1(pi), MA2(pi), ..., MAk
(pi), Cp1(pi), Cp2(pi), ...,

Cpm(pi) 〉, where component MAk
(pi) describes the variation of performance

attribute Ak as a function of pi, while the other parameter pm relate to pa-

rameter pi according to correlation coefficient Cpm(pi). This work describes

the variation function of MAk
(pi) as ellipse model. Cpm(pi) includes the cor-

relation coefficient matrix and also constraints between their value ranges,

i.e., parameter’s range within the available design space, similar to the ap-

proach in [104]. Hence, parameters can have stronger, weaker, or no causal

relation with respect to a performance attribute or other parameters.

We implement MAk
(pi) by matlab ellipse fitting to express the stochastic

dependency. Important ellipse parameters include the slope, two axes, verti-

cal and horizontal ranges. The shape of ellipse describes the degree of causal

control a parameter has over a performance attribute: (i) very thin shapes

describe close-to linear causal control, (ii) parameters are independent, if the

shapes are circular or parallel with the x-axis, and (iii) parameters that are

enabling (parameter values must meet a constraint for the entire range of the

performance values), if the ellipse model has a thin, vertical shape.

The individual causal relation (model M, C) is based on optimized tran-

sistor sizing solution for a particular performance attribute set (weighted

specifications). The sizing solutions are obtained using automated analog cir-

cuit sizing tool in Cadence Virtuoso [5]. To generate a comprehensive causal

description, thus to avoid the tool being repeatedly trapped in a local region,

the optimization step performs a uniform sampling of the feasible value range

of each circuit parameter. Each transistor sizing solution is obtained from

optimization on each sampling set. The enforced parameter sampling is an

approximation of the actual sizing space, especially by not sampling combi-
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nations (clusters) of constrained parameters as in [104]. Under the condition

of large execution time running the automated sizing tool, the uniform sam-

pling scheme is chosen in the experiment. An alternative way of avoiding

the synthesis tool being trapped in a local region is by repeatedly sizing a

circuit.

Causal trace: Causal relation models the relation between individual

parameter and individual performance/other parameters. While for a per-

formance attribute set which contains multiple performance attributes, we

propose causal trace is a trace of causal relations for performance attributes

with different weights (importance), in Figure 4.1. For example, let’s con-

sider two performance attributes, {Gain, Bandwidth}. The causal trace in-

cludes the causal relations for a relevant uniformly sampled performance

weights, like {weightGain = 1.0, weightBandwidth = 0.0}, {weightGain = 0.875,

weightBandwidth = 0.125}, ..., {weightGain = 0.0, weightBandwidth = 1.0}, in

Figure 4.2. The theorem states that if the same causal relations describe the

end points of a range for the weights, then the same causal relations hold

also for the weight values inside the range. Hence, no sampling is needed

inside the range.

Causal graph: The trace cluster for a set of performance attributes

includes causal traces for all circuit parameters. A causal graph includes the

trace clusters of a circuit for all possible performance attribute sets relevant to

the problem description. Figure 4.2 illustrates a causal graph for performance

attribute sets {Gain, Bandwidth}, {Gain, THD}, each trace cluster includes

causal traces corresponding to circuit parameters {gm0, gds0, ..., gds10}.
After computing the causal traces for each possible pair of performance

attributes (Ai and Aj), the obtained causal traces are merged to create the

causal traces for triplets of performance attributes, traces for triplets are

merged to produce quadruples of attributes until the entire specification set

is covered. The optimum solution would be to compute the causal relations

separately for each performance attribute set by repeatedly sizing the circuit
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Figure 4.2: Causal trace example

for different weight samples of the performance attributes. However, the

execution time would be unfeasibly high due to the need to synthesize inside

the modeling loop. Instead, it re-uses the relations computed for k-attribute

sets to find the causal relations for k+1 attribute sets. Trace merging is

inspired by bottom-up data cube construction and frequent item set mining

in data mining [12].

The merging step first considers all common causal relations (CR) in

trace cluster 1 (TC1) and trace cluster 2 (TC2), e.g., traces that present

the causal relation of the same parameter p on the same attribute of TC1

and TC2. The next loop identifies model M overlap of CR1 ∈ TC1, CR2

∈ TC2 (their intersection is not void). A new causal relation (new CR) is

created next to express the model overlapping, which then allows to identify

the corresponding domain of the controlling parameter p. The two distinct

performance attributes are updated by finding the closest design point based

on p in the existing design points.
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Example: Computing the causal relations for performance attributes

{Gain, Bandwidth, THD} produces the same results whether using traces

{Gain, Bandwidth}, {Gain, THD} or traces {Gain, THD}, {Bandwidth,

THD}.
The weights associated to a merged causal trace is computed as follows.

Initially, let’s assume that the weights of the two traces are sets {α1, α2}
(α1 + α2=1) and {β1, β2} (β1 + β2=1). α1, β1 correspond to the common

performance attribute. The merged trace is characterized by set {(α1 +

β1)/2, α2, β2}. Experiments only merge causal traces up to three dimensions.

This procedure for associating weights to the merged trace is justified by the

causal continuity theorem for which the end points are the weights of each

individual trace used in merging. Qualitatively, the resulting set of weights

is described by the set {µi, σi}, where µi and σi are the mean and standard

deviations of the corresponding set of weights.

Analog circuit behavior can be typically expressed as a set of coupled

differential equations and explained by solving equations within reasonable

accuracy. There are no intrinsic orderings among circuit parameters, whereas

a specific design methodology (sizing strategy) of assigning design parameters

different importance is involved in human design. The strategy utilizes pref-

erences among parameters based on their capability, revealing a designer’s

perspective on how parameters can be used in order to meet the problem

requirements. The thesis proposes that ordered causal relations of circuit

parameters can be mined and modeled that extend the existing metrics to

explore a solution space. Traditionally, metrics like descending gradients

or frequency based diversification have been used in continuous-valued opti-

mization problems [104]. However, these metrics are less efficient in design

reuse or diversification guided by the pursued problem goals.
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4.3.2 Sequence of causal relations, graph of

sequenced causal relations

Sequence of causal relations: A sequence of causal relations repre-

sents an ordering of causal relations, i.e., as introduced by different ways to

order model M. Each node corresponds to the causal relations for a device

parameter and the directed arcs describes the parameter sequencing of the

ordering. It is an ordered causal trace.

Mining different sequenced causal relations reveals the different design

steps pursued according to sizing strategies. Related work in engineering

design science suggests that solutions should attempt (i) to maximize the

linearity through which design parameters control functionality and perfor-

mance [112], [113] and (ii) to minimize the degree of coupling between com-

peting performance attributes by minimizing the number of common control-

ling parameters for different attributes. Also, a sizing strategy should (iii)

minimize the coupling degree (correlation) between the control parameters

and the other parameters of a solution [113]. Finally, (iv) the solution strate-

gies must attempt to maximize the sharing of causal relation sub-sequences

as they encourage reusing [20]. Different sizing strategies materialize the four

requirements in different ways.

Graph of sequenced causal relations: Sequences of causal relations

corresponding to different orderings, are captured by the graph of sequenced

causal relations.

There are multiple ways to order causal relations for a given performance

attribute set. They correspond to specific sizing strategies to optimize per-

formance specification. The thesis proposes different measures to order the

causal traces. Firstly, the circuit parameters that occur in the causal graph

for all performance attributes and all associated weights are summarized into

four sets (Seti). The four sets are as follows: Set1 contains all parameters.

Set2 is a set of independent parameters with respect to the performance

attribute set of a trace (performance attributes with weights). A parame-
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ter might be independent with respect to a given attribute set (e.g., {Gain,

Bandwidth}), but not with respect to the other (e.g., {Gain, THD}). Set3 is

the set of parameters that have partially constrained ranges they must meet

independently of the performance attributes and weights (ellipse model M

tends to have a vertical shape). Set4 refers to the set of controlling parame-

ters that we interest in (Set1 − Set2 ∩ Set3).

Next, we propose four different measures to order causal relations. For

each performance set, sequences of parameters are stored in variables Tablei.

Parameters which are independent to performance or have narrow ranges are

pruned (Set2, Set3). Only controlling parameters in Set4 are considered to

build Tablei. Table1 orders the controlling parameters depending on their

linearity in controlling the performance attributes and the size of the perfor-

mance range they can offer. Parameters that offer higher linear control over

a larger range are ordered first. Table1 measure uses the following weighted

sum:

Lini =
∑
j

∑
k

βlinlinearityjk + βranrangejk; (4.1)

linearityjk = 1/(2 ∗ ellipsejk.short radius); (4.2)

rangejk = (max(Pjk)−min(Pjk)/(max(P )−min(P )); (4.3)

where index i refers to parameter index, j refers to performance index in

the performance attribute set, and k refers to performance weight index.

linearityjk is the inverse of the ellipse short axis diameter. rangejk is the

ratio of parameter i offered performance attribute range under weight k to

the overall performance attribute range. Narrower ellipse model indicates

shorter diameter, larger linearityjk, plus larger range of parameter’s control

on performance attributes.
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Global corri =
∑
j

∑
k

∑
m 6=i

ρjkm6=i (4.4)

Table2 stores the controlling parameters in increasing order of their cor-

relations with the other parameters (the parameters with a low correlation

are first).

Where index m refers to the other parameters than parameter j. ρ
(jk)
m 6=i is

the correlation coefficient between parameter pm and pi for performance j,

weight k.

Table3 orders the controlling parameters based on their similarity with

other parameters, i.e., the parameters with a less similar effect as other pa-

rameters are shown first. The ordering presents the uniqueness of a parameter

in setting performance attribute, i.e., the degree of control including linearity,

range, and the correlation with other parameters. The similarity measure of

parameter pi is as follows:

Simi =
∑

∀PAS∈CG

1

NumPara
∗ (γLinLini + γCorrGlobal corri) (4.5)

PAS is performance attribute set present in causal graph CG. NumPara is

the number of controlling parameters in PAS. γLin and γCorr are the weights

for linearity and correlation coefficients.

Table combines three criteria of Table1, Table2, Table3 depending on their

significance assigned by each strategy. It uses a weighted sum of coefficients

Lini, Global corri, Simi:

Cummi = ΨLinLini + ΨCorrGlobal corri + ΨSimSimi (4.6)

Finally, Table4 further extracts a subset of correlated parameters in Set4,

i.e., with correlation coefficients larger than threshold.
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4.3.3 Causal Pareto front

A complete representation of multi-objective performance trade-off is

through Pareto front. The thesis proposes causal Pareto front, which is

derived from a circuit’s Pareto front and the ordered causal traces.

The less important circuit parameters that are not part of the causal

relations can still have some influence on the circuit performance. Hence, the

concept of Pareto front is relaxed, so that it represents all performance trade-

off surfaces that are within θ from the actual Pareto front where parameter pi

is correlated to parameter pj. Computing causal Pareto front has two main

for-loops considering all performance sets and parameters in Tablei. Each

trace cluster expresses the Pareto front for certain performance attribute set,

and causal Pareto front is expressed by updating design points in the trace

cluster. It traverses the parameters ordered by Tablei, causal relations of the

first parameter are copied into current trace (CR1) while keeping only the

Pareto dominant design points of the causal relations. Causal relations of

the other parameters (CR2) are compared with those in CR1. Each design

point y1 in CR1 is compared with point y2 in CR2 where y1, y2 have the

same parameter t as the controlling parameter, and values of t are closest

in CR1, CR2. If y1 is dominated by y2, y1 is removed from CR1 and the

dominant point y2 is added to the new causal relation (new CR) that will

act as a causal updated CR1. With updated design points, model M and C

are recalculated in new CR. The new trace is added as a segment of causal

Pareto front, if it is not dominated by any of the traces already present.

Figure 4.3 presents an illustrating example of different parameter orders

for weighted performance attributes. The top level refers different perfor-

mance attribute sets (PASi) corresponding to different segments on causal

Pareto front. The attributes in PASi are partitioned into the subsets that

are separately tackled by the design parameters, e.g., {Gain, Bandwidth}
= {Gain} ∪ {Bandwidth}, {Gain} ∩ {Bandwidth} = ∅. For each attribute

under weight, the representation indicates the ordered causal relations that
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Figure 4.3: Parameter sequence example

generate the Pareto-dominant design points. For example, for set {Gain},
the causal relation based on parameter p1 and correlated parameters p2 and

p3 offer the dominant design points for the weighted attribute {Gain} and

the causal relation using parameter p4 and correlated parameter p5 decide

the weighted attribute {Bandwidth}. For the same attribute set PAS with

different weight, there is another sequence of causal relations that generates

a different region of Pareto points. Taking order p1 → p2, parameters p1, p2

correspond to two sets of sampled optimal design points (CR1, CR2), which

compose the original Pareto front. If design point y1 in CR1 is dominated by

y2 in CR2, y1 in CR1 will be updated by y2. Updated causal relation shows

one strategy to achieve better gain following p1 → p2, which composes one

segment of causal Pareto front.

There are different ways in which circuit parameters and the correspond-

ing causal relations characterize specific regions of the solution space (dif-

ferent segments of Pareto front). The parameters are ordered into different

sequences based on their different effects on performance attributes. We

already showed that different circuit parameters can decide gain and band-

width. Performance trade-offs emerge when the same parameter has opposite

influences on two or more performance attributes, like parameter g13 must

be decreased to improve gain (with correlation coefficient -0.8) but increased
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to improve bandwidth (with correlation coefficient 0.9). Causal Pareto front

shows circuit trade-offs in multi-dimensional space. Parameter ordering offers

sizing strategy to improve different segment on the solution space.

4.4 Experiments

Experimental section shows causal information modeling results on op-

amp 4(1) (in Figure 1.3), including six elements - causal relation (CR), causal

trace (CT), causal graph (CG), sequence of causal relations (SCR), graph of

sequenced causal relations (GSCR), and causal Pareto front.

4.4.1 Experiments on CR, CT, CG

Causal relation. Utilizing Cadence advanced optimization tool, we are

able to obtain optimal design points (sizing solutions) under different sets of

weighted performance specifications. Experiments considered 2 performance

attribute sets (PAS) {Gain, Bandwidth}, {Gain, THD}. Each performance

attribute set is assigned 9 different weight sets, [1, 0], [0.875, 0.125], [0.75,

0.25], [0.625, 0.375], [0.5, 0.5], [0.375, 0.625], [0.75, 0.25], [0.125, 0.875], [0, 1],

i.e., [1, 0] = {weightGain=1, weightBandwidth=0}. For each weighted PAS, 64

sampled design points are generated by single objective optimization. To sim-

plify the sampling process, only transistors on the signal path are sampled.

Each transistor on the signal path, {M3, M6, M7, M10}, is sampled 16 times

{15µm, 30µm, ..., 240µm} evenly along channel width due to technology con-

straint. Thus, each causal relation is constructed based on the 64 optimal

design points, including circuit sizing solutions (transistor width), small sig-

nal parameters {gm, gds}, performance attributes {Gain, Bandwidth, THD}.
A few observations on the sizing results are as follows.

(i) From design points obtained by sizing tool, we observe that in some

cases sizing solutions are the same in both dimensions and performance. For

example, among design points of performance attribute {Gain, Bandwidth},
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Table 4.1: Design points example from sizing tool

M0 [µm] M1 [µm] M10 [µm] M11 [µm] M13 [µm] M14 [µm] M3 [µm] M4 [µm] M6 [µm] M7 [µm]

vb1 [V] vb2 [V] vb3 [V] vb4 [V] Gain [dB] Bandwidth [Hz]

250 32.74 10 8.442 3.055 8.442 150 4.287 45.94 4.287

2.7 2.4 1.183 0.7 69.48 10950

250 32.74 10 8.442 3.055 8.442 165 4.287 45.94 4.287

2.7 2.4 1.183 0.7 69.48 10950

250 32.74 10 8.442 3.055 8.442 180 4.287 45.94 4.287

2.7 2.4 1.183 0.7 69.48 10950

250 32.74 10 8.442 3.055 8.442 195 4.287 45.94 4.287

2.7 2.4 1.183 0.7 69.48 10950

weight [1, 0] by sampling transistor M3 in Table 4.1, 4 design points result

the same dimensions.

(ii) Figure 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 indicate that for different weights and different

sweeping transistors, the design points obtained do not span the trade-off

space evenly. For different weights, it is seen that sweeping transistors M6,

M7 (input transistors) is more likely to cluster in regions. Sweeping tran-

sistors M3, M10 (output transistors) covers more area of the trade-off space.

The partial segments provided by M6, M7 are more separated, indicating a

relatively independent relationship in term of sizing. Whereas M3, M10 are

more dependent on each other.

(iii) There exists design points corresponding to higher performance weight

from sizing tool but with worse performance result. In Table 4.2, 4.3 sweep-

ing M3 under different weights, the design points with higher weight priority

but worse performance are marked with *. Figures 4.10, 4.11 show an overall

distribution of design points under different weights.

The Causal relation models the effect of parameter on performance as

ellipses, e.g., gds0 vs Gain, gm1 vs Bandwidth, etc. The shape of the ellipse,

i.e., how narrow it is and how much it is tilted, represent the correlation

and dependence between parameters and performance attributes. Figure 4.4

presents ellipse models for {Gain, Bandwidth} under weight [0.5, 0.5]. As

there are 10 independent transistors due to circuit symmetry, in Figure 4.4

shows a subset of complete parameters set, {gds0, gm0, gds1, gm1, gds10, gm10,
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Table 4.2: Sweeping M3 [15µm∼120µm] under different weights

M3 [1, 0] [0.875, 0.125] [0.75, 0.25] [0.625, 0.375] [0.5, 0.5]

M3 [0.375, 0.625] [0.25, 0.75] [0.125, 0.875] [0, 1]

15µ [70.99, 8242]* [65.76, 15440]* [69.76, 8366]* [72.51, 8185] [70.41, 7762]

15µ [70.34, 9370] [70.23, 11410] [70.18, 8528] [43.92, 84310]

30µ [71.80, 10910] [71.42, 10870] [71.63, 10600] [69.87, 10200] [71.91, 10790]*

30µ [67.74, 10960] [70.85, 12010]* [58.44, 8134] [45.87, 91570]

45µ [63.46, 15950]* [65.94, 11680] [65.71, 11150] [66.23, 10420]* [66.24, 10400]*

45µ [63.74, 14950] [54.66, 13620] [68.31, 10540]* [41.32, 340800]

60µ [65.92, 10890]* [66.83, 11970] [65.92, 10890] [66.80, 12000]* [66.26, 14410]*

60µ [66.12, 8226]* [63.96, 10840] [65.08, 11600]* [46.32, 74870]

75µ [64.01, 11130] [65.43, 11290]* [65.58, 11380]* [68.93, 9612]* [65.56, 11390]*

75µ [63.50, 8634] [66.55, 11180] [66.38, 12480] [40.12, 560200]

90µ [63.83, 13860]* [71.42, 9568] [63.83, 13860] [69.56, 12920]* [50.69, 128000]

90µ [63.54, 8571]* [63.54, 8571] [59.05, 122900] [39.01, 336600]

105µ [60.37, 19870]* [62.54, 9920]* [64.34, 12830]* [70.88, 9265] [63.10, 14440]

105µ [63.32, 8808] [63.32, 8808] [67.05, 13750]* [43.75, 82410]

120µ [69.22, 8558] [59.50, 13010]* [62.88, 13790]* [68.90, 9578] [62.23, 11420]

120µ [54.60, 24700] [53.79, 21390] [63.36, 20000]* [37.76, 389100]

gds11, gm11, gds13, gm13, gds14, gm14, gds3, gm3, gds4, gm4, gds6, gm6, gds7, gm7}.
Comparing the ellipse models for different parameters, we conclude that gds,

gm belonging to the same transistor have similar models, i.e., gds10 vs gm10,

gds6 vs gm6, gds13 vs gm13. Parameters {gds10, gm10, gds13, gm13} have negative

effect on Gain, whereas {gds6, gm6} have positive effect. {gds10, gm10, gds13,

gm13} are more correlated with Gain, with correlation coefficient 0.7, but

{gds6, gm6} are less correlated, with correlation coefficient 0.5. Correlation

coefficients between different parameters indicate a trade off relation. Ta-

ble 4.4 shows the parameter ranges and the correlation coefficients between

different parameters. Gain ranges from 50.69dB to 73.4dB. From the table

we can also conclude, parameters gds and gm are highly correlated, transistors

M10 and M13 are correlated in a positive trend.

Causal trace, causal graph. Causal trace composes a list of causal
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Table 4.3: Sweeping M3 [135µm∼240µm] under different weights

135µ [70.73, 8387] [65.57, 11020] [65.72, 11110] [52.68, 189400] [65.03, 15380]*

135µ [50.70 , 108500] [60.05, 42330] [64.59, 11110] [38.11, 375000]

150µ [69.48, 10950] [70.97, 9194] [59.46, 53920] [65.48, 57300] [57.04, 16190]

150µ [53.37, 105100] [63.37, 8679]* [51.05, 99340] [38.02, 508300]

165µ [69.49, 10920]* [70.97, 9169] [65.74, 11030]* [69.90, 9133] [68.66, 11890]

165µ [54.21, 109400] [48.88, 84040] [65.59, 50320]* [42.36, 328400]

180µ [66.55, 29280]* [70.97, 9144] [65.75, 10990] [63.75, 45670] [66.06, 12590]*

180µ [54.39, 106900] [51.03, 84400] [65.57, 54110]* [36.85, 227500]

195µ [69.49, 10850] [70.47, 10820]* [62.24, 74220] [58.78, 71710] [63.77, 45500]*

195µ [55.28, 80510] [56.88, 93720] [65.65, 53470]* [47.79, 189800]

210µ [69.50, 10820] [69.49, 30640] [60.17, 50880]* [62.09, 65280] [63.80, 45280]

210µ [54.62, 85450] [55.91, 84570] [65.72, 52890] [35.14, 678100]

225µ [61.56, 46320]* [69.52, 10780] [60.23, 50430] [60.01, 63530] [57.51, 122900]

225µ [55.35, 79460] [55.99, 83500] [65.78, 52370]* [32.67, 830000]

240µ [69.47, 31050] [59.59, 70880]* [61.90, 74270] [60.25, 90180] [57.61, 121200]

240µ [55.38, 79030] [56.08, 82500] [65.83, 51880]* [41.69, 379500]

Table 4.4: Parameter ranges and correlation coefficients

Parameter Range [s] gds10 gds6 gds13 gm10 gm6 gm13

gds10 [1.178e-6, 8.022e-5] 1 -0.1205 0.6716 0.8920 -0.1103 0.7403

gds6 [5.463e-7, 4.904e-5] -0.1205 1 -0.4224 -0.3382 0.9991 -0.4335

gds13 [1.981e-6, 2.119e-4] 0.6716 -0.4224 1 0.8411 -0.4221 0.9328

gm10 [1.412e-4, 9.597e-3] 0.8920 -0.3382 0.8411 1 -0.3356 0.8902

gm6 [5.904e-5, 5.446e-3] -0.1103 0.9991 -0.4221 -0.3356 1 -0.4331

gm13 [7.569e-5, 1.163e-2] 0.7403 -0.4335 0.9328 0.8902 -0.4331 1

relations for each parameter under 9 different weights. Causal traces be-

longing to different performance attribute sets are further merged to create

triplets of performance attributes. e.g., causal traces of {Gain, Bandwidth},
{Gain, THD} are merged to obtain {Gain, Bandwidth, THD}. Causal graph

summarizes all causal traces for 20 parameters and 2 performance attribute

sets. Figure 4.5 shows a subset of causal graph for performance attributes

{Gain, Bandwidth}, {Gain, THD}. Three parameters {gds6, gds3, gm10},
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Figure 4.4: Circuit 4(1) causal relation ellipse models

three weight pairs {[0.5, 0.5] [0.5, 0.5], [0.875, 0.125] [0.875, 0.125], [1, 0] [0,

1]} are selected to illustrate different merging cases. Figure 4.6 presents the

merged ellipse modeling results. The number of design points falling into the

common area of two ellipses varies. 67 points are in the common area of gds6

models, 81 points are in gds3 models, 21 common points in gm10 models.

In the first two cases, the weights optimizing {Gain, Bandwidth}, {Gain,

THD} are the same, whereas the last case [1, 0], [0, 1] are far apart. There-

fore, the solution space on the Pareto front of the first two cases share more

area than that of weights [1, 0], [0, 1]. With the common design points, we

were able to predict a triplet of performance attributes {Gain, Bandwidth,

THD} by projecting common parameters on {Gain, Bandwidth}, {Gain,

THD} models. Taking 5 common points in “Gain - Bandwidth - THD -

[0.875, 0.125, 0.125] - gds3” merged model, marked in Figure 4.6, Table 4.5

presents the gm10 performance attribute ranges. The 5 points are also syn-
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Figure 4.5: Subset of causal graph ellipse models
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Figure 4.6: Causal relation merging cases

thesized by the tool, and Table 4.5 includes the synthesis results.

4.4.2 Experiments on SCR, GSCR, causal Pareto front

Sequence of causal relation, graph of sequenced causal relations.

Sequenced causal graph presents sequence of causal traces for performance
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Table 4.5: Performance attributes and synthesis results for gm10

Common Gain [dB] Bandwidth [Hz] THD [%] Synthesis Gain [dB] Bandwidth [Hz] THD [%]

1 71.42 [6.6898e3, 2.1703e4] [4.2034, 14.9182] 1 69.96 10930 8.872

2 65.94 [6.6578e3, 2.5957e4] [5.0289, 16.3628] 2 68.14 12570 5.811

3 66.83 [6.6821e3, 2.6199e4] [5.0816, 16.4528] 3 65.33 11450 4.349

4 69.62 [6.8654e3, 2.7532e4] [5.3842, 16.9654] 4 70.15 8680 6.048

5 70.36 [6.635e3, 2.5702e4] [4.9737,16.2683] 5 70.15 8626 5.748

attribute sets {Gain, Bandwidth}, {Gain, THD}, {Gain, Bandwidth, THD}.
For each performance attribute set, different causal trace orders present dif-

ferent sizing strategies that used to size the circuit for certain specification.

In order to further analyze the parameter control on performance and pa-

rameters coupling, we pruned possible parameters that are less correlated

to performance attributes or constrained by certain range (relatively verti-

cal and narrow ellipse models). By doing this, we cluster parameters into

different sets. Set 1 includes all parameters. Set 2 includes less correlated

parameters, correlation coefficients on performance no more than 0.2. Pa-

rameters with ellipse models degree within [80, 90] and the sub short axis

of ellipse within [0, 0.1] (relatively vertical and narrow ellipses) are clustered

in Set 3. Table 4.6 shows the pruned parameters (Set 2, Set 3) and we only

keep the rest controlling parameters for further study (Set 4).

Further analysis of the controlling parameters in Set 4 includes comput-

ing their linearity in controlling the performance, the performance range that

offered, correlations with other parameters, etc. Since each parameter corre-

sponds to a causal trace representing parameter control for different weights,

an order of parameters based on control criteria reflects the sizing strat-

egy used when sizing the circuit. Different sizing strategies exist based on

different control criteria. For example, to meet {Gain, Bandwidth} specifi-

cation, parameter which has the most linear control on Gain/Bandwidth is

considered first. The experiment computes the different criteria, linearity,

correlation, uniqueness as follows. Linearity reflects on the parameter linear

control, i.e., how linear the associated ellipse model is. Ellipse model with
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Table 4.6: Causal trace parameter sets and tables

Gain - Bandwidth trace cluster

Set 1 gds0, gds1, gds10, gds11, gds13, gds14, gds3, gds4, gds6, gds7, gm0, gm1, gm10, gm11, gm13, gm14, gm3, gm4, gm6, gm7

Set 2 gds11, gds14

Set 3 ∅
Set 4 gds0, gds1, gds10, gds13, gds3, gds4, gds6, gds7, gm0, gm1, gm10, gm11 , gm13, gm14, gm3, gm4, gm6, gm7

table 1 gds3, gds13, gm1, gds0, gds1, gm6, gds6, gm11 , gm14, gm13, gm3, gds10, gm0, gm10, gm4, gm7, gds7, gds4

table 2 gm11 , gm0, gds10, gm14, gds6, gm6, gds1, gds0, gm10, gm1, gds13, gm3, gds4, gds3, gm4, gm13, gds7, gm7

table 3 gds3, gds13, gm11 , gm0, gds0, gm6, gm1, gds6, gds1, gm1, gds10, gm10, gm3, gm13, gm4, gm7, gds7, gds4

table gds3, gds13, gm11 , gm0, gds0, gm6, gm1, gds6, gds1, gm14, gds10, gm10, gm3, gm13, gm4, gm7, gds7, gds4

table 4 gds3, gds6, gds7, gds10, gm3, gm6, gm7, gm10

Gain - THD trace cluster

Set 1 gds0, gds1, gds10, gds11, gds13, gds14, gds3, gds4, gds6, gds7, gm0, gm1, gm10, gm11 , gm13, gm14, gm3, gm4, gm6, gm7

Set 2 gds1, gds11, gds14, gds7, gm1, gm4, gm7

Set 3 ∅
Set 4 gds0, gds10, gds13, gds3, gds4, gds6, gm0, gm10, gm11 , gm13, gm14, gm3, gm4, gm6

table 1 gds10, gds13, gds3, gm3, gm10, gm0, gm11 , gds0, gm14, gm13, gds4, gm6, gds6

table 2 gds10, gm0, gm11 , gds0, gm10, gds3, gm3, gm14, gds13, gds4, gm13, gds6, gm6

table 3 gds10, gm0, gds3, gm10, gm11 , gm3, gds13, gds0, gm14, gm13, gds4, gds6, gm6

table gds10, gm0, gds3, gm10, gm11 , gm3, gds13, gds0, gm14, gm13, gds4, gds6, gm6

table 4 gds3, gds6, gds10, gm3, gm6, gm10

Gain - Bandwidth - THD trace cluster

Set 1 gds0, gds1, gds10, gds11, gds13, gds14, gds3, gds4, gds6, gds7, gm0, gm1, gm10, gm11 , gm13, gm14, gm3, gm4, gm6, gm7

Set 2 gds11

Set 3 ∅
Set 4 gds0, gds1, gds10, gds13, gds14, gds3, gds4, gds6, gds7, gm0, gm1, gm10, gm11 , gm13, gm14, gm3, gm4, gm6, gm7

table 1 gm10, gds10, gm0, gm3, gm13, gm6, gds0, gds6, gds13, gds3, gds14, gds1, gds4, gm7, gds7, gm1, gm11 , gm4, gm14

table 2 gds14, gds10, gm11 , gm0, gm14, gds6, gm6, gm3, gm1, gds1, gm13, gm4, gm10, gds7, gm7, gds0, gds4, gds13, gds3

table 3 gds14, gds10, gm0, gm10, gm3, gm11 , gm13, gm6, gds6, gm14, gds0, gds1, gm1, gds13, gm7, gds7, gm4, gds3, gds4

table gds14, gds10, gm0, gm10, gm3, gm11 , gm13, gm6, gds6, gm14, gds0, gds1, gm1, gds13, gm7, gds7, gm4, gds3, gds4

table 4 gds3, gds6, gds7, gds10, gm3, gm6, gm7, gm10

small short axis but large performance range is ordered first. Correlation

presents the coupling between parameters. The parameters less correlated

with the others are ordered first. Uniqueness is an overall of linearity and

coupling.

The parameters which are more unique are ordered first. Table 4.6

presents different ordering of causal traces in Set 4 computed by different

criteria. The orders in table 1, table 2, table 3, table represent different

sizing strategies with respect to linearity, global correlation, uniqueness, and

combined criteria. To simplify the process, we only consider a subset of pa-
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rameters which have more control on performance than the others (table),

i.e., table = {gds3, gm3, gds6, gm6, gds7, gm7, gds10, gm10} for {Gain, Band-

width}, table = {gds3, gm3, gds6, gm6, gds10, gm10} for {Gain, THD}. Each

order represents one exclusive design plan, whereas we may also consider

other orders in design process. Based on the linearity in controlling perfor-

mance, the sizing strategy should be {gds3, gm6, gds6, gm3, gds10, gm10, gm7,

gds7}. We may also consider {gds10, gds6, gm6, gm10, gm3, gds3, gds7, gm7}. Per-

muting parameters expands the orders in table 1, table 2, table 3, table, and

results 6 orders for {Gain, Bandwidth}, 48 orders for {Gain, THD}, orders

for {Gain, Bandwidth, THD}. Table 4.7 lists a subset of orders expanding

design possibilities.

Table 4.7: Causal trace parameter orders

Gain - Bandwidth sequenced causal traces

table 1 gds3 → gm6 → gds6 → gm3 → gds10 → gm10 → gm7 → gds7

table 2 gds10 → gds6 → gm6 → gm10 → gm3 → gds3 → gds7 → gm7

table 3/table gds3 → gm6 → gds6 → gds10 → gm10 → gm3 → gm7 → gds7

Gain - THD sequenced causal traces

table 1 gds10 → gds3 → gm3 → gm10 → gm6 → gds6

table 2 gds10 → gm10 → gds3 → gm3 → gds6 → gm6

table 3/table gds10 → gds3 → gm10 → gm3 → gds6 → gm6

Gain - Bandwidth - THD sequenced causal traces

table 1 gm10 → gds10 → gm3 → gm6 → gds6 → gds3 → gm7 → gds7

table 2 gds10 → gds6 → gm6 → gm3 → gm10 → gds7 → gm7 → gds3

table 3/table gds10 → gm10 → gm3 → gm6 → gds6 → gm7 → gds7 → gds3

Causal Pareto front. For causal traces corresponding to {p1, p2} in

order Table 4.7, we mark causal trace of p1 as current trace (CR1), causal

trace of p2 as CR2. The design points in CR1 are compared with design

points in CR2 where CR1, CR2 have the same controlling parameter values.

Dominated points are removed from CR1 and the dominant points from
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CR2 are added. Thus, CR1 correlates with partial Pareto front which is

controlled by parameter gds3. The causal graph with causal traces for all

performance attribute sets, all weights compose the entire Pareto front. They

are high priority orders with respect to parameter linearity, correlation, and

uniqueness. Other permutations derived from orders in table 1, table 2, table

3 and table are also added for later analysis.

For example, depending on parameter linearity in controlling performance

attribute {Gain, Bandwidth}, the design sequence based on the order should

be {gds3 → gm6 → gds6 → gm3 → gds10 → gm10 → gm7 → gds7}, as gds3 has

the most linear control over Gain, Bandwidth and gds7 has the least linear

control. Figure 4.12 shows the performance improvement following sequence

{p1 → p2} (p1, p2 are parameters on the sequence). Original design points

are marked as stars, whereas the new design points obtained from {p1 → p2}
are marked as boxes. Stars and boxes overlap if there is no improvement by

moving to p2. From Figure 4.12, we see design points are improved in {gds3
→ gds10}, {gds3 → gm10}. There are other sizing strategies, i.e., parameter

correlation with others, uniqueness. Design points are improved differently in

these cases, as shown in Figure 4.13. Figure 4.12 show the improvement se-

quence for partial solution space corresponding to M3. Figure 4.13 shows the

improvement sequence for partial solution space corresponding to M10. Fig-

ure 4.16 shows an example for performance attribute {Gain, THD} based on

sequence {gds10→ gds3→ gm3→ gm10→ gm6→ gds6}. Figures 4.18, 4.19, 4.20

are the results for merged performance attribute {Gain, Bandwidth, THD}.
For each partial solution space obtained by sweeping transistors M3, M6,

M7, M10 (transistors on the signal path), there are a few points get improved,

but not a lot. The improvement depends on the design sequence. For exam-

ple, for order {gds3 → gm6}, design point controlled by gds3 (from sweeping

M3) is improved if we can find a design point which achieves better perfor-

mance controlled by gm6 (from sweeping M6). Table 4.8 shows an example

that two points from sweeping M3, M6 have close gm6 value, thus the first
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design point is able to improve based on sequence {gds3 → gm6}. Figure 4.7

shows a summary of design points from the synthesis tool by sweeping tran-

sistors M3, M6, M7, M10 under weight [0.5, 0.5]. From the figure we observe

that, transistors M3, M10 (at the output stage) tend to cover more evenly

over the solution space, whereas transistors M6, M7 (at the input stage) are

more clustered in high Gain/Bandwidth/THD area.

Table 4.8: Design points improved by sequence gds3-gm6

M0 M1 M10 M11 M13 M14 M3 M4 M6 M7

0.0001782 0.00009047 0.000006016 0.000002177 0.000003055 0.000008442 0.00012 0.00001 0.000008442 0.00001185

vb1 vb2 vb3 vb4 Gain BW

2.7 2.233 1.183 0.7 69.22 8558

gds0 gds1 gds10 gds11 gds13 gds14 gds3 gds4 gds6 gds7

0.00001975 0.00001364 0.000003142 0.00001282 0.000006714 0.0001007 0.000005806 0.000009405 0.000005106 0.00000377

gm0 gm1 gm10 gm11 gm13 gm14 gm3 gm4 gm6 gm7

0.001258 0.0006086 0.0003432 0.0003438 0.0003185 0.0007138 0.0004712 0.0003268 0.0005806 0.0002418

M0 M1 M10 M11 M13 M14 M3 M4 M6 M7

0.0001782 0.00003274 0.000004287 0.00001662 5.613E-07 0.000008442 0.00001185 0.000008442 0.000015 0.000004287

vb1 vb2 vb3 vb4 Gain BW

2.7 2.35 1.3 0.7167 69.66 8586

gds0 gds1 gds10 gds11 gds13 gds14 gds3 gds4 gds6 gds7

0.00002542 0.00000566 0.000004532 0.0000428 0.000001753 0.00001611 0.000001447 0.000003293 0.00000745 0.00000139

gm0 gm1 gm10 gm11 gm13 gm14 gm3 gm4 gm6 gm7

0.001232 0.0002213 0.0001539 0.001275 0.00007937 0.0008931 0.0001486 0.000167 0.0008548 0.00008733

Besides the high priority orders that calculated in Table 4.7, during the

design process, we may also consider other orders. For order {gm6 → gds3 →
gds6 → gm3 → gds10 → gm10 → gm7 → gds7} in {Gain, Bandwidth}, among

high linearity parameters gm6, gds3, gds6, we could switch gm6, gds3 to have

{gm6 → gds3 → gds6 → gm3 → gds10 → gm10 → gm7 → gds7}, in Figure 4.14.

If we start from gds3 (sizing transistor M3), following order {gds3 → gm6 →
gds6 → gm3 → gds10 → gm10 → gm7 → gds7}, we size the circuit by {M3 → M6

→ M10 → M7}, in Figure 4.12. Or we can size the circuit by {M10 → M6 →
M3 → M7}, in Figure 4.13, {M6 → M3 → M10 → M7}, in Figure 4.14. Dif-

ferent sequences indicate different sizing patterns, corresponding to different

partial solution space on the Pareto front. The design sequence starting from

M3 achieves slightly worse Gain, better Bandwidth than sequence starting

from M10. The design sequence starting from M6 achieves much better Gain
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but worse Bandwidth. Design sequence beginning with M7 is not consid-

ered as a feasible solution as M7 ranks low in linear control, correlation, and

uniqueness. Thus, parameter gm6 (at the input stage) is better at achieving

relatively high Gains, whereas gds3, gds10 (at the output stage) have advan-

tages in higher Bandwidth. The three different design sequences result three

different solution space on the Pareto front.

Figure 4.15 shows the design sequence for weight [0.25, 0.75]. It achieves

slightly less Gain than weight [0.5, 0.5] as Gain has less priority, and draws

the same conclusion as weight [0.5, 0.5].

For performance attribute set {Gain, THD}, parameters gm7, gds7 are

weakly correlated with performances. gm6, gds6 rank low in linear control,

correlation, and uniqueness. Several design sequence results are shown in

Figure 4.16, 4.17. M10 indicates slightly higher Gain and worse THD than

M3.

For performance attribute set {Gain, Bandwidth, THD}, in Figure 4.18,

4.19, 4.12, parameters gds10, gm10 result different design sequence even though

they all start with M10. Starting with gds10 achieves slightly higher Gain,

less Bandwidth, higher THD. Besides the high priority order, other orders

in Figure 4.21, 4.22 indicate gm3 achieves close performance as gds10, gm6

achieves better Gain, worse Bandwidth, worse THD.

Table 4.9: Sizing improvement case study

Case Gain [dB] BW [Hz] THD [%] M0 [µm] M1 [µm] M10 [µm] M11 [µm] M13 [µm] M14 [µm] M3 [µm] M4 [µm] M6 [µm] M7 [µm]

0 64.26 5.61k 9.64 23.33 6.02 10 8.44 3.06 1.11 23.33 8.44 10 6.02

1(1) 70.29 4.29k 7.15 62.92 15.84 10 3.99 2.52 10 10 15.84 17.42 4.6

1(2) 66.16 13.4k 8.94 2.52 10 2.52 62.92 6.31 3.99 10 6.31 5.74 52.85

2(1) 69.13 4.47k 6 62.92 10 7.17 1.59 2.52 10 10 2.52 21.75 1.11

2(2) 67.44 16.99k 12.5 39.73 10 7.168 39.73 10 39.73 21.75 10 21.75 11.17

2(3) 66.79 9.12k 9.17 128.4 65.99 7.17 5.74 11.17 10 21.75 65.99 21.75 11.17

Case study : Sequenced causal trace indicates an ordered trade-off effect of

parameter vs performance, which can be used to improve automated sizing

as a parameter preference list. The traditional way to size op-amp 4(1)

is through sampling all transistor dimensions equally without considering
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trade-off effects, e.g., sampling each transistor 20 times evenly along 0.4µm

∼ 250µm. One sizing solution is shown on row 0 in Table 4.9.

The causal trace sequence for performance attributes set {Gain, Band-

width, THD} in Table 4.7 is {gm10 → gds10 → gm3 → gm6 → gds6 → gds3

→ gm7 → gds7}. It indicates devices {M10, M3, M6, M7} are more corre-

lated to performance attributes, and a preferred order to size the circuit is

{M10 → M3 → M6 → M7}. Thus, we propose adaptive scheme to sample

{M10, M3, M6, M7} more frequently than the other devices and add con-

straint widthM10 = widthM3. The newly generated design point is shown

in Table 4.9 row 1(1), widthM10 = widthM3 = 10µm. With the constraint

of widthM10 = widthM3 = 10µm, we sample {M6, M7} more frequently to

run a second round optimization. The result on row 1(2) achieves better

performance in all attributes {Gain, Bandwidth, THD}, i.e., dominates the

traditional solution on row 0. Thus, adaptive sampling scheme based on

causal trace sequence is able to improve automated sizing to achieve better

performance.

Other causal trace sequence in Table 4.7, {gds10 → gds6 → gm6 → gm3 →
gm10 → gds7 → gm7 → gds3}, shows an order of {M10 → M6 → M3 → M7}.
Similarly, another iterative optimization with adaptive sampling achieves

better sizing solution as shown on rows 2(1), 2(2), 2(3) in Table 4.9.

Besides adaptive sampling scheme in sizing optimization, the parameter

sequence is can also be utilized in the following ideas, which can be studied

in future work, (i) The ordered causal trace (parameter sequence) can be

reused to size the same circuit in newer process. (ii) For higher dimensional

specifications (dimension > 4), it is more difficult for the synthesis tool to

obtain a feasible sizing solution. In this case, the proposed method is able

to obtain high dimensional trade-off results by reusing and aggregating low

dimensional data. (iii) In design reuse, for a new circuit with minor modifi-

cation, the causal trace can be used to size the circuit as a reference starting

point.
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4.5 Conclusions

Characterizing the causality model of a circuit is critical for analog circuit

design automation activities. Generating new circuit topologies or incremen-

tally updating an existing circuit to meet different requirements can use the

causal information to identify which devices and building blocks can tackle

the specification, hence be part of a new circuit, or which of the structures

produce the performance bottlenecks of a circuit, so that they are replaced

with features that do not cause these limitations. Second, the causal infor-

mation can be used to verify the validity of an analog circuit by verifying

which of the causality defined by the connected building blocks are consistent

with each other (i.e., they do not annual each others advantages), capable of

achieving the needed specification, and optimal with respect to other causal

possibilities achieved by using alternative circuit topologies. Third, the qual-

ity of circuit sizing can be improved by using the parameter causality to

decide the parameter sets that are most effective in addressing the perfor-

mance trade-offs of a circuit for a specification.

This chapters model causal information by six elements respectively: (i)

Causal relation characterizes the connection between a design parameter,

performance attributes, and the other circuit parameters. (ii) Causal trace

presents the comprehensive causal influence of a parameter for different im-

portance (weights) of the performance attributes. (iii) A causal graph in-

cludes the traces of all circuit parameters, all performance attribute sets. (iv)

Sequenced causal relations, (v) graph of sequenced causal relations present

the order in which the causal relations of the parameters are used in tackling

a design problem. Finally, (vi) causal Pareto front is formed from original

optimal design points and different causal relation orders. Experimental re-

sults illustrate performance multi-dimensional trade-off effect and different

reasoning strategies in automatic sizing.

While exploring a broader performance space, the work is limited by large

execution time of the sizing tool. A more efficient sampling strategy can be
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studied as future work. Various parameter sequences are generated, whereas

a systematic selection method to aid the sizing process can be explored too.
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Figure 4.12: Gain-Bandwidth design order in table 1
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Figure 4.13: Gain-Bandwidth design order in table 2
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Figure 4.14: Gain-Bandwidth other order example
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Figure 4.15: Gain-Bandwidth other order example
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Figure 4.16: Gain-THD design order 1
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Figure 4.17: Gain-THD design order 2
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Figure 4.18: Gain-Bandwidth-THD design order in table 1
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Figure 4.19: Gain-Bandwidth-THD design order in table 2
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Figure 4.20: Gain-Bandwidth-THD design order in table 3
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Figure 4.21: Gain-Bandwidth-THD other design order 1
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Chapter 5

Reasoning-based Design

Verification1

5.1 Introduction

Analog design verification verifies functional performance on analog, mixed-

signal and RF circuits, which has been a critical step in design flow. Modern

analog circuits in advanced CMOS technologies are more complex and with

more demanding performance constraints. In traditional system on chips

(SoCs), analog and mixed-signal circuitry take up 20% of the area, but this

percentage is expected to steadily increase to half of the chip area in SoCs de-

signed for advanced nodes [116]. An increasing number of functional errors

and unmet performance requirements occur in the analog portion of large

mixed-signal integrated chips [117].

Design refinement and redesigns are more severe in order to meet time-

to-market requirements, hence driving the need for consistent analog ver-

ification methodologies and tools. Analog verification requires performing

functional verification on analog, mixed-signal and RF integrated circuits

and SOCs, which still depends largely on designer’s experience and exper-

1 [114], [115]
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tise. For digital systems, there are various reliable verification methods, i.e.,

formal verification of RTL. These methods do not directly apply to analog

circuits, not only because analog signals process continuously in value and

time, but also the complexity of analog performance specifications.

In Chapter 2, design knowledge mining (especially causal reasoning com-

ponent) provides intuitive reasoning procedure, which arguably offers the

diagnostics insight of the design flow (i.e., the reasons that cause the per-

formance errors). Inspired by causal reasoning to generate new circuit in

Chapter 3, this chapter also applies it to verify existing circuit. While ex-

isting methods, simulation-based verification and formal verification, aim at

covering and verifying the entire performance space, they arguably offer less

diagnostics insight, i.e., the reasons that cause the performance errors. By

mining and understanding design reasoning, we are able to utilize the infor-

mation to verify functional errors and potentials for improvement.

With the mined causal reasoning in Chapter 2, this chapter proposes a

new reasoning-based verification approach as an application of design knowl-

edge mining. The verification method checks the correctness of the starting

ideas and design sequence that form a design plan. Incorrect functional is-

sues and performance potentials for improvement are identified and linked to

either starting ideas and/or design sequence. The result of verification offers

diagnostics insight, like the starting idea and/or design step implementation

that should be modified to correct functional errors.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 discusses the related work.

Section 5.3 presents the overview of the verification methodology. Section 5.4

presents the algorithm. Section 5.5 presents two experiments on verifying op-

amps to show how design issues and improvement potentials are identified.

Conclusions in Section 5.6 end the paper.
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5.2 Related work

Recent research on analog circuit verification can be distinguished into

two categories: simulation-based methods and formal verification methods [118].

Simulation-based methods verify a system or a circuit design at various

levels of abstraction of the analog or mixed-signal (AMS) domain. Transient

simulation, a main tool in AMS verification, generally requires long simula-

tion time and large computing resources. Simulation time can be reduced

by using behavioral models of the circuits [21, 119, 120]. Existing behav-

ioral modeling methods include black box modeling [27, 121], white box or

structural modeling [21, 120], base-band modeling, and event-driven model-

ing [122].

For RF circuits, there are specific, enhanced simulation methods, i.e.,

periodic steady-state analysis and harmonic balance. However, these meth-

ods are not applicable to AMS circuits which are not periodic [123]. Base-

band modeling isolates the modulated data from the carrier frequency. The

main issue with base-band modeling is using different pin definitions while

switching between different abstraction levels. Base-band modeling tools

like SPW [124], SpectreRF [125] and simulator AMS designer [126] support

the verification of a RF subsystem at different levels of abstractions. [127]

uses enhanced base-band behavioral models for an industrial-level multi-

band, low IF GSM receiver. Event-driven modeling approach isolates the

high-frequency signal path from the low-frequency bias and control by using

different simulation domains. The event-driven simulation approach in [128]

verifies RF front-ends using a new double precision data type (called wreal)

in Verilog-AMS. It separates high frequency signal paths and saves time

by enabling fast analog verification using the digital simulation domain.

Simulation-based verification is widely used, but limited by the fact that

it is hard to identify input patterns that guarantee the covering of all errors

that might occur in the whole design space.

Formal verification methods, though have not been widely applied to
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AMS and RF design verification, can mathematically verify a circuit’s opera-

tion and/or performance space. Existing formal verification methods include

model checking, reachability analysis, equivalence checking, and runtime ver-

ification. Performance properties are described in the steady-state space. A

first attempt to formulate analog simulation as a Boolean satisfiability (SAT)

problem is proposed in [129]. [130] extends the SAT-based modeling method

to parameter variations. Conventional temporal logic model for AMS circuit

verification is discussed in [131]. It applies finite state machines to represent

continuous state space of transient response. [132] proposes two symbolic

model checking algorithms, a binary decision diagram-based model checker

and a symbolic modular-based model checker. Both model checkers utilize

a Boolean symbolic model derived from the labeled hybrid petri net model.

It includes Boolean signals to represent digital circuitry and continuous vari-

ables to model voltages and currents of analog circuits. Besides various other

model checking approaches, [133] introduces dynamic stability verification by

zonotope-based reachability analysis. Steinhorst, et al [134] present an algo-

rithm for behavioral equivalence checking of two circuit implementations for

dynamic state space. Model-checking and reachability analysis validate the

design over a range of parameters and input possibilities, therefore suffers

from expensive computation [135]. [136] presents a runtime verification algo-

rithm using a time-augmented rapidly-exploring random tree for incremental

runtime monitoring.

Current simulation-based and formal verification methods mainly rely on

intensive simulation and focus on verifying circuit states, but arguably of-

fer less diagnostics insight. Diagnosis of analog and mixed-signal circuits

still heavily relies on the engineer’s experience and intuition because of poor

fault models, component tolerances, and nonlinearity issues [137]. Existing

automation methods range from expert systems, built-in self-test circuits

to pattern recognition methods. Early method using expert systems [138]

requires sufficient knowledge and many test points. Other approaches intro-
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duced alternative built-in self-test circuit [139], or pattern recognition to asso-

ciative patterns in the test response data with the corresponding faults [140].

[141] applies neural network to classify faults considering parametric varia-

tions. [142] proposes fault model by fuzzy math. It combines both sensitivity

analysis and fuzzy analysis for parametric fault diagnosis. This chapter aim

to help diagnose the reasons in circuit design plan that cause circuit perfor-

mance error/drawback.

5.3 Methodology for reasoning-based design

verification

Each analog circuit design follows certain design reasoning procedure,

which can be extracted by using the procedure in Chapter 2 applied to the

circuit design literature. Mining design reasoning identifies possible design

features that served as starting ideas in devising new circuits as well as the

design steps and their justifications in creating the complete designs. The

proposed reasoning-based verification flow in Figure 5.1 begins with mining

design causal reasoning for individual circuit design. Circuit topological fea-

tures corresponding to starting ideas, design steps are identified, replaced

with ideal behavior model. Re-evaluating the newly generated circuit reveals

possible improvement, therefore offers diagnostic information regarding cer-

tain starting idea or design step.

Causal reasoning

Specifications

+

Starting ideas S

Design sequence Seq

+
Identify building block

M for S & Seq.

Replace M with ideal

behavior model.

Re-evaluate.

Figure 5.1: Causal reasoning-based verification flow
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5.3.1 Mining design causal reasoning

As explained in Chapter 2, the main elements describing design causal

reasoning include starting ideas, design steps, and justifications. Mining

algorithm is presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.6.

5.3.2 Circuit verification using causal reasoning

Given a sized circuit, the verification flow first compares performance

simulation results with specifications. In the experiment, circuit sizing is

obtained by Cadence advanced analysis optimization tool [5]. Performance

specifications are the objectives for optimization, e.g., Table 5.2. Perfor-

mances are evaluated through Spectre simulator. Starting from the mined

causal reasoning information, the topological features in the starting ideas

and design sequence are individually verified. Features are verified from start-

ing ideas to design sequence as starting ideas are considered more important

than the design sequence. Figure 5.2 shows an illustrating example. For

each topological feature x, the corresponding related devices are identified

as a building block. Each block performs certain function and might intro-

duce drawback insight. Replacing the block with an ideal functional model

removes the drawbacks and sometimes functional errors in the circuit.

A two terminal Verilog-AMS behavioral amplifier model [143] is chosen

as the ideal functional model. It has only two parameters and simplifies the

verification process. Two model parameters are gain and input offset. Gain

is set as the same with the replaced block to keep the new circuit having the

same gain as the original. Input offset is set to zero.

Multiple circuits are generated, with each corresponds to the new circuit

replacing one building block. We conclude from newly evaluated simulation

results that for each performance p, if p is marked as functional error but

p is solved in the new circuit F using the ideal functional model, feature

x (belonging to starting ideas or design sequence) is the reason (or part of
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reason) for p not meeting the specification. Otherwise, if performance p is

relaxed in F, it indicates that we can look for better candidate of feature x

to improve p.
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two stage
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N1 justified step of 
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N2 justified step of

common source stage

differential input1

2

3

Figure 5.2: Two-stage op-amp causal reasoning

5.4 Design verification algorithm

The reasoning-based verification method is shown in Algorithm 12. It

links circuit functional errors or performance potentials for improvement

with the corresponding starting ideas/design steps in the causal reasoning

component. Verification results are a set of functional errors, potentials for

improvement, and the features in design that produced them (the diagnostics

information).
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input : sized analog circuit C, starting ideas S, design

sequence Seq;

output: functional errors and potentials for improvement;

begin;

for each performance p of circuit C do

if simulation result of p does not meet specification then

mark p as “functional error”;

else

mark p as “performance potentials”;

end

end

for each topological feature x in S & Seq do
identify the related devices {Mi, Mj, ... Mn} of feature x

as block M;

replace block M from C with ideal model to get new

circuit F;

evaluate F performance;

for each performance p of circuit F do
if p in C is marked with “functional error” &

simulated result of p in F meets specification then

Link “functional error” of p with feature x;

end

if p in C is marked with “non-linearity” & simulated

result of p in F is greatly improved then

Link “performance potentials” of p with feature x;

end

end

end

end procedure;
Algorithm 12: Algorithm for reasoning-based verification
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Example: Figure 5.2 shows the schematic and causal reasoning compo-

nent of a two stage op-amp circuit [49]. The complete topological features

(building blocks) of the circuit (set Σ) = {differential input, telescopic cas-

code stage, common source stage}, labeled 1, 2, 3 in Figure 5.2. The initial

starting ideas (set S) = {an abstract feature two-stage}, which has been used

in previous design as indicated by the author [49] (set Γ). Beginning with

the initial starting idea in set S, the uncovered features = Σ − S.

In this case, set Σ and S don’t overlap, as the designer used the concept

of two-stage but decided his own physical implementations. “Two-stage”

is analyzed further to derive design sequence. {Telescopic cascode stage,

common source stage}, the two-stage implementations, labeled as 2 and 3,

are mined as design sequence. Therefore, design step N1 implements the first

gain stage as telescopic cascode stage, justified by its advantages in high gain.

Design step N2 implements the second gain stage as common source stage,

as it offers high output voltage swing. The remaining features, differential

input, labeled 1, is common design knowledge (set Θ). Therefore, it is added

to set S as the starting ideas. Set S includes all starting ideas of the circuit

and the identified design sequence includes all features in set Σ − S, hence

it produces the final design. Figure 5.2 illustrates the mined starting ideas

and the design step sequence.

The op-amp circuit is sized using Cadence advanced analysis optimization

tool [5], 0.2µm CMOS technology. All transistor L dimensions are chosen 3

times the minimum size. Table 5.1 lists the optimized sizing solution. The

verification flow first compares performance simulation results with speci-

fications to identify functional errors or potentials. Starting from causal

reasoning, topological features corresponding to starting ideas and design se-

quence are verified by replacing feature x with an ideal functional model. A

two terminal Verilog-AMS behavioral amplifier model [143] is chosen as the

ideal functional model. It has only two parameters and thus simplifies the

verification process. Two model parameters are gain and input offset. Gain
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is set as the same with the replaced block to keep the new circuit having

the same gain as the original. Input offset is set to zero. Replace feature x

generates new circuit F. For newly evaluated performance p, if p is marked

as functional error but p is solved in F, then feature x (belonging to starting

ideas or design sequence) is the reason (or part of reason) for p not meeting

the specification. Otherwise, if performance p is relaxed in F, it indicates

that we can look for better candidate of feature x to improve p.

The overall performance set = {static power, DC gain, bandwidth, gain-

bandwidth product (GBP), slew rate, rmsNoise, total harmonic distortion

(THD), output voltage swing}. Two figures of merit FOMS and FOML were

used to characterize small-signal and large-signal performances [63]. All cir-

cuits have load capacitor Cload = 10pF. Therefore, we considered to verify

the performance set {FOMS, Phase Margin, FOML, rmsNoise, THD, out-

put voltage swing}. Specifications were given empirically. Columns “Specs”,

“Optimized results” in Table 5.2 show that phase margin, FOML and noise

don’t meet the specification, which is shown in bold and marked as “func-

tional error”.

The verification flow for each topological feature in the starting idea and

design sequence in Figure 5.2, labeled as 1, 2, and 3, is as follows.

FOMS =
GBP ∗ CL
power

, FOML =
SR ∗ CL
power

(5.1)

Table 5.1: Transistor sizing for the op-amp circuit in Figure 5.2

devices M0 M1/M2 M3/M4 M5/M6 M7/M8 M9/M10 M11/M12

optimized sizing [µ/µ] 15/0.6 69.75/0.6 90/0.6 14.6/0.6 26.8/0.6 1.1/0.6 0.3/0.6

Feature 1. Differential input is identified as devices {M0, M1, M2} in

Figure 5.2. Replacing {M0, M1, M2} with the ideal amplifier model (shown

as a triangle) generates a new circuit F1 in Figure 5.3(a). The ideal model has

the same gain with the block being replaced. The input offset is set to 0V.

Column “F1” in Table 5.2 summarizes the newly evaluated performances
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Figure 5.3: Replace circuit features in Figure 5.2 with models

Table 5.2: Performance comparison of circuits in Figure 5.2, 5.3

Performance Specs Optimized results F1 F2 F3

Static power[µw] minimize 405.072 405.096 8.212 396.84
DC gain[dB] maximize 89.79 89.98 89.93 89.39

Bandwidth [kHz] maximize 6.245 6.125 6.153 2.921e3
GBP [MHz] maximize 193.2 193.7 193.6 86.3e3

FOMS [MHz∗pF
mw

] >100 4769.5 4781.6 235752.6 2174680
Phase Margin[°] [60, 90] 3.4 13.32 81.68 >90

Pos Slew Rate [V/µs] >1 0.46 0.47 0.38 17.36e3

FOML [V/µ∗pF
mw

] >100 11.32 11.51 467.85 437455.9
rmsNoise [1-1MHz band] <10 27.82 4.75 0.63 32.76

THD [%] <10 1.35 1.11 1.09 1.75
Output voltage swing [V] >1.2 1.6 1.6 1.6 1

of circuit F1. Evaluating each performance in set {FOMS, phase margin,

FOML, rmsNoise, THD, and output voltage swing}, phase margin is slightly

improved, but still does not meet the specification. Thus, feature differential

input introduces one non-dominant pole. Noise in the new circuit is greatly

reduced. Thus we conclude that feature differential input introduces most of

the noise. If improvement on noise is needed, we will focus on input stage

and look for better candidate. Topological feature differential input, as one of

the starting ideas, introduces one non-dominant pole, thus is not the reason

for having insufficient phase margin.

Feature 2. The telescopic cascode stage is implemented as the first gain

stage in the amplifier. The new circuit F2 in Figure 5.3(b) is generated by
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replacing the related devices M0 ∼M8. In circuit F2, phase margin meets the

constraint, so one dominant pole introduced by the first stage is eliminated.

FOMS and rmsNoise improved significantly as the new circuit replaced the

entire first stage, including devices in differential input.

Feature 3. The second gain stage of the amplifier is implemented by a

common source stage. Replacing the related devices M9 ∼ M12 results in the

new topology in Figure 5.3(c). Comparing performance results, phase margin

> 90 means gain will not drop to zero within the considered frequency range.

FOML is greatly improved. We can conclude that the second stage introduces

one dominant pole. Also, the second stage greatly constrains the small signal

and large signal performance.

In summary, the two-stage telescopic op-amp suffers from insufficient

phase margin, low large signal performance and large noise. By verifying

each topological feature in the design reasoning flow, we conclude there are

two dominant poles in the circuit which cause the phase drop. One is after

the telescopic cascode stage and one is at the output load. With respect to

the three topological features in the starting ideas and design sequence, the

two-stages implementation in the design sequence needs to be modified. Ad-

ditional feed-forward stage or frequency compensation is required to ensure

stability. The starting idea on using differential input contributes most on

noise, and the idea of using the output stage constrains most large signal

performance (slew rate).

5.5 Experiments

Experiments illustrate the proposed verification flow for two more ad-

vanced op-amps/OTAs.
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Figure 5.4: Two-stage OTA causal reasoning

5.5.1 Highly linear OTA

The circuit in Figure 5.4a is a single differential highly linear OTA with

degeneration resistance [67]. Set Σ of the circuit = {differential input, re-

sistance degeneration, regulated cascode, and current source biasing}. Set

S = {source degenerated differential input}, which is referred from previous

work (set Γ). It is labeled as 1 in Figure 5.4a. It offers high linearity by

using higher source degeneration factors. The uncovered features (Σ − S)

are labeled as 2 and 3. The uncovered features, {regulated cascode, current
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source biasing}, if justified, are added to the design sequence of the circuit.

Source degenerated differential input achieves higher linearity than regular

differential input but limits the gain, thus regulated cascode is used at the

output. Design step N1 adds regulated cascode, justified by the starting

idea to boost gain. Current source biasing is a required design step for the

circuit’s correct operation. Figure 5.4b illustrates the mined starting ideas

and the design sequence. From the performance comparison in Table 5.3,

output voltage swing does not meet specification, and are marked as func-

tional errors. Phase margin, rmsNoise, and THD are labeled performance

potentials.
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Table 5.3: Performance comparison of circuits in Figure 5.4a, 5.5

Performance Specs Optimized results F1 F2 F3

Static power[µw] minimize 1.017e3 1.017e3 456 1.25e3
DC gain[dB] maximize 38.16 38.23 30.17 33.04

Bandwidth [kHz] maximize 382.2 14.89e3 468.9e6 69.78
GBP [MHz] maximize 30.99 1.217e3 15.15e3 3.14

FOMS [MHz∗pF
mw

] >100 304.65 11961.86 332236.84 25.11
Phase Margin[°] [60, 90] 88.8 67.9 >90 91.11

Pos Slew Rate [V/µs] >1 13.88 12.67 8.293e3 3.908

FOML [V/µ∗pF
mw

] >100 136.45 124.533 181864.04 31.25
rmsNoise [1-1MHz band] <10 0.3394 0.02711 0.09976 1.836

THD [%] <10 1.011 1.048 1.071 0.9783
Output voltage swing [V] >1.2 1.2 1.2 2 1.2

Feature 1. The topological structures in the starting idea, differential

input and source degeneration, are identified as one building block, M1 ∼
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M4, and resistor R. The circuit with ideal model is shown in Figure 5.5(a).

FOMS is greatly improved, but the output voltage swing is still low. The

input stage implementation is part of the reasoning for FOMS improvement.

The other performances do not have a significant improvement, thus the

input stage does not introduce limitations on other performances.

Feature 2. The design step uses regulated cascode as the output stage.

The new circuit in Figure 5.5(b) solves the functional error. The design

step corresponding to the regulated cascode stage is the mainly reason for

the small- and large signal performance improvement. It also dominates the

output voltage swing. Same as with the input stage, it does not introduce

constrains on other performances.

Feature 3. Step N2 is a required design step. Biasing transistors M5 and

M6 are modeled by the ideal current sources in Figure 5.5(c). According to

Table 5.3, it does not have a major effect on performance. The simulation

errors come from the transistor non-idealities working as current sources,

which is not for verification purposes.

For low voltage application, using the regulated cascode implementation

as the output stage should be avoided. Both gain stages cause not sufficient

FOMS and FOML, whereas the output stage dominates more on FOML.

5.5.2 High-speed, high-swing op-amp

Another circuit example in Figure 5.7a is a high-speed, high-swing op-

amp used in low-voltage applications [69]. From the circuit topology, we

extracted five topological features (building blocks) = {differential input sin-

gle ended output, gain-boosted amplifier, folded cascode, low voltage current

mirror, and current source biasing} (set Σ). These five topological features

are labeled as 1 ∼ 5 in Figure 5.7a. According to the design description

in [69], the reasoning process begins with ideas used previously, which is

gain boosted feedback amplifier (set Γ). For the remaining features in Σ −
S, folded cascode is justified by the feedback amplifier. The folded cascode
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with feedback path is one strategy to enhance gain with additional power

consumption. The step of adding current source biasing is a required de-

sign step. Differential input single ended output is a common input-output

structure (set Θ). Meanwhile, low voltage current mirror is one way to con-

nect differential input and single output stage, which is a justified design

step. The causal reasoning in Figure 5.7b combines the starting ideas of

differential input, single ended output and gain-boosted amplifier (set Γ),

labeled as 1 and 2. Design step N1 implements the input stage using folded

cascode. Design step N2 adds a low-voltage current mirror justified by the

single-ended output. Design step N3 adds the current source biasing for the

circuit’s correct operation. They are labeled as 3, 4, and 5 in Figure 5.7a.
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Figure 5.6: Replace circuit features in Figure 5.7a with models

As shown in Table 5.4, rmsNoise and output voltage swing are unmet

performances. Figure 5.6 presents five new circuits generated by replacing

each feature in set starting ideas and design sequence. From column “F1”,

small signal and large signal performance are improved greatly, whereas noise

is not improved.

Design steps of using folded cascode and low voltage current mirror, and

the starting idea of using gain-boosted amplifier are the main reasons for

the unsatisfied noise requirement. Steps of folded cascode and low-voltage

current mirror determines output voltage swing, which is easy to conclude
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Figure 5.7: High-speed and high-swing op-amp causal reasoning
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Table 5.4: Performance comparison of circuits in Figure 5.7a, 5.6

Performance Specs Optimized results F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

Static power[µw] minimize 994.44 994.44 738.8 0 738.8 752
DC gain[dB] maximize 95.3 95.06 15.09 95.3 79.6 97.7

Bandwidth [kHz] maximize 0.508 34.23 1023 +∞ +∞ 0.3872
GBP [MHz] maximize 29.64 1943 5.831 +∞ +∞ 29.77

FOMS [MHz∗pF
mw

] >100 298.06 19538.63 78.93 +∞ +∞ 395.88
Phase Margin[°] [60, 90] 86.01 75 106.4 >90 >90 86.9

Pos Slew Rate [V/µs] >1 17.13 1517 0.0885 23.28e9 1198 17.3

FOML [V/µ∗pF
mw

] >100 172.26 15254.82 1.65 +∞ 16215.48 230.05
rmsNoise [1-1MHz band] <10 240.1 199.3 0.076 0 0 273.6

THD [%] <10 0.99 1.527 61.28 0.3 0.226 0.99
Output voltage swing [V] >1.2 1 1 2 1 2 1

as they form the output stage. Differential input introduces performance

drawbacks on small- and large signal performance.

The presented verification examples identify functional errors, potential

for improvement and their reasons, e.g., incorrect starting ideas or design

steps (diagnostics) for a sized circuit. The insight obtained from verification

examples can be used as a reference for further design. The proposed tech-

nique is not able to verifying circuit states, hence, it serves as a complement

to existing methods.

5.6 Conclusions

This chapter presents a new analog circuit design verification approach

based on mining causal reasoning. The method verifies circuit design plan to

conclude functional errors and performance potentials for improvement and

their causes (diagnostics).

The verification flow begins with mining the causal reasoning steps (de-

sign plan) that produced the circuit, including starting ideas, design step

sequence, and their justifications. Topological features corresponding to the

starting ideas and design step sequence are verified individually by replacing

the related devices (transistors, capacitors, resistors, etc) with ideal behavior

model. New circuits are generated and evaluated through simulation. Com-
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paring simulation results with the new generated circuits reveals incorrect

functional issues and/or performance potential for improvement. They are

negative causes of certain starting ideas or design steps, which might have

been omitted during the design process.

Three experiments on op-amp/OTA designs show that functional errors

and performance potentials are identified as either incorrect starting design

ideas or erroneous design steps in the design plan. Automating the verifica-

tion process includes extracting circuit building blocks, mining causal reason-

ing information, and evaluating new circuits with replaced ideal model. For

performance not meeting specification, experimental results identify certain

topological features implemented, which are traced back to starting idea or

design sequence.

The purpose of reasoning-based verification is to diagnose, thus, it is not

able to verify circuit’s complete performance states and operation. Limitation

of the method lies in the need to mine causal reasoning component. Replacing

features with behavior model and re-evaluating the circuit requires relatively

large simulation effort. Future work can improve the evaluation process, e.g.

behavioral level simulation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis, analog circuit design knowledge mining and causal infor-

mation modeling methodologies have been presented. The development of

knowledge mining and causal modeling to extract analog design knowledge

from literature is motivated by the gap between existing automation meth-

ods and manual design. It is inspired by (i) Advances in basic techniques

in statistic data analysis, machine learning, and data mining. (ii) Develop-

ment of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) to identify valid, novel,

potentially useful, and ultimately understandable information in data.

6.1 Design knowledge mining

6.1.1 Summary

Knowledge mining utilizes the knowledge-intensive feature of analog cir-

cuit design and brings new perspectives to design automation field. It mines

design knowledge from three aspects and tends to cover the entire knowl-

edge space: an associative component presenting the conceptual hierarchy

of the considered circuits, a component expressing the performance capabil-

ities (e.g., trade-offs and bottlenecks) of the circuits, and a causal modeling
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component describing the most likely starting ideas and design plans used to

create a circuit. The associative component groups circuits into hierarchical

abstractions based on the symbolic similarities of the instances. Starting

from the performance trade-offs and bottlenecks of the circuits, performance

capabilities component express the trade-offs of concepts by combining the

trade-off tables of their instances. Finally, the causal reasoning component

identifies the initial ideas that support finding sequences of justified design

steps for a given design.

The proposed knowledge structure can be used to tackle new applications

(e.g., by selecting or refining a circuit topology), identify new design opportu-

nities (by analyzing the combination of design features that have never been

used together before), In some cases, the found starting ideas were probably

the initial ideas of the designer, e.g., when topological features were combined

to create a new circuit. However, other starting ideas are only the originators

of the design step sequences that create a circuit, but not the actual initial

ideas of the designer. An essential aspect of devising a representation to

support reasoning-based analog circuit synthesis is explicitly presenting the

causal information on how topological features and their parameters decide

performance trade-offs and bottlenecks.

Besides aid in designers’ effort by knowledge organization/construction,

the knowledge mining method is applied to automate op-amp/OTA design.

A new topology synthesis method is proposed that implements a design

knowledge-intensive, reasoning-based process to create novel circuit struc-

tures with all their feature justified by the problem requirements. Five

methodologies are described depending on the nature of the starting de-

sign features. Four synthesis experiments demonstrate the capability of the

method to generate circuits beyond the capabilities of existing topology syn-

thesis algorithms. The synthesized topologies are similar to designer created

circuits. Even though we do not have formal evidence, we think that such

circuits are hard to be evolved by genetic algorithms.
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In order to validate design correctness by showing that all steps in start-

ing ideas and design sequence are justified. The novel reasoning-based analog

circuit verification technique was developed based on verifying the mined cir-

cuit design knowledge. It helps to identify functional errors and performance

potentials for improvement and their causes (diagnostics). The verification

flow begins with mining the causal reasoning steps (design plan) that pro-

duced the circuit, including starting ideas, design step sequence, and their

justifications. Topological features corresponding to the starting ideas and

design step sequences are verified individually by replacing the related de-

vices (transistors, capacitors, resistors, etc) with ideal behavior model. Com-

paring simulation results with the new generated circuits reveals incorrect

functional issues and/or performance potential for improvement. They are

negative causes of certain starting ideas or design steps, which might have

been omitted during the design process.

6.1.2 Limitations and future work

In general, knowledge mining in terms of building association and extract-

ing design reasoning is technology independent. With associative component

focuses on topology attributes in terms of nodes, node couplings, higher

level building blocks, and templates, technology aspects are not explored.

Whereas feasibility of topology can be a technology dependent decision, when

new technology emerges, new design constraints of topological features need

to be updated. As for performance trade-off tables, simulation needs to be

conducted again with different technology, which requires additional simu-

lation cost. Linking topologies to different processes can be considered in

future work, i.e., identifying topologies particular for advanced processes.

The method to adapt topology to newer process can be explored too.

Experiment shows knowledge representation of 34 high performance op-

amps/OTAs from literature on analog circuit design. Beside op-amp/OTA

design, the methodology also works on other analog blocks at the same level
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or higher (i.e., LNA, filter, oscillator) in general. Future work may include

knowledge mining on higher level analog circuits.

6.2 Causal information modeling

6.2.1 Summary

With respect to finding important parameters to various performance out-

put at a global scale, Chapter 5 extends performance capabilities by modeling

circuit causal information, including the relations of design parameters decid-

ing the values of the functional outputs, performance, and other parameters.

Considering the limitation and availability of symbolic computation, causal

information modeling utilizes simulation tool instead. Causal information in-

cludes: (i) Causal relation, expresses the parameter’s influence in controlling

performance values and trade-offs. (ii) Causal trace, presents the compre-

hensive causal influence of a parameter for different importance (weights)

of the performance attributes. (iii) Causal graph, includes the traces of all

circuit parameters, all performance attribute sets. (iv) Sequenced causal re-

lations, (v) graph of sequenced causal relations, present the order in which

the causal relations of the parameters are used in tackling a design problem,

which are further used to generate Pareto front.

Modeling circuit causal information aids in the design automation in three

aspects, (i) generating new circuit topologies or incrementally updating an

existing circuit to meet different requirements can use the causal information

to identify which devices and building blocks can tackle the specification,

hence be part of a new circuit, or which of the structures produce the perfor-

mance bottlenecks of a circuit, so that they are replaced with features that

do not cause these limitations. (ii) the causal information can be used to

verify the validity of an analog circuit by verifying which of the causality

defined by the connected building blocks are consistent with each other (i.e.,

they do not annual each others advantages), capable of achieving the needed
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specification, and optimal with respect to other causal possibilities achieved

by using alternative circuit topologies. (iii) the quality of circuit sizing can

be improved by using the causality parameters to decide the parameter sets

that are most effective in addressing the performance trade-offs of a circuit

for a specification.

Experimental results illustrate performance multi-dimensional trade-off

effects and different reasoning strategies in automated sizing.

6.2.2 Limitations and future work

While exploring a broader performance space, the work is limited by large

execution time of the sizing tool. A more efficient sampling strategy can be

studied as future work. Furthermore, causality measure can be improved in

future work for a better sizing strategy representation. Various parameter

sequences are generated in the experiment, whereas a systematic selection

method to aid the sizing process can be explored too.
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